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Resumen
El objetivo fundamental de esta tesis es emplear el modelado basado en individuos pa-
ra el estudio de la dina´mica de invasio´n de los pla´smidos conjugativos en poblaciones
bacterianas sobre superficies so´lidas. Los pla´smidos son pequen˜os segmentos de ADN,
normalmente circulares que poseen su propio mecanismo de replicacio´n, independiente
del ADN cromoso´mico principal de las ce´lulas bacterianas y que sobreviven como para´si-
tos utilizando la maquinaria celular de su hospedero en su propio beneficio. Adema´s de
la capacidad de replicacio´n los pla´smidos son capaces de auto-transferirse a otras ce´lulas
bacterianas en un proceso conocido como conjugacio´n bacteriana. La persistencia como
elemento gene´tico mo´vil de los pla´smidos en escala evolutiva no esta´ completamente ca-
racterizada, puesto que en muchas situaciones donde no exista una presio´n selectiva que
favorezca las ce´lulas portadoras del pla´smido, el coste metabo´lico que representa deber´ıa
paulatinamente eliminarlos de la poblacio´n. Empleando un modelo basado en la ley de
accio´n de masas[SL77] se postula que las condiciones requeridas para que un pla´smido
conjugativo se mantenga de forma estable en una poblacio´n son bastante amplias, siendo
suficiente que la cantidad de ce´lulas infectadas inicialmente, sea elevada para compensar
la pe´rdida segregativa y el coste metabo´lico que acarrea el hecho de portar el pla´smi-
do. Posteriormente se ha demostrado experimentalmente en estudios con Escherichia
coli que esas condiciones no se cumplen necesariamente. Por otra parte, ese modelo ini-
cial asume un medio l´ıquido en el cual los encuentros conjugativos pueden ocurrir con
igual probabilidad entre todos los individuos y por este motivo no representa de forma
satisfactoria el comportamiento en superficies so´lidas, en las cuales la movilidad y por
consiguiente la posibilidad de interacciones entre individuos, presenta restricciones. Por
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ello se justifica la construccio´n de modelos que reproduzcan fehacientemente el compor-
tamiento de los pla´smidos como funcio´n de los para´metros que caracterizan el feno´meno
a nivel individual utilizando los datos disponibles sobre los mecanismos moleculares, pero
adoptando un enfoque siste´mico, puesto que a parte de las implicaciones a biolog´ıa de
sistemas es adema´s un paso fundamental hacia la construccio´n de sistemas computacio-
nales empleando la meta´fora de los pla´smidos como co´digo mo´vil. En esa direccio´n va uno
de los escasos trabajos[KLF+07] sobre el comportamiento de los pla´smidos en entornos
espacialmente estructurados, donde los autores utilizan un planteamiento basado en un
auto´mata celular con actualizacio´n as´ıncrona de los estados de las celdas, consiguiendo
resultados que se ajustan bastante a la realidad experimental.
En este trabajo se presenta un modelo basado en individuos o agentes con una re-
presentacio´n expl´ıcita del espacio donde los agentes se desenvuelven. Los modelos de
la conjugacio´n bacteriana descritos en esta tesis usan una representacio´n discretas del
tiempo y del espacio. El espacio esta´ definido por una malla discreta donde se ubican los
agentes, representando a escala el entorno real en el cual el feno´meno tiene lugar. Cada
agente o individuo se describe por un vector de estados que se actualizan en funcio´n
de las reglas definidas para cada modelo de acuerdo con el estado del propio agente y
de un conjunto de agentes en las celdas distribuidas en posiciones adyacentes a la suya.
Las reglas de actualizacio´n de los estados de cada individuo representan los procesos
metabo´licos como la incorporacio´n de nutrientes, el crecimiento, la reproduccio´n y la
conjugacio´n de cada ce´lula bacteriana dentro de la colonia. Asimismo tambie´n se tiene
en cuenta procesos no metabo´licos como la difusio´n de nutrientes. Para la construccio´n
de los modelos de este trabajo se ha implementado un framework distribuido, gene´rico
y reutilizable para simulaciones espacialmente expl´ıcitas basadas en individuos. El fra-
mework proporciona una abstraccio´n para todos los servicios requeridos normalmente en
ese tipo de simulaciones, permitiendo su personalizacio´n de forma declarativa a trave´s
de archivos XML. Nuestro framework introduce la idea que denominamos Simulet que es
el punto extensio´n donde se definen las reglas que relacionan las entidades conceptuales
que se utilizan, a saber, agentes y entorno y que conforman la dina´mica del sistema.
Usando nuestro framework hemos desarrollado tres modelos. Los dos primeros han sido
utilizados como banco de pruebas para la verificacio´n de los procesos ba´sicos de difusio´n
de nutrientes y crecimiento celular. En el tercero hemos estudiado sistema´ticamente el
efecto de dos reglas obtenidas de observaciones basadas en individuos y de una tercera
que relaciona el coste de portar un pla´smido con el aumento del ciclo celular obteniendo
resultados preliminares interesantes sobre la dina´mica de propagacio´n.

Abstract
The main objective of this thesis is to use individual-based modeling to study the dynam-
ics of invasion of conjugative plasmids in bacterial populations on solid surfaces. Plas-
mids are small and normally circular DNA segments which have their own replication
mechanism independent of bacterial chromosomal DNA. Plasmids survives as parasites
hitchhiking the cellular machinery of its host for its own benefit. Besides the ability to
replicate independently, plasmids are able to manage their self-transfer to other bacterial
cells in a process known as bacterial conjugation. The plasmid persistence as a mobile
genetic element at evolutionary scale is not completely characterized, since in absence
of selective pressure that favoring plasmid bearing cells, the associated metabolic cost
should gradually eliminate it from the population, of course that is not the case. Using
a model based on the law of mass action[SL77] the authors postulate about conditions
under which a conjugative plasmid is maintained stably in a population and basically
states that if initial densities of plasmid bearing cells are high enough to compensate
the segregative loss and plasmid metabolic overhead they are stably kept. Subsequently
it has been shown experimentally in studies of Escherichia coli that these conditions
are not necessarily met. Moreover, the initial model assumes a liquid medium in which
conjugative encounters can occur with equal probability among all individuals and for
this reason does not represent a satisfactory model for solid surfaces, in which the mo-
bility and therefore the possibility of interactions between individuals are under spatial
constraints.
The above mentioned arguments justifies the need of models which reliably reproduce
the behavior of the plasmids in spatially structured environments as function of param-
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eters characterizing the phenomenon at an individual level using available data on the
molecular mechanisms, but in taking a systemic approach, as part of the implications a
systems biology is also a fundamental step towards the construction of computer systems
using the metaphor of the plasmids as mobile code. There are few works about plasmid
dynamics in solid surfaces. One of them is presented in [KLF+07] where authors use a
cellular automata based approach, with asynchronous update of cell states and yielding
results that conform closely to the experimental data available.
This work presents a spatially explicit individual-based model of bacterial conjugation
using use a discrete representation of time and space. The space is defined by a discrete
grid where agents are place and evolve through their local interactions. Each agent is
described by a state vector updated according the model rules which takes into account
the local agent state and the states of close neighbor agents located at adjacent cells.
The rules for updating the states of each individual represent metabolic processes such
as nutrient uptake, growth, reproduction and conjugation of each bacterial cell in the
colony. It also takes into account also non-metabolic processes such as nutrient diffusion.
Models were constructed using a generic and reusable framework for distributed simu-
lations implemented specifically for this work. The framework provides an abstraction
for all services required commonly for individual-based simulations, allowing declarative
customization via XML files. Our framework introduces the idea that we call Simulet
which is the extension point where rules relating the conceptual entities, namely, agents
and environment, are implemented conforming the system dynamics. Thus using our
framework we have developed three models which are presented in this work. The first
two models have been used as a test bed for the verification of the basic processes of
nutrient diffusion and cell growth. In the third we have systematically studied the effect
of two rules based on individual-based observations and a third rule relating the plasmid
fitness cost with an increased cell cycle, getting interesting preliminary results on the
plasmid spread dynamics.
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1.1 Overview
In this overview section a global perspective about bacterial conjugation will be pre-
sented in order to provide the meaning of the localized research effort about modeling
the spatial dynamics of bacterial conjugation to place it in a broader scientific context.
Simple unicellular and phage microorganisms are in number of individuals, the most
abundant life form, pervading practically every ecological niche in world. Between them
bacteria, chiefly due to their relevance to health, alimentation and other industrial pro-
cesses, are extremely interesting vectors to wisely engineered bio-designs which could
exploit their amazing number of phenotype traits already naturally available.
Bacteria, despite of the common view about their unicellular and haploid features, are
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able to coexist in complex associations and this is the norm, rather than the exception.
They form large aggregates called bio-films, they undertake communication tasks, in a
process named quorum sensing, releasing small molecules, as the extracellular poly-
meric substances (EPS), to their environment in order to signaling their neighbors
to modify or express some genotype in a population coherent manner[WB05].
In spite of its apparent ”simplicity”, bacteria shows an ever astonishing diversity
in phenotypes and adaptability. They are, ecologically speaking, an extremely ro-
bust life form, they can survive in extreme conditions (extremophiles) and adapt their
metabolic pathways to increase their fitness to disadvantageous environments. Some
bacterial strains are able to detect chemical gradients or oxygen, such process is known
as chemotaxis and aerotaxis. Current research has shown the electricity generation capa-
bility of Geobacter sulfurreducens[BL03] bacteria as well as their possible applications in
nanotechnology[RMM+05]. Another tremendously interesting phenotype is the magne-
totaxis expressed by some bacterial strains like Magnetospirillum gryphiswaldense which
can seized to manipulate microscopic objects or to some kind of computer-molecular
interface[MTNL06, ANN+08]. In any case, we are just beginning to foresee the wealth
of such evolutionary component library and how to use them in well crafted designs.
Another common misconception about bacteria is they asexuality or haploidity. Ac-
tually, besides of their main chromosomal DNA, almost all bacteria exchange promis-
cuously genetic information, passively with their environment up taking fragments from
their surroundings in a process known as transformation or by mean of phage infection,
such process is named transduction. Active transfers are also very common and such
process is denominated conjugation[Pie07, DLCFMZ10].
Conjugative transfers are carried out by impressively complex cellular machinery
coded by genes present in small circular extra-chromosomal DNA structures called plas-
mids. Bacterial plasmids are autonomous entities replicating independently of bacterial
chromosome and normally carrying some other accessory traits whose may confer some
kind of selective advantage to host cells. They are ubiquitous in bacteria, both in gram-
negative and gram-positive and it is also not uncommon that host cells harbors more
than one plasmid type[Tho00].
Plasmids may also, as in the case of transformation and transduction, be assimilated
to the host cell chromosome through recombination, being no longer an autonomous
element. As explained formerly, plasmids hitchhike at cellular machinery for they own
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sake in order to persist across successive cell divisions. Indeed plasmids persistence at
evolutionary scale, as independent elements, is not completely well characterized as they
impose a cellular overhead to their hosts reducing their growth rate. Apparently there
are no evolutionary reasons justifying why plasmids are not incorporated definitively
within their host chromosome. There are also broad range of existence conditions where
plasmids are kept during large time periods in bacterial populations despite of the absence
of selective pressure and the fitness cost imposed to plasmid bearing cells.
Conjugative plasmids are also a widely employed tool in molecular biology or recom-
binant DNA technology as a gene vector. The global idea is to take some plasmid,
keep their replication and transfer gene clusters, cut uninteresting genes with restric-
tion enzymes and add new foreign genes whose will be expressed in a different host,
so to say. This is, roughly speaking, the fundamental tenet used to create transgenic
products. Insofar molecular techniques evolves and more entirely sequenced genomes
become available, a complete plasmid could be built from scratch using sequenced data
as template.
At this point one may ask how does computer science relates to all of that. I have no
ultimate answer to this question, but some well founded insights. The most significant is
the vision of DNA, not as a template but like a complex and dynamic evolutionary
code. Since the discovery of DNA structure, the evolution of techniques and in the
knowledge about the inner structure of life growth side by side with the evolution of
computational capacity and tools, generating a whole new bunch of interdisciplinary sci-
entific bodies, under the umbrella of genomic, proteomic, bio-informatics, system biology
and bio-molecular computing, natural computing and so on.
Other stepping stone is the work on recombinant DNA technology, where a piece of
DNA from an organism is inserted in a different host and then, some guest characteristic
or phenotype is expressed by the host cellular machinery. The first in vitro production of
a ”genetic program” was conducted by Stanley Cohen et al. in 1973 [CCBH73], inserting
a DNA segment from one plasmid into another and thereafter introducing the so called
recombinant plasmid in Escherichia coli cells.
Finally the achievement of Adleman[Adl94], harnessing the specificity of DNA base
pair property to solve a seven vertices instance of the Hamiltonian Path Problem,
encoding the algorithm inputs as small, single stranded DNA fragments.
Bearing this in mind, maybe the most remarkable aspect is the shift from a static
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and descriptive point view to an information theoretical approach, starting to thinking
about life entities, such as genetic code and cells as some kind of intertwined hardware
and software combination. The afore mentioned metaphor should be take with care,
because indeed a very complex network of coupled interactions between the code and the
hardware executing the code actually exists, that is to say, the genetic code can modify
the hardware and this in turn may also induce modifications on the genetic code.
1.2 Plasmids as biological mobile code
Much of the research effort is directed toward the analysis of a phenomenon with the aim
of reduce it to a set tractable components with a well-defined shape, pursuing charac-
terize and make predictions about future behavior based on the initial conditions. Such
reductionist or mechanistic approach has two main facets. One is the model-building,
which tries to construct the framework to make predictions about the future state of
some system, and the second is, if the first is achieved, building the qualitative theoret-
ical abstraction describing the system as whole.
The first aspect is supported normally by a stronger mathematical tool-box and once
the modeled prediction fits to the empirical data with some controlled error, the model
should be considered correct until being superseded by another one which can make
better predictions and in that process there is no room for ambiguity. The outcome
of second one is prone to subjectivity, due to the impossibility to take under control a
qualitative error when accommodating a shapeless reality in a well defined contour. So
in essence, as stated by George Box all models are wrong, but some are useful[BD].
Taking into account the aforementioned ideas and as a starting point to the global
target objective of building computational devices using bacteria as prime matter, let
us compare plasmids to mobile agents, understanding the metaphor in its lato sensu.
Mobile agents are able to migrate their code and data on different networked computing
nodes, that is to say, imaging two computer nodes, X and Y and an agent A, agent
A presents the decision capability to move from X to Y and then resume its execution
there[Woo02].
As we have seen conjugative plasmids harbor their own code to move from cell-
to-cell, besides of some others non compulsory genes. Hence is easy to figure out some
loosely coupled network of computational devices (i.e. bacterial cells) and one or more
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mobile agent types (i.e. plasmids).
1.3 Objectives of this work
In a short statement, this thesis intends to provide a method to quantitatively describe
the spatial and temporal evolution of the conjugative plasmid spread and persistence
in a bacterial population over using an individual-based approach. The underlying idea
is being able to accurately predict the behavior of plasmid dissemination and infection
in order to further make computations with them. Of course, the term compute, can
be understood in the case of living things, in many different ways from the common
use. One way to understand it is as an adaptive action in which the two fundamental
processes are taking place, namely the selective pressure and variation. Another way to
see it would be under the point of view of synthetic biology in which we seek to build
some kind of system or circuit is capable of performing any controlled function in vivo.
In order to put this work under context let us briefly go over some ideas about natural
computing. In our point of view the main remarkable aspect of natural computing as
a knowledge body, is its self-complementary character, that is to say, at one hand take
inspiration from nature to solve complex problems, normally untreatable by traditional
techniques and on the other hand tries to provide a wider comprehension of natural
process taking it as information processing entities interconnected by complex networks,
not as a plain chain of chemical or molecular interactions. Thus natural computing
includes many different sub-fields, with systems biology and synthetic biology, amongst
them[KR08].
1.4 Plan of the thesis
The content of this work is organized in seven chapters. The chapter 2 presents general
and introductory ideas about genetics and recombinant technology in order to provide
the required background to common terms used in this work, besides of justify the close
relationship between genetic code and computer science. At chapter 3 we make a gen-
eral review on horizontal gene transfer, focusing chiefly on the molecular aspects of
conjugative plasmid transfer in bacteria. Chapter 4 provides general aspects of quan-
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titative techniques commonly used in population dynamics. It also describes the use
of individual-based models and how to specify models using an standard protocol
known as ODD[GBD+10] in order to overcome the lack of formalism when describ-
ing individual-based models and to make models more amenable to be understood,
implemented and reused. Last sections of chapter 4 review the literature on individual-
based models and individual-based observations applied to bacterial growth and
conjugative plasmid spread. The chapter 5 gives an overview on the simulation frame-
work developed for this work which is a generic platform for distributed simulations of
spatially explicit individual-based models. The chapter 6 contains the guidelines
used to implement the models of conjugative plasmid transfer and the results from the
simulations. Also in this chapter we present the results of the implementation of three
conjugation models. The first two models are used for calibration of the basic processes
of cell dynamics which are then used in the construction of the third model. The third
model is employed to systematically study the behavior of conjugative dynamics using
for modeling just three simple rules, two of them based on direct observation of bacterial
cells[SYD+11] and a third correlating fitness cost with increased cell cycle. Finally in
chapter 7 we discuss the simulation process results and the preliminary conclusions
from this work.
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The objective of this chapter is providing the general background on the basic tenets
of molecular biology. In that way, to fully capture the ideas behind the modeling and
construction of computational devices based on biological parts is convenient to start
the discussion presenting some foundational principles and techniques constituting the
concrete domain to further move to the abstract domain of study. Thus in the following
sections, some fundamental ideas about genetics, recombinant DNA technology and bio-
molecular computing will be provided, intermingling genetic and biological concepts with
their applications in bio-molecular computing models.
2.1 The agents of evolution
Life is the tale of how a high number of entities interacting according simple rules or
maybe not so simple or even not completely understood rules, can develop complex pat-
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terns and emergent behaviors. In order to provide some ideas about the astonishing
complexity of life, let us just point out the amazing number of structures inside a single
bacterial cell. For the sake of generality, any single bacterial cell may contain approx-
imately 1010 chemically active molecules of which, approximately 107 belongs to some
sort of protein.
In their ultimate lowest abstraction level above quantum mechanics, live things are
almost entirely supported by the chemical interactions of four elements which are the
most pervasive ones on earth. These elements form some kind of weak network which
are stable under a narrow range of conditions, meaning that they can be moved from
one stable state to an unstable state back and forth by a minimal amount of energy.
The agents of this evolutionary game are, surely due to their abundance and avail-
ability, the hydrogen, oxygen, carbon and nitrogen which are capable of bind together
and form complex spatial structures through covalent bounds. Therefore any of these
chemical agents interacts with others due to their incomplete stability, using simple rules,
that is to say their valence and their stereo-chemical properties. These chemical species
can build up single or double covalent bounds showing a spatial configuration of 109
and 120 degrees, respectively which leads to the formation of complex tri-dimensional
structures.
It can be easy to envisage some natural resemblance with a cellular automaton with
the spatial constraints plays a major role in the formation of recurrent and stable pat-
terns. But actually nature seems to plays an absolutely more complex game, with many
interaction levels across multiple scale boundaries. Maybe the most amazing fact in na-
ture is the expressiveness achieved with a relatively few number of constitutive elements,
that is to say, making possible to code extremely complex spatial entities in a machine
with a minimal set of instructions.
Self-replicating entities store the required information to code a complete copy of it
employing almost exclusively two kind molecules: the DNA and RNA. These molecules
show some very special characteristics which makes it a good information carrier.
The DNA or deoxyribonucleic acid is a double-stranded polymer composed by a
two sugar-phosphate backbone glued together by four complementary nitrogenous bases
through covalent hydrogen bounds. These organic compounds are adenine and guanine
belonging to purines group and thymine and cytosine coming under pyrimidines group.
Thus thymine (T) makes a bivalent bond with adenine (A) and cytosine (C) forms a
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Figure 2.1: The DNA structure.
trivalent bond with guanine (G). Such degree of specificity constitutes the fundamental
aspect which makes DNA an information carrying molecule serving as support for the
storage and replication of genetic information reliably.
The chemical structure makes strands asymmetric with respect to each other and
as consequence DNA have a specific direction determined by the position of phosphate
and hydroxyl groups, where the 5′ end corresponding to the group phosphate and 3′ end
hydroxyl group respectively, as can be seen in the figure 2.1. By convention DNA strings
are read starting from 5′ end to 3′ end.
The RNA or ribonucleic acid is single stranded polymer, similar to DNA but
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differing in the type of backbone sugar molecule, which in RNA is a ribose and in DNA
a deoxyribose. Besides the difference in the sugar molecule, RNA uses the nitrogenous
base uracil (U) instead of thymine (T) as happens in the DNA strands. There are
various types RNA chains, classified according to their role in cellular processes which
are related to regulatory functions and the to the translation process. Therefore we have
the following types of RNA: (a) messenger RNA (mRNA) serve as transport system
carrying information encoded in DNA to the ribosomes., (b) transport RNA (tRNA) are
strings that usually contain a few nucleotides and are used to transfer a specific encoded
amino acid to the forming polypeptide chain and (c) ribosomal RNA (rRNA) amongst
others[Pie07].
Just using the base pair specificity, Adleman brings together computer science and
molecular biology building the first bio-molecular computation showing a solution to a
seven vertices instance of Hamiltonian Path Problem generating all possible paths in
O(1)1. The molecular algorithm[Adl94] for Hamiltonian Path Problem has basically
five steps:
1. Generate random paths mixing many copies generated sequences and let they to
anneal;
2. Discard path that do not begin and end with Vin and Vout respectively, actually
the process consist in amplify good solution through PCR2;
3. Keep only path with length of n, where n is the number of vertices;
4. Keep only paths entering all vertices;
5. If there are any sequence remaining the graph has a Hamiltonian path otherwise
not.
The main idea behind is to encode the vertices and edges of graph as random strings
of 20 nucleotides long and complementary sequences which glue together the generated
paths, thereby generating all possible paths. In other words, to any vertex Vi assign a
20 characters long string denoted by Oi as can be seen in 2.2
1Actually the whole experiment took Adleman seven days of laboratory work
2Polymerase Chain Reaction
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Vertex Assigned DNA string
O2 (TATCGGATCGGTATATCCGA)
O3 (GCTATTCGAGCTTAAAGCTA)
O4 (GGCTAGGTACCAGCATGCTT )
Figure 2.2: Example DNA strings assigned to the graph vertices in Adleman experiment.
Then for each graph edge i→ j construct the string Oi→j using the last 10 characters
substring from Oi and the first 10 substring from Oj, excepting for first and last vertex,
for an example see 2.3.
Vertex Assigned DNA string
O2→3 (GTATATCCGAGCTATTCGAG)
O3→4 (CTTAAAGCTAGGCTAGGTAC)
Figure 2.3: Example DNA strings assigned to the graph edges.
Finally complementary strings are generated for any Oi in order to build the double
stranded DNA representing the paths.
2.2 The genetic information flow
Perhaps one of the most striking features of molecular biology is the way as cell machinery
works on DNA. In any chemical process, let’s say with two reactants A and B and some
product P , reactions could assume the form A + B −→ P for any irreversible reaction,
so to say. In such kind of system there is a molecular conversion from A and B into
a new specie P and initial reactants are inevitably transformed and lost. On the other
hand, this is not the case of DNA, herein there is no molecular conversions, that is to
say, DNA stays intact in the intercourse of cellular activity. Such fact reinforces the idea
about live things as information processing systems rather than a plain chain of
biochemical reactions[Pie07, Sho08].
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Actually the basic tenets of previous paragraph is expressed in a very abstract level
through the so called central dogma of genetics, being the whole system expressed as
a sequence of information processing events, where the initial DNA program representa-
tion, converted to some kind of intermediate code, let’s say the RNA template, to finally
generate its output as some type of protein, such processes are known as transcription
and translation, as can be seen in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: The central dogma of genetics stands for the way information flow. As
general rule, from left to right, that is to say, starting with some DNA string which is
transcribed to RNA and further translated to an amino-acid chain and then forming
some kind of protein. In some cases, as in retroviruses, RNA can, by means of reverse
transcription, converted back to DNA.
In any given DNA sequence there are coding and non-coding segments. Coding
segments are those producing RNA strings as output which in turn may express some
kind of protein as final product. Such coding segments are referred as a gene. The genes
coding for protein are known as codons[Pie07].
A codon is a set of bases encoding one amino acid, being basically a sequence of three
adjacent nucleotides. A many to one correspondence exist between codon to amino acids.
Actually some codons are translated to the same amino acid, for instance either CGU,
CGC, CGA and CGG encodes the Arginine. Only Tryptophan and Methionine,
has a one-to-one mapping.
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In the transcription process, some gene encoded in the DNA string is read and the
messenger RNA is generated with help of RNA polymerase. The mRNA is the direct
representation of gene coding sequence which in turn is translated to some kind of protein,
constituting the so called gene product.
This is a very basic conceptual picture about how the information is processed in-
side live cells insofar the expression of any gene is triggered by sensing the internal and
external cell state. Living cells are extremely robust entities adapting their intracellular
machinery to the changes in their surrounding environment. The process by which cel-
lular machinery detects signaling molecules and acts accordingly, constitutes a complex
networks termed signal transduction network or transcription network and its complex-
ity comes from the high number of signaling molecules and also from the high number
interconnected elements. Signaling messages includes physical parameters such as tem-
perature, pressure or any biologically active cellular element, such as proteins, peptides,
carbon sources, harmful elements and so on. The internal state is also sensed for the
level of metabolites, membrane damage etc[Pie07, KMM+03]. Conceptually the signal
processing cellular activity can be schematically structured the following in four steps:
 A signaling message reach the receptor. The signaling message can be of any
type mentioned previously. It also may be indistinctly an external or internal
message. Some terms used for signaling types are juxtacrine, paracrine, antocrime,
intracrine and endocrine referring basically to the source, distance and scale at
which signals are generated and sensed, that is to say, these terms stands for
signals requiring direct cell contact, immediate neighborhood, a signaling molecule
sent and received by the same cell which is sensed by the receptors in the outer
membrane, a signaling molecule sent and received by the same cell which is sensed
internally and finally over large distances, respectively. A common example of
signaling molecule is the Acyl-Homoserine Lactone (AHL) which is used in the
process of quorum sensing[WB05].
 Some receptor, commonly situated over cell surface in a sensor like fashion, detects
the signaling message.
 The receptor triggers a cascade of interactions between intracellular components.
 Finally, signal is converted in some response, such as a gene transcription.
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In order to represent environmental states some special sort of proteins is used, which
are collectively termed transcription factors and their main distinctive factor is that
transitions between active and inactive states are fast and at some rate proportional to
the intensity of the input signal. Active transcription factors are able to bind DNA and,
hence controlling the final rate at which one or more genes are transcribed into mRNA
which in turn is translated, producing some kind of protein[Alo06]. This is the basic
tenet of transcription networks, which can be schematically seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: The transcription networks schematic view. Adapted from [Alo06]
In order to frame up the discussion in a broader context let us put side by side some
facts what we have seen so far about the overwhelming complexity of living things, at the
risk that this approach may seem a naive oversimplification. First, any living structure is
coded by a simple four letters alphabet forming words constituting non coding and coding
sections based on three nucleotide sequences or codons which in turn are transcribed to
mRNA and then, this mRNA serves as input to the ribosomal RNA to be translated
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to some sort of amino acid. The naturally occurring amino acids are not more than
twenty different ones. As we know every amino acid shares a similar structure and are
different only in the radical R3 group structures. The translated amino acids tend to form
large polypeptide chains which are able to fold and assume complex three dimensional
spatial configurations constituting some sort of protein, see Figure 2.6 for a schematic
representation.
Figure 2.6: The basic protein structure scheme
Proteins play a major role in the structure of living things and their functions are ex-
tremely diverse in different areas and levels of biological systems. Thus proteins may act
as enzymes helping in the catalytic conversion of some substrates speeding up reactions
which otherwise would last too long. They also behave as structural components assum-
ing scaffold and membrane support functions. Another function is the defense against
exogenous agents performed by some special kind of protein group known generically
as antibodies. Finally they also provide communication and transport functions, as in
the case of oxygen transport carried out by hemoglobin. Furthermore some proteins
in their quaternary structure with dimerized forms are able to bind to the gene pro-
moter sites4 inhibiting the RNA polymerase (RNAp) and consequently preventing the
3The term means some atom or atom groups replacing the hydrogen atom in the chain
4The gene promoter sites are regions located upstream to some gene, that is to say, towards the
5′ direction in the DNA string which is the locus to the RNAp action transcribing some gene into a
mRNA string and thereby regulating the gene expression
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gene transcription, which is known as repression and such kind of proteins are known
collectively as repressors, see Figure 2.7 for a general idea about the process.
Figure 2.7: The basic transcription scheme representing repressors and inducers
In Figure 2.7 three cases are shown from top to bottom sub-figures. In the first
of them the transcriptase RNAp transcribe the downstream gene to the corresponding
mRNA with no restriction. The second sub-figure presents the action of a repressor
protein binding to the gene promoter site and disrupting the mRNA synthesis. Fi-
nally the schematic effect of inducers on transcription is unveiled, roughly speaking,
inducers binds to repressor molecules blocking it and preventing therefore the action on
the gene promoter sites. The classic example of the aforementioned process is the lac
operon which deserves an explanation because it is widely used in bio molecular cir-
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cuits. This is a well studied case in Escherichia coli regulating the lactose utilization.
The operon consists in a repressor gene (lacI) coding the repressor protein LacI, a pro-
moter site, an operator site and thee structural genes related to the lactose metabolism.
Normally the carbon source providing the best metabolic pathway in bacteria is the glu-
cose and therefore the lactose related machinery is dormant. Thus the three structural
genes (lacZ,lacY and lacA) required to lactose metabolism are constitutively repressed
because the expression of the upstream gene lacI continuously producing the LacI pro-
tein, which has an strong affinity to the operator site forming a complex with the RNAp
avoiding the lactose genes from being transcribed. When bacterial cells are exposed to
lactose5 in their environment, the lactose behaves as an inducer binding to the LacI
protein allowing the transcription of the operon genes[ABKW06][HP06].
One of the significant works in the field of synthetic biology has been conducted
by Elowitz et al. in 2000. In this work the authors constructed a synthetic network
that produces an oscillatory behavior, inducing periodically the expression of gfp gene,
resulting in the observable generation of a fluorescent protein. The circuit was called
repressilator [EL00] because it was based on the use of three transcriptional repressors.
The oscillatory behavior is based on a negative feedback loop of three genes and three
repressor proteins which are the product of these genes. The genes used in the circuit
are the lacI which belongs to the Escherichia coli lactose metabolism machinery, the
tetracycline-resistance gene tetR obtained from the conjugative transposon Tn10 and
finally the cI6 gene taken from the λ phage. Therefore, the product of gene it lacI act
as repressor for gene tetR which in turn represses the gene cI which finally represses the
lacI expression closing the loop. The circuit output is controlled by the levels of tetR
gene product which inhibits the production of GFP. The repressilator circuit and the
reporter circuit were encapsulated in two vectors and then introduced in Escherichia coli
cells.
5In bio molecular experiments the IPTG is normally used in place of lactose as inducer.
6The cI gene is part of control machinery governing the transition between virus lysogenic and lytic
state. When cI gene product predominates the phage stays in lysogenic state.
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2.3 Recombinant DNA
A tool box of molecular methods used for locating, isolating and modifying DNA seg-
ments are known as recombinant DNA technology. One of its main goals is to join DNA
segments from different sources producing a completely new DNA molecule. The re-
combinant DNA technology, encompass the techniques targeting mainly the following
operations over DNA strings:
 Splitting strings at desired locations.
 Joining strings.
 Making copies of strings.
 Locating specific strings
 Inserting DNA strings into host cells.
The split operation is undertaken trough the restriction endonucleases also known as
restriction enzymes, that recognizes substrings in the double stranded DNA sequences
cutting it at specific nucleotides segments. The restriction enzymes are essential part of
the bacterial defense mechanisms against viruses.
A high number of restriction enzymes have been isolated and classified according
specificity criteria and methylation capabilities. In natural form restriction enzymes are
used to break down viral DNA and since it recognizes specific sequences, bacterial
DNA is protected from cleavage through methylation.
Three types of restriction enzymes are known to exist in bacteria: Type I recognize
specific DNA strings but cut at some distance from pattern, usually at range of 1000
base pairs in random locations, Type II match specific DNA strings cutting only the
recognition sites and finally, Type III matches specific DNA strings cutting it near to
the recognition pattern, normally at 25 base pair away. Type I and Type III restriction
enzymes requires ATP[Pie07] and also performs methylation7.
7The methylation process stands for the addition or replacement of an atom or atom group in some
substrate by the methyl group (CH3). In bacteria the cytosine and adenosine methylation is an integral
part of their restriction modification system. In plain words such process constitutes a kind of very
basic immune system protecting bacteria against bacteriophage infection. The general idea is to cleave
and degrade foreign DNA using some kind restriction endonucleases but at same time protecting the
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Figure 2.8: Example of how restriction enzymes cleaves a DNA string.
Actually type II recognizes small DNA patterns, normally between 4-8 bp long and
the different enzymes cuts the sugar-phosphate backbone in two distinct ways. Some
endonucleases produces staggered cuts with so called cohesive or stick ends and others
breaks the DNA segment in the center of the recognition site generating blunt-ended
segments, see Figure 2.8.
Restriction enzymes are named according simple rules: The first three characters
make reference to the bacterial species from which enzyme was isolated; the fourth
bacterial DNA from being also affected by the restriction enzyme. Such task is accomplished adding
a methyl group to some nucleosides using a methylase enzyme which recognize specific sequences of
bacterial DNA, but does not recognize foreign DNA. Thus methylated DNA is not cut by restriction
enzyme.
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character is the reference of strain and the roman numerals identifies different enzymes
from the same species.
Short recognition sequences are predominant when compared to larger ones, statis-
tically the probability of matching DNA strings increases as the size of endonucleases
recognition sequences decreases. In linear DNA strings, the number of produced frag-
ments are the number of restriction sites plus one, moreover in circular DNA chains,
such as plasmids, the number of fragments are equal to the number of restriction sites.
Gel electrophoresis is a common biochemical technique to separate molecules based on
their size and electrical charge. The phosphate group in DNA nucleotides has a negative
charge and making small DNA fragments move faster towards the positive pole and the
distance traveled in the gel is also proportional to the fragment size. To determinate the
approximate size of DNA fragments standard makers with known size are used.
To visualize the cleaved DNA fragments several techniques available. The simplest
one is to employ a specific tint for nucleic acids, like ethidium bromide that intermingle
with DNA bases and then expose it to UV light. Another option is employing radioactive
or chemical labeling. Other method called end labeling uses the polynucleotide kinase,
a bacteriophage enzyme, to transfer a radioactive 32P isotope to each 5′ end of DNA
strands.
Above mentioned methods are applicable only to small DNA pieces, such as plasmids.
In order to handle larger ones a technique known as Southern Blotting is used to transfer
single stranded, denatured DNA fragments from gel to solid substrate. Once fragments
have been transferred to the membrane it is placed into a chemical or radioactive labeled
probe. The probe will bind to complementary fragments on the membrane which is then
washed to remove any unbound probes.
Finally, bound probes in the membrane are detected by autoradiography. Similar
techniques are used to detect mRNA and proteins, known as Northern blotting and
Western blotting respectively. In the case of protein probes the probe element is not a
complementary sequence, but normally an antibody[Pie07].
The gene cloning technique stands for the operation of making copies of a specific
DNA fragment using bacterial cellular replicating machinery. In a few words, this method
consists basically introducing a DNA string into bacterial cells and leave the cell machin-
ery to replicate the foreign DNA. To achieve this, a cloning vector needs to be employed
because small DNA fragments are quickly degraded by the cell biochemical machinery.
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Cloning vectors are stable DNA molecules where the recombinant DNA string can
be attached to be further introduced in a living cell. Common types cloning vectors
used in prokaryotes are plasmids, bacteriophage viruses and cosmids, see Table 2.3 for a
comparison. All cloning vectors share some common traits that make them useable in the
cloning process. First, any cloning vector must have an origin of replication in order to
be replicated inside the cell. The cloning vectors also must have a selectable marker,
that is to say, some phenotypic characteristic like antibiotic resistance, allowing the
identification of cells carrying the vector and finally they must have one or more unique
restriction sites where DNA fragment can be inserted[Pie07].
There are several techniques which can be employed to attach a DNA substring to a
plasmid vector and some of them are the following:
 Restriction cloning.
 Cloning with ligase
 Cloning by tailing.
 Cloning using linkers.
The first method, Restriction cloning, consists in cutting plasmid and foreign DNA
fragment by the same restriction enzyme, producing complementary sticky ends in both
of them. The main drawback of this approach is that the plasmid stick ends could just
reconnect without the foreign DNA fragment and the intrinsic low efficiency with a high
rate of undesired products. The method of cloning with ligase, use T4 enzyme8 to glue
together any two fragments of blunt-ended DNA and suffer from the same problems of
first method.
The tailing procedure works based on using a nucleotide precursor, the terminal
transferase enzyme. Both plasmid and DNA fragment are cut by any restriction enzyme
that produces blunt ends or, if the restriction enzyme generates sticky ends, these are
eliminated by an enzyme that removes single-stranded DNA. Further, the terminal trans-
ferase and some nucleoside tri-phosphate are employed to add the desired nucleotides to
3′ ends and then the DNA ligase is used to join the nicks9 adding a phosphodiester bond.
8The T4 enzyme is a DNA ligase enzyme isolated in T4 bacteriophage which commonly infects
Escherichia coli amongst other bacteria
9The phosphodiester bond absence between adjacent nucleotides of some strand in double stranded
DNA molecule is called nick.
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The last method uses small, synthetic DNA fragments which contain at least one
restriction site, denominated linkers. The linkers are glued to the DNA fragment of
interest by the T4 ligase enzyme and then cut by the restriction enzyme to be further
joined to the plasmid. The main advantage of this technique is that a specific restric-
tion site can be positioned in almost any location allowing putting together any DNA
fragments[Pie07].
Bacteriophage vectors are widely studied viruses group that infect and use bacteria
cellular machinery to replicate. The λ phage, which attacks, E. Coli, is by far the most
commonly used mainly due its high efficiency and capacity to carry a large amount
of foreign About a third part of λ phage genome are non-essential genes that can be
replaced by foreign DNA fragments, with essential ones grouped in a cluster. The cos
sites present in phage chromosome are needed to pack recombinant DNA in a protein
coat.
Cosmid vectors are plasmids carrying the λ cos sites and thus can be inserted in viral
coat and transferred to bacteria.
Cloning methods comparison
Vector Size of Foreign DNA
Plasmid Up to 15 kbp
Bacteriophages Up to 23 kbp
Cosmid Up to 44 kbp
Table 2.1: A simple comparison of DNA cloning vectors commonly used in recombinant
DNA technology
The objective of using an Expression Vector is to traverse the complete cycle in the
cellular machinery reaching the point where the protein coded by some gene is finally
expressed in the translation process. Besides of the points already mentioned about other
vectors, an expression vector needs to carry a bacterial promoter site preceding the re-
striction site which, as we mentioned earlier, is a DNA sequence which is transcribed into
the corresponding RNA segment and produces a ribosome binding site place, upstream
of the restriction site, besides of the initiation and termination sequences and control
sequences like regulator genes.
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3.1 Introduction
The standard view of fixed static genomes with a clear watershed between taxonomic
entities is in some sense outdated. Current research data seems to points out, that there
is a lot of promiscuity in genetic interchanges amongst genomes, even across different
phylogenetic domains. Genetic information can be distributed or interchanged, vertically
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by reproductive means or laterally through transposable or mobile genetic elements, in
a process known as horizontal or lateral gene transfer (HGT)[MC04][Bot09].
In classic phylogenetic approach, vertical speciation has been always deemed to play
the major role and laterally transferred traits, just has been considered an interesting but
marginally important aspect of evolution. It was not until relatively recent studies which
showed up the pervasiveness of horizontal gene transfers in the microbial world[SBH+05].
Perhaps the mobile genetic elements can be seen as a component repository where species
can acquire some functionality in order to increase their fitness under selective pressure
or in order to invade some new ecological niche[NHS09].
As the number of sequenced genomes grows and more research results becomes avail-
able unveiling a broader scope in genetic speciation, more evidences supports the hori-
zontal genetic transfer as a rather common process, contributing, perhaps, in the same
extent as the vertical genetic interchanges at evolutionary time. Most of studies on HGT
were carried out in bacteria, chiefly due to their medical and healthcare importance, but
the phenomena is not restricted only to bacteria or even to the so called unicellular
organisms. Nonetheless, despite of the identification of lateral transfers between genet-
ically distant individuals in Bacteria, Archaea and Eukaryotes [SWPE01] [RP07], it is
not completely understood nor completely accepted the role of HGT in shaping modern
species [dlC00].
In unicellular eukaryotes, lateral genetic transfers are very common event, even
though their representativeness is very low, approximately less than one percent of total
genome. Most of exogenous genes were taken from bacterial donors. It also has been
suggested by some researches that even the nuclear genome in eukaryotes has evolved
laterally by means of fusion of Bacteria and Achaea genomes[RP07], but it is still an
open question.
One of most remarkable example of lateral transfers crossing phylogenetic domains
can be observed in Agrobacterium rhizogenes. These symbionts, during infection, modify
their hosts with several plasmid encoded genes[RP07].
Normally research on HGT can be placed under two different levels. The micro level
where the subject under scrutiny is the molecular mechanisms and pathways employed in
any particular system and the macro level whose target is to provide explanations using
some kind of evolutionary payoff motif, based mostly on the idea that some horizontally
transferred traits provides an increased fitness. Bearing this in mind some authors [dlC00]
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describes the spread of antibiotic resistance, the xenobiotic adaptation and pathogenicity
expression, as the result of selective pressure. But this explanation alone does not fully
justify the existence of certain elements that do not confer any apparent phenotypic traits
improving the adaptive capacity of their hosts. Perhaps it could be more appropriate to
think about mobile genetic elements just as selfish entities whose function is essentially
their own maintenance and persistence over the time[NHS09].
In any case, the real impact of horizontally transferred genes, despite of the huge
amount research being done, is just starting to be seen as a transversal process crossing
domain borders. Some plausible implications is the possibility that bacteria might be
shaping the human genome in an, evolutionarily speaking, continuous basis in order to
obtain some competitive advantage. In the study presented in [SWPE01], it was found
some statistical evidence in the human proteome1 that 46 genes in protein set, may have
been acquired laterally from bacteria, even though results are inconclusive.
3.2 Overview on Horizontal Gene Transfer
Mobile genetic elements (MGE) are, in some sense, much like a wildcard DNA
pattern, independent of the subject main genome, encoding at least a minimal set of
components, such as enzymes or other proteins required to their own movement and
being able to incorporate itself to the cell chromosome or being spread across different
cells.
The intracellular DNA movement is termed transposition and is driven by trans-
posable elements or transposons which are able to insert themselves at many dif-
ferent genome locations, sometimes causing mutations[NHS09]. Thus, it is possible that
mobile gene cassettes are incorporated into an integron through site-specific recombina-
tion helped by the integrases and these elements in turn can be integrated into composite
transposons by transposase-encoding insertion sequences. Transposition occurs exten-
sively in all three domains of life, being responsible, in many organisms by a large part of
their genome. Despite of the functional similarity between the homologous recombination
and the transposition, the underlying molecular mechanisms are distinct.
Conjugative transposons are broad spectrum non-replicative elements which
1The term proteome stands for the complete protein set expressed by some genome.
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are able to separate itself from host chromosome forming circular DNA segment and
them express the required genetic machinery to facilitate their transfer at low frequencies
to recipient cells in solid surfaces. The first conjugative transposon described was the
Tn916, responsible for transmission of tetracycline resistance through the expression of
tetM gene in a wide range of bacterial strains[Cle95][BSD91]. Another group has been
found in genus Bacteroides also related to the tetracycline resistance associated to tetX
genes, having higher transfer efficiencies in tetracycline rich mediums. These mobile
elements can also be inserted into a plasmid through the transposition process[NHS09].
Some evolutionary evidence, points out the relatedness between conjugative trans-
posons and bacteriophage viruses, such as the nonrandom site selection mechanism and
the lack of a small repeated sequence flanking, a distinctive characteristic of transposons.
Furthermore the enzymatic subsystem, in charge of chromosomal integration and exci-
sion, are closely related to lambda phage enzymes.
Conjugative transposons are extremely flexible as DNA carrier, to the extent that
they can mobilize plasmids, transposons or even complete chromosomes[Tho00]. In
gram-negative Bacteroides2 they also are able to excise and mobilize the so called
non-replicating Bacteroides Units (NBU), which are small non-replicating and non-
conjugative DNA segments.
On the other hand, intercellular genetic exchanges can be summarized in the fol-
lowing three different processes:
 Transformation.
 Transduction.
 Conjugation.
The Transformation stands for the uptake of DNA fragments from surrounding
cellular medium and their further recombination into cellular genetic material, see Fig-
ure 3.1. These DNA fragments may come from virtually any source, not necessarily
from a similar cell. The cell having the capability to incorporate DNA from outside en-
vironment is termed competent and cells whose already have incorporated DNA through
transformation are denominated transformants[SBH+05][Pie07].
2The genus Bacteroides encompass gram-negative rod-shaped bacteria
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Figure 3.1: Transformation
The Transduction is the process where a bacteriophage virus transports DNA frag-
ments laterally from one bacterium cell to another, see Figure 3.2. In a few words once
inside an infected cell, the phage replicates incorporating some DNA segments from the
host and these fragments are then packed into the newly formed capsid[Pie07]. When
viruses begin a new infection cycle they carry the host DNA fragment inserting them into
recipient cell and producing a recombinant chromosome which can be in turn propagated
vertically in further host cell divisions.
Finally, conjugation is the direct transfer of genetic material between to cells located
in nearby locations where a plasmid or some fragment of donor cell chromosome is passed
to the recipient cell[Pie07], see Figure 3.3. Plasmids are normally circular, double
stranded DNA molecules, although linear plasmids also have been documented. As will
be discussed later plasmids are autonomous entities which replicates independently from
cell main chromosome [SBH+05]. The process of chromosome based conjugation is driven
by elements known as integrated conjugative elements (ICE) including the so called
conjugative transposons (CTns).
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Figure 3.2: Transduction
3.3 Plasmids
Under a functional view point, a Plasmid must contain a set of core compulsory genes
controlling replication aspects and some variable number of facultative genes coding
traits that may confers adaptive advantage to the host cell, see Figure 3.4. In most
cases plasmids replicates from a single oriV3 constituting a self-replicating entity called
replicon4 [FLST05] but some few plasmids also have multiple replication origins[Pie07].
Plasmids may have from one to several copies inside the same cell in order to ensure
their persistence across successive cell divisions in a process called partition. The goal
of partitioning systems is make sure that every daughter cell receives a plasmid copy.
They also have mechanisms to control their copy number in order to avoid deleterious
overhead to host cell machinery[FLST05]. Besides of an origin of replication (oriV)
conjugative plasmids also must have an origin of transfer (oriT). Plasmids with no oriT
can be transferred to other cells by means of mobilization process through an ICE or
3Origin of Replication
4DNA or RNA molecules whose replicate from a single oriV
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Figure 3.3: Conjugation
conjugative plasmid. These types of plasmids are known as mobilizable plasmid.
In the Table 3.3 we present some examples of plasmids of gram-positive and gram-
negative hosts, showing also their characteristics as the copy number, the incompatibility
group to which they belong, their conjugation rates and their sizes in bases pairs.
According to [CCD05], the arrangement of genes in plasmids shows a modular orga-
nization, with genes distributed in groups regarding their role in the propagation and
maintenance of the plasmid. It is possible to categorize plasmid genes into four functional
modules related to replication, propagation, stability and adaptation. In summary we
have within the replication module the processes which are responsible for generating
plasmid copies and keeping under control the plasmid copy-number inside the bacterial
cell. The stability module goal is to keep the infection state inside the bacterial popula-
tions ensuring that every daughter cell receive a plasmid copy properly. The propagation
module contains the conjugative functions and finally, the adaptation module carry the
accessory genes conferring some competitive advantage to the hosts[NHS09].
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Figure 3.4: The bare F plasmid schematic view with relative gene positions regulation
the plasmid functions. IS2 and IS3 are the insertion sequences that regulate the plasmid
insertion into the host chromosome. The terms inc and rep are the genes responsible for
plasmid replication and incompatibility, oriV and oriT are the origin o replication and
the origin of transfer respectively. In the left side is the operon which regulates transfer
functions.
3.4 Bacterial Conjugation
The conjugative process can be seen as the sequential execution of three main discrete
steps:
1. Mating pair formation (Mpf);
2. Signaling that transfer can be performed;
3. The DNA transfer (Dtr).
These functions are preserved across the multiple conjugative systems but in the case
of Mpf, concrete implementations may slightly differ between systems.
One of the main components in the conjugative system is the coupling protein that
plays a major role in the Mpf–Dtr synchronization and transfer to recipient cell. These
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Type Plasmid Copies Inc γ Size (kb) Observations
GP pAD1 1–4 10−2 60
pIP501 3–5 Inc18 10−4 30
pIJ101 300 ≈8
GN F 1–2 IncFI 1 100
R100–1 IncF
R1 IncF
CollbP9 1–2 IncF1 10−3 93
RP4 4–6 IncP α 1 60
R751 IncP
pWW0/TOL 1–3 IncP-9 116.6 The original host is
Pseudomons putida.
Data were taken from
[SYD+11]
Table 3.1: Some plasmids and their characteristics. Types GP and GN stands for
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria respectivelly. The term γ is the conjugation
rate per donor cell.
proteins are member of TraG family of ATPase enzymes.
In most of prokaryotes conjugative systems the relaxase enzyme nicks the super coiled
dsDNA producing transferable ssDNA.
One of structural differences existing between gram-positive and gram–negative bac-
teria conjugative mechanism, concretely in the Mpf subsystem implementation. While
gram-negative bacterial groups show the characteristic T4SS5 pilus in the Mpf, the gram–
positive Mpf subsystems are based on cell surface proteins[SBH+05].
The conjugative system, presents a negative feedback mechanism whose main func-
tion is inhibit, in some extent, the plasmid transfer efficiency. That is to say, plasmid
bearing cells or cells that have already received a plasmid copy becomes a bad recipient in
further conjugation encounters. Such mechanism, decrementing interaction performance
amongst plasmid bearing cells is known as entry exclusion and surface exclusion.
It has been show that F factor has two mechanisms encoded by traT and traS genes,
which impose some pace control in conjugative process. The expression of traT gene
5Type IV secretion system
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produces the protein S which seems to act on outer membrane, decreasing the capabil-
ity of recipient cells to constitute a stable mating aggregate. Moreover the traS gene
expression is thought to impose some reduction in the nominal DNA transfer rate, in
already established and stable matting aggregate. Thereby the first subsystem encoded
by traT is termed as surface exclusion (SFX) and the second is known as entry
exclusion (EEX). These pace control mechanisms seems to be present in all plasmids,
including gram-positive, gram-negative, mobilizable plasmids and Archaea, indicating
that their presence plays a major role in the stability of conjugative plasmids in
terms of selective advantage[GBdlC08].
Conjugative performance is very inhomogeneous across different systems. Constitu-
tively expressed or derepressed plasmids such as F (IncFI) or RP4 (IncP) have 100%
of conversion rates within 30 minutes interval. Plasmids under Fertility Inhibition
(Fin) have a much lower efficiency (100-1000 fold reduction). Some plasmids (small
plasmids) of gram-positive bacteria and conjugative transposons, even at best environ-
mental conditions, have a very low conjugative performance, being conjugative events
almost undetectable. Environmental conditions such as temperature, growth phase, nu-
trient availability, oxygen levels also strongly influence conjugative performance. Maybe
the most stringent factor is the temperature, with well defined optimum range. Plas-
mids like F and RP4 has an optimum between the temperature ranges of 37–42 C, while
IncH and Ti in the range of 20–30 C[Tho00].
Most of gram-negative conjugative plasmids with flexible pili show good performances
both in solid and liquid environments. Those with rigid pili need solid surface to mate.
Gram-positive, pheromone based systems and transposons, have very low performance
figures in liquid mediums and requires solid surfaces to achieve their best efficiency
levels [Tho00]. Exception to this rule is the conjugative system of Enterococcus
faecalis[BSD91], which performs well in liquid medium due to the formation of ag-
gregates.
The F-pili subsystem of gram-negative bacteria occurs in variable and usually low
number, randomly distributed over cell surface. There are some strong evidences, point-
ing out that conjugative process can be accomplished in parallel by each F-pili
structure exploring the surrounding cell volume and searching for recipient cells, see
Figure 3.5. As pointed out in [CMHS08] each F-pili behaves independently, constantly
undergoing extension-retraction cycles. The extension and retraction process shows an
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Figure 3.5: The Conjugative pili.
average rate of 39.5 nm/sec and 15.8 nm/sec respectively. When pili tip touches a recip-
ient cell and establishes the initial contact, pili retraction forces donor and recipient cells
to get close to each other and thus contributing to the Mating pair stabilization. This
fact explains why a conjugative system where retractable pili mechanism is absent only
mates well in solid surfaces. The energy to extension is obtained by the TraC ATPase,
on the other hand, retraction seems to require no ATP hydrolysis.
Most of conjugative entities (plasmids, conjugative elements or integrated conjugative
elements) can incorporate itself, through recombination, into the host chromosome, which
may produce the host chromosome mobilization ability (Cma) that is the basis of
high frequency recombination (Hfr)[Pie07] [Tho00].
The average size of transfer coding regions in gram-negative plasmids falls between
20 to 35 kb for conjugative plasmids and the mobilization coding region below 15 kb for
mobilizable plasmids. Such figures are normally more than 50% of total plasmid size.
Large gram-negative plasmids having genes for aggregate formation, as those found
in Enterococcus, Staphylococcus, Lactobacillus and Bacillus thuringiensis, have normally
good performance in liquid medium.
The F plasmids have four transposable elements, the insertion sequences Tn1000,
IS2, IS3a and IS3b and may show two different behaviors: homologous recombination
and transposition in host chromosome. Furthermore, after being incorporated within
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host chromosome the F replicon is discarded. These F plasmids integrated into host
chromosome constitutes an Hfr (High frequency) cell. Thus the chromosome of an Hfr cell
become mobilizable and can get transferred to another cells. Normally only eventually
a recipient cell becomes an Hfr due to the position of F transfer region in the host
chromosome. The genes coding transfer of F plasmid are the last which are transferred
to recipient cells and normally transfer is interrupted before entire sequence is passed to
the receiver. F plasmids are imprecisely separated from host chromosome and normally
some chromosomal sequences are incorporated to F plasmid, if these sequences are as
large as an operon, the new F plasmid is termed F ′ factors, such as Flac or Fhis.
3.5 Conjugation in Gram-Negative Bacteria
All gram-negative bacterial with the exception of those of Bacteroides genus employs
the type II conjugative pili in their Mpf systems. In the case of flexible pili system,
there exist real attachments between cells, on the other hand, rigid pili systems, shows
a pili accumulation on medium but no contacts between donor and recipient cells are
observed normally. Within gram-negative group there are two main classes of conjugative
machinery, termed F like and P like Mpf, there is also a subclass of P like systems named
I like Mpf. All of these systems share the same relaxase and the energy provider protein.
The most studied plasmids in gram-negative bacteria are IncHI1, IncF (F, R100-1,
R1) all of them having F-like Mpf genes. Other plasmids like Ti, IncP (RP4, R751),
IncI1 (Collb-P9, R64), IncN (pCU1, pKM101), IncW (R388) have IncP-like Mpf genes.
Actually all conjugative systems, including those present in Archaea show high levels of
homology[Tho00].
In gram-negative bacteria, the physical vehicle of cell to cell DNA transfer is a pili-
form structure consisting in a helical array of pilin protein. The diameter and length of
conjugative pili varies greatly across distinct plasmids. In the widely studied F plasmid,
length may vary between 2 and 20 micrometers, with an average length of 2 microme-
ters. Diameter falls in a range of 6 and 11 nanometers with an average diameter of 9
manometers. The number of pili in cell surface is usually low. Derepressed plasmids
such as F or RP4 have average figures ranging from 1 to 5. In repressed plasmids such as
wild-type IncF, their number is very low, approximately between 10−2 to 10−3 per cell
groups.
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Some evidence has been found indicating that in F plasmid pilus identify some chem-
ical receptor in recipient cell which induces pilus retraction, other factors affecting neg-
atively cell metabolism also causes pilus retraction[Pie07].
3.6 Conjugation in Gram-Positive Bacteria
Current research points out, that despite of phenotypic differences between gram-positive
and gram-negative subsystems, the basic conjugative machinery seems to be conserved
in both bacterial groups. Thus in non-filamentous gram-positive bacteria, conjugative
elements can be classified in three categories:
 Plasmids with a length less than 30kb, which are moderately proficient over solid
mediums and are able to infect a broad spectrum of hosts. These plasmids, as
general rule, carry the macrolidelincosamide-streptogramin (MLS) phenotype. Ex-
amples of these plasmids are the pAM 1 and pIP501.
 Plasmids with sizes greater than 60kb, encoding the machinery required to cell-
aggregate formation, which are able to mate efficiently in liquid medium. Theses
plasmids shows some specificity and infects just a narrow host range. Examples of
these plasmids are pSK41 or pGO1 in Staphylococcus aureus and pAD16 or pCF10
in Enterococcus faecalis.
 Conjugative transposons.
The aggregate substance expression is induced by a pheromone like system expressed
by recipient cells. The pheromones substances secreted by recipient cells are hydrophobic
peptides conformed by a set of 7–8 amino acids, with a single hydroxy-amino acid derived
from the signal sequences of surface lipoproteins. These substances, for short Agg or Clu,
spreads through the donor cell surface, facilitating the mating aggregates. Recipient cells
unleash a bunch of pheromones recognized from a particular incompatibility group. The
recognition sequence is in the peptide N-terminus 7. When a plasmid free cell is infected
6pAD1 express the hemolisyn and bacteriocin phenotypes
7N-terminus (amino-terminus, NH2-Terminus, N-terminal end or amine-terminus) stands for the start
of a protein or polypeptide terminated by an amino-acid with a free amine group (NH2), functionally,
abstractly speaking, their function is much like some addressable unit, recognized by other elements.
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and performs the transition to transconjugant state the expression of pheromone system
is repressed. Transfer gene expression in donor cells can be induced in cultures by small
increases in pheromone levels leading cells to produce aggregates[Tho00]. The plasmid
pAd1 recognizes cAd18, producing the inhibitory peptide iAD1, which avoids accidental
transfer induction.
In the case of pAd1 plasmid the following sequence of events takes place during the
conjugative process:
 Recipient cell pheromones forms a complex with a plasmid encoded protein and is
brought inside cell through the host cell oligo-peptide permease system.
 Then the complex binds and inactivates the TraA repressor which leads to the
transcription of a positive regulator, TraE1, inducing the transfer gene expression.
 Further the transcription and translation of aggregation substance takes place,
being deposited on cell surface.
 Finally the aggregation substance binds to the lipoteichoic acid, the so called bind
substance (BS), on recipient cell leading to the formation of mating aggregates.
Despite the differences in the conjugative apparatus regarding the Mpf mechanism,
which in some cases may be based on pheromones and adhesins and in other cases in
the expression of conjugative pilus, all transfer systems are very similar in both Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The transfer system works basically using a re-
laxase and some accessory factors in order to initiate the transfer process in which the
relaxase binds to the plasmid oriT site in the 5′ end, nicking the plasmid and pro-
ducing a transferable single-stranded DNA. This complex oriT–relaxase is known as
relaxosome[NHS09] which finally is carried to the recipient cell, taking with it the plas-
mid single-stranded DNA segment, in this step also is involved the T4SS[CCD05]. A
schematic representation of such process is shown in Figure 3.6. Once transference is
complete, the complementary DNA strand is synthesized in both donor and recipient
cell in order to make the plasmid DNA double-stranded again[CCD05].
8The peptide cAd1 is the sex pheromone secreted by plasmid-free cells of Enterococcus faecalis
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Figure 3.6: Schematic comparison of the conjugative machinery in Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. Adapted from [CCD05]
3.7 Plasmid incompatibility
Plasmid incompatibility was one of the earliest classification schemes to tell apart differ-
ent plasmid groups[NCC+76]. Basically, incompatibility can be defined as the impossibil-
ity of any of two plasmids to stably coexist within the same cell, that is to say, when any
two plasmids shows a mutually disruptive behavior in their maintenance or inheritance
systems mechanisms, both are called incompatible. Furthermore, incompatibility may
arise in two different ways, so to say it can be equiprobable or symmetric, in the sense
that any of coresident plasmids can be lost at approximately the same probability or it
can be vectorial and in this case, one plasmid is lost with a higher probability[Nov87].
Basically plasmid incompatibility may arise because the plasmids share one or
two of following control mechanisms:
 Replication Control
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 Partitioning System
Perhaps the primary source of incompatibility between plasmids are the replication
control function, meaning that plasmids showing similar replication functions cannot
persist inside same cell for successive generations, thus constituting a incompatibility
group[OWN10, Nov87]. The common technique to verify if any two plasmids are in-
compatible is rather simple, consisting in cultivating some bacterial strain with both
plasmids under study and checking for the rate of plasmid loss, if loss rate is greater
than for plasmid alone, the two plasmid are assigned to the same incompatibility group.
The underlying molecular mechanism of plasmid incompatibility is deemed to be
complex, but the general idea is that if two plasmids have isologous replication and
maintenance systems, that is to say, having identical nucleotide sequences in all regions
of their replicon, the cellular machinery will not be able to distinguish any of them,
leading to somehow stochastic selection of one of them and thus gradually eliminating
either plasmid[Nov87].
In another words, those subsystems in charge of controlling the frequency of repli-
cation events as iterons, antisense RNA or ctDNA9, will fail to work properly in
presence of a second plasmid with the same mechanism due to effect of negative feed-
back loop which must inhibit replication events as the copy number grows. Thus neither
of two plasmid will be replicated with the correct copy number to be stable[BNL07].
As mentioned elsewhere, the origin of replication (OriV is a characteristic DNA
segment where replication process begins. Usually, for small DNA programs (for instance
a plasmid), just one OriV is enough, nevertheless larger fragments may require several
replication origins in order to be efficiently replicated in parallel from many points
at the same time, otherwise the process would last a very long time to make a copy from
a single point.
The OriV site also codes the plasmid copy number, which is fixed feature for a
given plasmid under constant conditions. Thus, the plasmid replication self-regulatory
circuitry relies on inhibition, making the replication rate inversely proportional to the
9An iteron is a directly repeated DNA segment which can make a complex with replication initiator
proteins (Rep) thus inhibiting the replication process. The antisense RNA is a non-coding complemen-
tary transcript of a coding sequence of messenger RNA. The antisense RNA binds to mRNA, blocking
the translation process. Finally, ctRNA works similarly to the antisense RNA, in fact it is also a counter
transcribed RNA, which binds to the coding mRNA avoiding the expression of repB gene
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plasmid copy number[Nov87]. Thence, in virtue of the anomaly in the replication sys-
tems, plasmid copy number will not be kept consistently which will lead to the formation
of single plasmid cells along colony life cycle due to segregative events.
The second cause of segregative plasmid loss due to incompatibility is to share the
same partitioning system. Once replicated, plasmids must be, in some extent, placed
at an appropriated position in order to be inherited by the daughter cell across host cell
divisions. Thus, as general rule, plasmids with low copy number posses an active
partitioning system and high copy number plasmids usually relies on the random
distribution of their replica poll to be correctly inherited by daughter cells.
In fact, low copy number plasmid partitioning systems works in a very similar way as
those mechanisms acting on cell chromosome. Thus, as in the case of cell chromosome,
plasmids replicates at some cell central position and then need to be migrated from
the center to the cell poles, emulating in some extent the cellular mitotic apparatus
[BNL07, VSC+07].
Roughly speaking, the partitioning system consists of three elements, whose function
is preserved across different plasmids so that incompatibility arises when two plasmids
have the same real implementation. Abstracting away, these kind of active partitioning
systems have a primary point of attachment which resembles a centromere. The point of
attachment connects to an adaptor protein and then a second protein type, showing an
actuator like behavior, fills up the space between two plasmid replicas, displacing both
plasmids to the opposite cell poles.
The aforementioned general view of the partitioning events, can be exemplified with
the Escherichia coli P1 plasmid. Such plasmid presents a rather low copy number, os-
cillating in a range between 1 and 2 copies per host cell. Hence, if copies distribution
of were left to chance, this plasmid would be quickly eliminated in successive cell divi-
sions. Despite of having a very low copy number, plasmid P1 is stable chiefly due to
its partitioning system. The P1 plasmid par system is composed by a site mimicking a
centromere, called parS and genes encoding proteins parA, an ATPase and parB, the
parS binding protein[Fun91]. There are evidences supporting that ParB protein makes a
complex with parS site and then ParA protein recognizes its plasmid by forming a meta-
stable complex with ParB, pushing plasmids towards cell poles, see Figure 3.7[BNL07].
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Figure 3.7: Active partitioning
3.8 Plasmids as vectors
A plasmid-based cloning vector is an artificially engineered plasmid widely used in
biotechnology to carry some foreign recombinant DNA fragment. A comprehensive clas-
sification scheme employing DNA sequence data has been proposed for such plasmids
in [WJY+09]. Roughly speaking, method takes into account a combination of following
three different parameters to put aside distinct plasmid vectors:
 Replication Origin.
 Selection Marker.
 Promoter Sequence Information.
Regards of replication origin and promoter sequence plasmid can be grouped
into prokaryotic, eukaryotic and viral categories. With respect to selectable markers,
several antibiotic resistance genes were used to classify plasmids.
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In the previous chapters a qualitative view about genetic foundations, bacterial mobile
genetic elements and conjugation has been provided. In this chapter we briefly review
some quantitative models used recurrently in systems biology. All models presented in
this chapter can be found in one form or another in many modeling tasks of biological
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systems. These models are based on differential equations and should be viewed as
aggregate models, that is to say, representing the temporal evolution of a given population
or system as a whole, capturing essentially the average effects. The ODE models assume
no spatial structure with completely random encounters between individuals of a given
system, they are macro level[TAT05] models, so to say.
4.1 Review on agregate models
4.1.1 The mass-action model
Most of modeling tasks in systems biology employ some variation of mass action princi-
ple. Omitting details, the chemical law of mass action is the settlement of the kinetic
rule relating the rate at which two or more chemical species as the product of reactant
concentrations. For instance, taking a simple reaction with two reactants with some
product P as shown in Equation (4.1)
A+B −→ P (4.1)
The rate at which P is produced is proportional to k[A][B], being described by (4.2)
d[P ]
dt
= k[A][B]. (4.2)
being k the reaction rate an t the time.
In the Table 4.1.1 some differential equations describing reversible and irreversible
reaction rates are show. In Table 4.1.1 the convention used is A, B, C and D for chemical
species reacting and a0, b0, c0 and d0 their initial concentration values. Forward and
reverse reaction rates are represented by k1 and k−1 respectively. Finally a, b, c and d
are concentrations at any given time t.
For instance, considering the irreversible chemical reaction show in (4.4).
H2 +O2 −→ 2OH (4.3)
Taking the law of mass action the rate equation for (4.2) is given by (4.4)
Rate = k[H2][O2] (4.4)
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Reaction Chemical rate equation
A+B → C dc
dt
= k1(a0 − c)(b0− c)
2A ⇀↽ B dbdt = k1(a0 − 2b)2 − k−1b
A ⇀↽ 2B dbdt = k1(a0 − b2)− k−1b2
A ⇀↽ B + C dcdt = k1(a0 − c)− k−1(b0 + c)(c0 + c)
A+B ⇀↽ C dcdt = k1(a0 − c)(b0− c)− k−1c
A+B ⇀↽ C +D dcdt = k1(a0 − c)(b0− c)− k−1(c0 + c)(d0 + c)
Table 4.1: Some illustrative examples of Mass Action equations for bimolecular
reactions[LLB04].
and reaction rate equation represented by (4.5)
d[OH]
dt
= 2k[H2][O2] (4.5)
Finally the expression (4.5), can be written as its chemical rate equation as shown in
(4.6).
dx
dt
= 2k1(a0 − x)(b0− x) (4.6)
The numeric solution of the equation (4.6) is shown in Figure 4.1.
4.1.2 Population growth
The number of individuals in any population changes with the time. As general rule
the changes will be positive, meaning that population increase in number until reach
some environmental constraint. Thus an important parameter describing such aspect is
the per capita growth rate or just r. Under optimal theoretical conditions the per
capita growth rate could reach its maxima rmax which is called the biotic potential of
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Figure 4.1: Mass-action equation
a population, of course natural systems such value is not attainable. The forces limiting
growth rate are known as environmental resistance.
The most elemental population growth model assumes that growth rate is propor-
tional to the number of individuals, as shown in Equation (4.7).
dx
dt
= rx (4.7)
Solving the differential equation (4.7) we get x = x0e
rt, in other words the growth
is exponential and approximates the biotic potential. This is the case of exponential
growth phase in bacteria[Sho08].
The above model can be further extended to take into account some amount of time
τ required to the newly added population members become contributors of population
growth. The rationale behind is that new population members are no able to replicate
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immediately after birth and for this reason not contributing to the population growth.
It can be represented with a delay differential equation as (4.8) which states that the
number of individuals x at time t is a function of population size at t− τ time.
dx(t)
dt
= rx(t− τ) (4.8)
As mentioned previously, uncontrolled growth represents only a limited segment of
any organism life cycle. Normally the number of individuals in any population are kept
under control by density-independent and density-dependent factors which consti-
tute the so called environmental resistance. Thus density-independent organisms
are known as r-strategists and density-dependent organisms are termed K-strategists.
The first group grows quickly, exploiting temporally available favorable environmental
conditions. The second group does not depends on environmental factors to be kept
under control, insofar population grows, the probability of events such as disease, com-
petition and predation tends increases, therefore setting population at a stable level.
Nonetheless is seldom to see organisms exclusively in only one of two groups.
A better estimate of population growth which takes into account the environmental
carrying capacity K is the logistic growth. The logistic differential equation (4.9)
captures the nominal reduction in the growth rate as the population increases.
dy
dt
= ry(1− y
K
) (4.9)
The equation (4.9) has two stationary points where dy
dt
is equal to zero. One is when y
is equal to zero and other where y is equal to K making the per capita growth rate equal
to zero, which is termed the environmental carrying capacity. Logistic differential
equation and its discrete counterpart, the logistic map are well known example of a
very simple equation which shows a chaotic behavioir[ML01] . Solutions are repelled
from stationary point y = 0 because as y tends to zero the model approximate to
exponential growth rate. If population increases beyond K the per capita growth rate
became negative, or what is the same, solutions tends to stationary point y = K.
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4.1.3 The predator-prey model
The predator-prey model, also known as Lotka-Volterra system, is a standard model
for multiple species system, understanding the term species in a broad sense as two
competing entities. It is based on the idea that the mass action principle applies to
interacting individuals of a given population, meaning that random encounters probabil-
ity is directly proportional to the population size, regardless any spatial constraints. The
model is a system of coupled differential equations with two or more dependent variables
describing the interaction dynamics between species. The same equations, modifying
interaction terms can be applied to a wide range of ecological interactions[Sho08]. Thus,
these fundamental tenets can be expressed as shown in Equation (4.10).
dx
dt
= rx− αxy
dy
dt
= −δy + βxy (4.10)
The terms x and y are the prey and predator populations sizes respectively and r α,
β and δ are model parameters. The parameter α is the average effect of one predator
reducing individual growth rate. Parameter β is the predator counterpart, indicating
the average effect of one prey incrementing the predator individual growth rate. Finally
the r and δ parameters are the prey and predator growth rate respectively. An example
solution for the equation (4.10) is shown in Figure 4.2.
Setting prey or predator to 0 equation (4.10) will take the form of exponential growth
or decay.
4.1.4 Enzyme kinetics
Enzymes, as discussed previously, are a special type of proteins whose main function is
to speed up the rate of biochemical reactions carried out by the cellular machinery, cat-
alyzing reactions, which otherwise would last too long to sustain life. Enzyme catalyzed
reactions can have their rates increased up to 1013 fold[Sho08]. Enzymes E, as general
rule, binds to a substrate S, lowering the activation energy of reaction and thus promot-
ing the generation of some product P and then being further recovered in a multistep
process.
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Figure 4.2: A sample solution to Lotka-Volterra predator-prey equations
Enzyme catalyzed reactions are normally rate limited by the enzyme ratio regarding
to some particular substrate concentration and such idea is described by the Michaelis-
Menten constant of any specific enzyme-substrate pair. Hence, enzyme catalyzed reac-
tions takes the general form shown in Equation (4.11).
S + E ⇀↽ C
C → P + E. (4.11)
Thus the rate equations which represents the reactions in (4.11) are presented in the
differential equation system shown in Equation (4.12).
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dc
dt
= k1es− k−1c− k2c,
ds
dt
= −k1es+ k−1c,
de
dt
= −k1es+ k−1c+ k2c,
dp
dt
= k2c. (4.12)
A numerical solution example for the equation (4.12) can be seen in Figure 4.1.4.
Figure 4.3: Example solutions for rate equations (4.12)
The concentration of enzyme-substrate complex increases up to reach some degree of
stability which is known as the enzyme effective level (cEff ). Taking the first equation
of (4.12) which describes the kinetics of complex C formation, making it equal to 0, as
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dc
dt
= 0 and solving for c, the result is (4.13).
s(e0 − c) = k1 + k2
k1
c. (4.13)
In the equation (4.13) the term k1+k2
k1
is the combination of rate constants and is
named Michaelis-Menten constant (kM) and expressed in moles per liter. Substi-
tuting kM in (4.13) leads to the equation (4.14).
c =
se0
kM + s
. (4.14)
Thus the effective level cEff is found approximately at e0. At higher substrate con-
centrations cEff can be used to calculate the maximum reaction rate, as show in (4.15).
vmax = k2e0. (4.15)
The equation (4.16) shows the Michaelis-Menten rate equation for one substrate
reaction.
dp
dt
=
vmaxs
kM + s
(4.16)
4.2 Agregate models of conjugation
Several studies about the dynamic and existence conditions of conjugative plasmids have
been carried out modeling the conjugative process as a system of differential equations
assuming the conjugative process between donors and plasmid free cells follows the mass
action principle [Lev79, BLL00, SL77, SGSL90, ZKaTK10]. All these studies assume an
unstructured population on liquid medium and random encounters between donors and
recipient cells. The equations take the general form presented in (4.17) 1.
1Actually it is not the original system of differential equations presented in [Lev79, BLL00]. We have
modified it slightly in order to make it more simple and legible. Original model has two variants one
for chemostat and other for batch cultures and only accounts for plasmid bearing and plasmid free cells.
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dD
dt
= µ(S)D,
dF
dt
= µ(S)F − γ(S)F (D + T ),
dT
dt
= µ(S)T + γ(S)F (D + T ), (4.17)
dS
dt
= −k ∗ S ∗D ∗ F ∗ T
Ks + S
whence R, D and T are cellular densities, expressed in cells×ml−1 of plasmid free ,
donors and transconjugant cells respectively. The term µ(S) stands for the growth rate
and γ(S) for the conjugation rate, both expressed as functions of the substrate concen-
tration and presenting distinct values for the different types of cells. The terms k and Ks
are the maximum substrate utilization rate the half-saturation2 constant respectively3.
Modified versions of of the basic model accounts for batch cultures and more cell
types [SGSL90] and for the mating pair formation, taking into account the densities of
MTR, MDR, MTT and MDT [ZKaTK10].
Roughly speaking, the basic model tries to shows that the dynamics of conjugative
plasmid transfer in a well mixed medium, assuming that the cell encounters are random
events occurring at a frequency proportional to the product of donors and recipients
densities and following a mass action model. Furthermore the growth rate is assumed to
be equal to whole colony and the transconjugant cells are able to transmit the plasmid
immediately and at the same rate as the source cell.
Based on this initial model, further studies[SL77, BLL00] assumes a nonzero metabolic
fitness cost on the plasmid bearing cells and also a value greater than zero for the plasmid
segregative lost and draw the conclusion that although in the extreme case of maximum
density of host cells plasmids cannot get transferred at a enough rate to surpass the seg-
regative lost and the metabolic penalization and as consequence cannot persist without
help of a positive selection based on traits conferred to their host. Bearing this in mind,
2The term half-saturation is the substrate concentration (mg/l) at which the growth rate µ is equiv-
alent to the half of µmax
3The terms come from the Monod growth kinetics which empirically defines a relationship between
the growth rate µ and the substrate concentration as expressed in µ = µmaxSKsS .
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whether a plasmid does not confer any trait that increases the host fitness, plasmid free
cells always outgrows cells harboring plasmids. This is known as the Stewart and Levin
criterion expressed mathematically by the inequality (4.18).
µ(t)α + τ(t) > P+γ(t) (4.18)
where µ(t) is the growth rate of plasmid free cells, α is the selective advantage of
plasmid free cells and τ the segregative lost rate. The terms P+ and γ(t) are the plasmid
bearing population and the conjugation rate respectively. That is to say, plasmids must
confer some positive advantage to their hosts to be maintained.
Taking into account some aspects mentioned formerly in chapter 3 d for the above
model present some flaws to explain the phenomenon. First, the segregation rate is
normally a low value and for repressed plasmids both for low copy number with active
partitioning system or for high copy number, the rate of transfers are usually low. The
metabolic overhead is also a small value, normally taken as a low value, rounding 1%
for some researchers [GSS08a]. Finally, the assumption that new transconjugant cell
starts to retransmit the newly acquired plasmid, also does not hold because some matur-
ing time is required for the transconjugant cell become a proficient donor. Even under
these conditions plasmids are maintained over time bacterial populations. In the same
work [BLL00] the authors acknowledge that model does not provide a satisfactory ex-
planation to the existence of cryptic plasmids attributing such fact to a non-equilibrium
phenomenon.
4.3 Individual-based Modeling
The goal of any system modeling activity is to produce a tractable representation of a
phenomenon which in its raw natural form is amorphous, in order to be able to answer
certain questions about it. There is no single mapping between a model and some system
under study, that is to say, there are many models which may provide a representation
for the same system. Thence we may affirm that modeling is a goal driven activity, where
the answers sought lead to the choice of most appropriate model.
According to [Min65] a slightly formal definition about what is a model could be
expressed in the following terms: ”To an observer O, an object A∗ is a model of an
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object A to the extent that O can use A∗ to answer questions that interest him about
A”. Or in other words, taking any arbitrary system S and some experiment E a model
M can be described as any object to which E could be applied pursuing to produce
answers about S [UHJ+08].
The Individual-based Modeling (IbM) or Agent-based Modeling (AbM) are
an ever growing and now a main stream research field in the study of complex phenomena
as population dynamics and theoretical ecology where, differently from aggregate models,
the global population dynamics is an emergent property derived from the local rules used
to describe every individual in the system under study. Indeed some key point, which
is the milestone of any individual based model, is that individuals are discrete entities
having at least one unique property making them in some extent, unique in the whole
population[Ber02].
Individual-based modeling are claimed to be complex than their aggregate counter-
part, this is mainly due to the absence of a strong mathematical support and the lack
of standard methodologies to describe models in order to make them portable, so most
IbMs are base on empirical data and informal descriptions.
Some studies justify the use of IbM in terms of intra-individual variability[Gri99],
that is to say, whole population models does not allow to capture important aspects
of population dynamics, because they make assumptions about homogeneity in both
individual and spatial characterization.
Models can be built disregarding individual positions of entities under study or being
spatially explicit where every single agent in the system has a well defined spatial loca-
tion and maybe their interactions are restricted to some local neighborhood. According
to [Ber02] spatially explicit population dynamics models can be classified taking into
account the scheme used to describe the population size, space and time. Therefore,
if any of these three variables are discrete or continuous eight different kinds of spatially
explicit models can be described as shown in Table 4.4 where the last four are individual
based models.
The vast majority of microbial life forms are still largely unknown and only a minimal
part of them successfully cultured under laboratory conditions, it seems to be clear that
individual-based modeling techniques has its own niche in the study of ecology and the
collective behavior of such life forms. Taking into account the very small size of bacterial
individual, for instance Escherichia coli assuming average figures, could range from 0.5 to
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General name Formulation Pop. Space Time
Coupled map lattices System of difference eq. C D D
Reaction-dispersal networks System of ODEs C D C
Reaction-dispersal models Integro-difference eq. C C D
Reaction-dispersal models PDEs, Integro-differential eq. C C C
Individual-based models Set of rules D D D
Interacting particle systems Set of rules D D C
Neighborhood models Set of rules D C D
Spatial point process Set of rules D C C
Figure 4.4: Spatially explicit models (Adapted from [Ber02]).
1.3 micrometers and this will give us a population of approximately 108 individuals per
squared millimeter and it is not seldom to see colonies formed by up to 1010 individual
cells.
Under evolutionary viewpoint individual-based model techniques has the advantage
of accounting for the individual variation and adaptation in the quest for best fitness
on the selective pressure. But perhaps the most interesting feature exploit from the
individual-based modeling techniques is the ability to derive the whole system behavior
from the rules governing the interactions between individuals. That is a very interesting
point if the final objective besides of the understanding the ecology of individuals is to
design artifacts with bacteria. The rationale is that if we want to design artifacts we
cannot specify the whole system final state in a top-down fashion because we cannot act
upon the whole system and the only knob we had are the individual properties and their
initial settings. So it is important to understand the complexity of the initial conditions
which produce the desired final system states.
Spatially explicit IBMs are specially adequate to generate bottom-up models for
microbiological systems in both natural and laboratory conditions accounting for the
spatial heterogeneity and furthermore allowing linking the population or system-level
properties to the individual parameters helping in the realization about how such global
system properties are emerging from the local and individual interaction rules.
As mentioned before, microbial populations are quite large and it would be imprac-
tical or even infeasible to account for every single individual in a bacterial system, ex-
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perimentally, moreover if we want to realize how global properties would emerge from
individual parameters we must be able to explore the settings of individual knobs whose
will produce the desired global behaviors.
As stated elsewhere in this work, models are an attempt to represent a system in
a simplified form in order to answer some question of interest about it and thus are
always incomplete leaving out some aspects of the system under study. Taking this into
account, the key points is that models should produce results which are consistent to the
experimental observations in order to make further predictions based on models. The
modeling task may be undertake at different levels or scales, that is to say, the same
phenomenon could be represented at quantum, molecular, cellular or even population
level and also answer the some question about future system state similarly. So it is
important the right balance between the level of description at spatial and temporal
scales and the computational effort to run it. To provide some illustrative figures models
at molecular level of description are normally dealing with 109 single atoms in time
scales within range of 10−15 to 10−4 seconds. Moreover, cells contains approximately
1013 atoms and the most of process carried out by a single cell, such as diffusion or
enzymatic limiting reactions, occur in a temporal scale of 10−3 seconds while DNA or
Plasmid replication are in a time scale of hours.
As can be easily figured out, even a simple model of a bacterial colony growth taking
into account just the nutrient uptake and cellular replication must tackle with events at
very different time scales. Laboratory experiments normally handle bacterial colonies
with up to 1010 cells and the time scale oscillates typically from hours to days. For
instance, if the simulation advance at discrete time steps as t= 0, 1, 2 . . . n minutes and
assuming a maximum growth rate µmax = 0.05min
−1 we will have several nutrient uptake
event being occurring at a single simulation time step. Thence we will conclude that
if our model has events at distinct temporal scales only those events produced at the
main simulation time scale will correctly estimated and the other events will be only
approximated. We conjecture that perhaps only events at the main time scale must be
represented as discrete variables and those outside of main time scale could be handled
as a continuous variable.
As general rule modeling bacterial behavior using IBMs techniques suffers one draw-
back with respect to the lack of Individual-Based Observations for individual cells, that
is to say, normally most of model parameters are derived from population level models,
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implying that mean-field or average values are used for the individual level description
and the only real important difference from those models is the accounting for individual
variability using some random variable also borrowed from population level statistics.
Some authors [FPL08] supports the study of at an intermediate level of description
using small population of uniquely characterized individuals to understand the effects of
individual variations in the emergence of global system behavior. We at that point have
a slightly divergent idea which are founded in the work of [FPL08] and we conjecture that
each kind whole has their very own critical mass, that is to say, the number of interacting
individual parties to fully express emergent phenomena. It could be argued even very
simple models as can be the logistic equation express some chaotic and emergent proper-
ties as function of the initial conditions[ML01], but we believe that these toy models are
just mere simplifications of the real complexity and the wholeness formation at different
levels. The underlying idea is that at every scale level there exist some whole which
require for their existence and to transfer their properties, vertically to other scale levels.
In other words, a set of simple rules must require a determinate number of individual
varying particles to fully express they emergent potential.
In the words of [GR05, FPL08] the definition of individual-based model is a sim-
ulation model where individuals are unique and discrete entities having at least one
property, besides of the age that changes during the individual life cycle. Thus indi-
vidual based models accounts for the rules governing the state change for every single
interacting particle and the global system state is statistically inferred and compared
to the experimental data available or to the results of continuous population models to
calibration and allowing to infer what set of local rules and parameters leads to some
global, population level system state.
Models concerned with the spatial constraints in the interaction between individuals
are said to be spatially explicit IBMs and can be seen as a variation of Cellular
automata models[FPL08] since both deals with discrete space and time, but unlike the
first CA focus on the spatial cells rather than in the individuals placed in such cells as
well as the global pattern formation derived from the local rules whilst IBMs stresses
the effect of individual variability in the global population dynamics4.
A Cellular automata is a kind of discrete dynamical system which may be defined
4We see this classification as somewhat artificial insofar as we move away from simple models both
ideas are mixed
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as being composed as set of discrete spatial lattice of sites, evolving at discrete time
leaps as t = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n and having each site, sometimes referred as boxes or cells, a
finite discrete set of possible states or values. In their most basic form the cell may
assume just two possible values, 0 or 1 as function of some box is empty or populated,
respectively. The number of cell sites is denoted by N and it is a finite number, hence
some boundary conditions must be imposed to deal with cells falling outside of simulation
space. Typically used boundary conditions are periodic or open ended conditions[Ste05].
The evolution rule for lattice cells, taking an one dimensional cellular automata as
example, can be stated as
ai(t+ 1) = f [a{i}(t)], t = 0, 1, 2 . . .
Being the expression ai(t) the state of the site i at some time t and the second
expression [a{i}(t)] the function accounting for the states of neighbor cells at time t. In
other words the future state of any cell depends exclusively from the actual state of
surrounding sites.
Despite of such apparent simplicity, cellular automata are able to reproduce extremely
diverse and complex behavior. Cellular automata may show several different evolutionary
behaviors from unordered random states. They can evolve to homogeneous states, to
simple separated periodic structures, to chaotic and aperiodic patterns or to a complex
pattern of localized structures.
Individual-based modeling allows increasing the complexity of models gradually
adding more rules to models in order to help in understanding the weight of each of
them in the onset of collective dynamics. This is particularly interesting feature because
most of time it is impossible to infer the emergent behavior just by the analytical induc-
tive reasoning about state transitions rules. Thus, as a rule of thumb, models must be
just as succinct as possible with respect to the level of detail and, as consequence, also
in their number of rules, which should be kept at a minimum that allow to achieve the
correct representation of the real system.
A common reasoning justifying the use of IBMs to model population behavior is that
individuals are their building blocks having unique properties in their adaptive search
of best fitness which takes place at individual level and not only that, individuals to
the environmental constraints but also constitutes a part of the biotic environment of
other individuals, this sort of circular causality or feedback loop is chiefly the cause of
occurrence of emergence phenomena.
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The study about population properties based on IBMs techniques is termed
Individual-based ecology[GR05] which is strongly related to the complexity science and
its basic tenets are fundamentally that systems level properties are the product of the
collective behavior and interaction of unique individuals. Therefore the primary tool
for doing IBE are the Individual based-modeling techniques using theories and empirical
data to model individual rules. The models created in this way are validated through
the observed system level patterns. As mentioned, individual-based ecology shares a
common framework with the complexity science, borrowing concepts such as emergence,
adaptation and fitness and models are developed and executed using computer simula-
tion and finally, it is worth to mention that it relies heavily on the field and laboratory
studies to the theory development.
According to [GR05] again an IBMs are characterized by the following four criteria:
 The extent of individual complexity reflected by the model.
 The explicit model representation of dynamic resources used by the individuals in
their life cycle.
 Population sizes are always an integer number.
 Individual variability is depicted.
4.4 Describing Individual-based models
One of main drawbacks of individual based and agent-based models are their higher
complexity levels when compared to analytical counterparts as well as the lack of some
strong theoretical framework supporting it, which leads somehow to a certain ambiguity
when describing models. According to [GBB+06] despite of the great potential of IBMs,
they suffer from poorly described models and generally are hard to read, theirs speci-
fications are incomplete and ambiguous and hence much more complicated to transmit
and to reproduce by other researchers, than analytical ones.
In order to cope with these problems a standard protocol was developed by Grimm et
al. [GBB+06] allowing a homogeneous way to communicate and transmit models. The
standard protocol to describe IBMs is called ODD because it is composed of three main
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blocks, namely Overview, Design concepts and Details. These blocks are further
subdivided in seven elements: The Model Purpose, State variables and scales, Process
overview and scheduling, Design concepts, Initialization, Input and Sub-models. The
structure of these seven blocks is shown in figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: The structure of ODD protocol
The content of Purpose section must be a clear and concise description about why
the model is being built and about which are the general and specific purposes of the
model. In the section State variables scales the structure of model is presented.
The structure includes the low-level entities, the temporal and spatial resolution, the
description of biotic and abiotic environments, etc. Initially the complete set of state-
variables5. Subsequently higher-level entities must be described. Finally the scales used
by the model should be described as well as the size of cells if model is grid-based.
Process overview and scheduling must contain a concise overview about the
individual process included into the model besides of a flow chart describing how model
processes are updated. Also should be addressed here how the time is modeled, the
model actions whose are executed together, how actions that happen concurrently in
nature is executed in the model and what is the rationale of these decisions.
The section Design concepts constitutes the common framework for design and
communicating models. It must include all of the following items which are applicable
to the model under study:
5The term state-variable stands for those low-level variables defining the state of low-level entities or
individuals of the model.
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 Emergence: This topic must point out which population or system-level phenom-
ena will emerge from individual properties.
 Adaptation: Herein all individual traits presents in the model which may help
individuals to improve their fitness in response to environmental constraints.
 Fitness: It must be described if agents are implicitly or explicitly goal-oriented in
the quest for best fitness.
 Prediction: If individuals accounting for future consequences of their decisions.
 Sensing: What internal and environmental variables are used in adaptive deci-
sions.
 Interaction: Here should be described the interaction between agents.
 Stochasticity: In this topic should be declared if stochasticity is part of model
and the rationale.
 Collectives: Inform if individuals are expected to form associations
 Observation: Describe how generated data are gathered to be tested and ana-
lyzed.
The Initialization section must provide the enough information about how are in-
dividuals and their surrounding environment initialized at each simulation run, also
describing the initial values of state variables.
Input stands for the whole set of those data used by the model, including initial values
of state variables, environmental conditions. To be fully reproducible this section may
include random seeds used (and perhaps also the algorithms used to generate random
numbers) and the datasets.
Finally, in Sub-models section all sub-models mentioned in the afore mentioned
section Process overview and scales are showed up in detail.
4.5 Individual based models of bacterial growth
The work presented in [KBW98] describes the implementation of a spatially explicit IbM,
where the growth of a single Escherichia coli colony forming unit is studied. This work
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describes and model processes such as the substrate uptake, metabolism, maintenance,
cell division and death at an individual level. The model requires the input of just only
eight parameters. The program uses a objected oriented approach and represents every
individual cell as an instance of the Agent class abstraction. These agents exist in a
continuous 2D space whilst substrate is modeled employing a discrete lattice.
Other spatially explicit IBM was implemented by [FPL08] designed to simulate the
behavior and growth of bacterial colonies being able to handle generic microbial ecosys-
tems and based on simple modeling rules with a small set of input parameters. The
model uses a set of simple and mechanistic rules which in turn are applied using random
variables. Bacterial cells are represented as simple and schematic processes accounting
for the nutrient uptake, the cellular metabolism and reproduction. The individ-
ual variability is handled setting the value of individual variables using average values
and some fixed variance.
In order to model some bacterial strain model requires the time in culture, the po-
sition in the lattice, the total individual mass, the minimum mass that triggers the
reproductive cycle, the total time needed to accomplish the reproductive cycle and the
instantaneous state of reproductive cycle. The environment surrounding cells is defined
as the concentration of solutes and the temperature and the model also takes into ac-
count for the diffusion of suspended particles and the heat conduction. The simulator,
schematically speaking, checks the viability of all bacterial cells for each time step, if
current cell is viable, the modeled rules are applied updating the cell state and its lo-
cal environmental conditions. It also keeps the track for existing coupling between cell
shape, size and metabolic rate6.
According to the experimental studies about evolution of colony total mass (m) which
points that colony growth rate 1
m
dm
dt
= µ, is strongly related to the temperature (T )
and to the concentration of nutrient particles (C) at surrounding environment and such
fact can be explained by the enzymatic kinetics of nutrient uptake crossing cellular
membrane. That process is modeled following the ideas of Blackman kinetics, which
states that nutrients must reach cellular membrane as a previous step to the uptake
process; bacterial cells possess a maximum rate at which nutrients can be absorbed
6Cells are tridimensional structures which implies that nutrient uptake rates are function of the
contact surface. If there is enough space, the contact surface is maximized. Thus it is important to
accounts for the relationship between cell total volume and contact surface as a limiting factor to the
cellular growth
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and beyond such value cells are unable to incorporate them; this saturation rate show
variability between individuals[FPL08].
4.6 Individual based models of plasmid transfer
There exist few examples of IbMs for bacterial conjugation process, one of them is
presented in [GSS08b] which study the plasmid transfer under inhibitory and supportive
environmental conditions, examining the dynamic of the spread of an R plasmid in a
antibiotic susceptible bacterial group of individuals. Conceptually it can be categorized
as a spatially explicit, discrete time and continuous space IbM.
It also models an experimental setup to the transfer of two incompatible and two
compatible plasmids. Authors employ a rule based modeling framework, namely the
COSMIC-Rules. The framework uses a three level strategy to conceptually define the in-
teraction between individuals. The layers used are the genome, the cell and a surrounding
environment besides of the rules describing how such components interact and evolve to-
gether. The rules accounts quantitatively for in the interaction between agents[GSS08a].
Functionally the model world is a 20mm2 space with toroidal boundary condition im-
plemented as discrete grid of floating point numbers with a size of 512x512 units, where
bacterial cells are distributed continuously across the space and mapped to a discrete
position of the environment grid.
The bacterial cells are an abstract representation based on the common parameters
of Escherichia coli whose is rod shaped with an average length of 1.2µm and 0.5µm of
diameter but represented in the model as spherical entities. According to [GSS08a] the
structure of the model is similar to a set of state machines where transitions are driven
by a time lapse, by probability, by tag match or by the change of the state in another
state machine. So individuals are represented as a set of input and outputs that modifies
their internal state and their outside environment. The key point in rule representation
is the concept of type which stands for genotypes and/or phenotypes. The representation
is made by a 16 bits, tagged bit string in the form of type + bitstring = tag and the
interactions between simulation entities are determined by them.
The cell metabolism, that is to say, the nutrient substrate consumption and how it
is metabolized increasing the cell size, employ the equations already mentioned in this
work, described in [KBW98]. The authors adopt a value of 1% as the metabolic overhead
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caused by harboring a plasmid.
The rules governing the model behavior are presented schematically bellow:
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 1) – Cells are allowed to move across the simulation space.
The cell movement is a random Gaussian random walk weighted positively to the current
cell direction. Cells are assumed to travel at 2.5µm× seconds−1.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 2) – The maximum distance to undertake the plasmid
transfer is approximately 10 times the average cell size or 12µm for Escherichia coli.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 3) – Transfer rates are usually low for repressed plasmids,
in the range of 1× 10−3 per donor cell.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 4) – The model takes into account the transitory de-
repression where the newly infected cells are able to conjugate at rates of 1× cell. The
transitory de-repression last for a period of one or two generations. The generation time
is about 20 minutes under optimal resource availability.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 5) – The model considers the surface exclusion and thus
cells whose already have received a plasmid cannot act as a recipient for a second copy.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 6) – The conjugation event is modeled as an instantaneous
event. It is a simplification of the real process to the extent that real conjugative event
actually requires a time to get transferred directly proportional to the plasmid size.
Horizontal Transfer (Rule 7) – The model accounts for the cellular recovery time,
that is to say, once transferred the plasmid the donor cell needs to wait for approximately
10 minutes to undertake another conjugative event.
Vertical Transfer (Rule 8) – It is assumed a copy number equal of two per cell bearing
the R plasmid and no segregative loss. Each daughter cell receives a plasmid copy on
cell division.
Plasmid Maintenance Cost (Rule 9) – Plasmid metabolic overhead is represented
as a reduction of 1% in the cellular growth rate.
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Fitness Benefits (Rule 10) – Plasmid bearing cells are deemed to be resistant to toxic
factors, such as antibiotic, presents at the surrounding environment, hence persisting
alive when exposed to antibiotics. The cellular death process is calculated using the
expression p = (1 − dss × Ss − (1 − drs), being Ss the antibiotic concentration and dss,
drs are the normalized bit difference between susceptibility — substance and resistance
— substance tags respectively. Thus cell death if drs is greater than 1 bit or if uniform
random variable v is less than p.
Authors report that their model accurately describes the incompatibility as a barrier
for the plasmid stability and maintenance. Other interesting feature is that simulation
software implemented allows the introduction of environment modifications at desired
time step during the model execution.
Another example of spatially explicit IbM is present in [KLF+07] which can be con-
ceptually categorized as a interact particle system with discrete space and continuous
time. Authors conduct a series of experiments monitoring the plasmid transfer and seg-
regative loss of pB10::rfp plasmid of incompatibility group IncP–1 β 7
The space is constructed as a 2D squared lattice of size 500 × 500 or 1000 × 1000
with the common periodic boundary condition which just equates the lattice edges in
their extremes. Some features of a three dimensional space are added to represent the
fact that cells does not grows in just one layer in agar plates, instead, due to nutrient
diffusion from surrounding environment cells, they shows the trend to form pile of cells
in some regions. The technique used is allowing the grid sites to contain two cells.
Individual cells are deemed to be in a range from 1 to 2 µm with an intercellular dis-
tance of 1 µm and thus the model covers a real surface of an approximate maximum size
of 3×3m−3. Population is termed in the conventional way with four types of individuals:
C, D, R and T, respectively nutrients, donors, recipients and transconjugants.
Nutrients are modeled as discrete entities, with one unit per site and the rationale
according to authors is to capture the common observed pattern in plated colonies which
shows some gap formation in the course of their development. Bacterial cells are allowed
to consume nutrients in a 7× 7 neighborhood.
7Plasmids of incompatibility group IncP–1 are known to be extremely promiscuous and to infect
a broad range of gram-negative bacteria. The pB10 plasmid has an approximated size of 64kb and
contains genes which confer resistance to multiple antimicrobial agents such as amoxicillin, strepto-
mycin, sulfonamides, tetracycline and against mercury ions. The suffix rfp is a marker standing for red
fluorescent protein.
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Lattice cells have room for one nutrient particle and at most two bacterial cells.
Bacterial division requires the consumption of one nutrient particle. Plasmid transfer
rate depends on the local nutrient availability but do not use nutrient particles. Plasmid
transfer events and nutrient consumption uses a Moore neighborhood with a L∞ distance
equal to one and three respectively, that is to say, a square of 3× 3 for conjugation and
a square of 7× 7 for nutrient access.
The model uses the so called Blackman kinetics, thus when rates are used they
are expressed as function of some nutrient concentration C. Instantaneous rates are
determined using the interval between rates ψmin and ψmax , being ψmin in the current
model always zero and the thresholds θ1 ≥ θ2. Whence the rate ψ(C) is expressed as
follow
ψ(C) =

ψmin if C < θ1
ψmax if C > θ2
f(C) if θ1 ≤ C ≤ θ2
Being f(C) is a linear function of the nutrient concentration C. Constant rates can
be obtained equating θ1 and θ2 to zero, making, therefore, that ψ(C) = ψ
max. It is also
possible to set θ1 = θ2 = θ > 0 hence yielding ψ(C) = ψ
min for C < θ or ψ(C) = ψmax
for C > θ.
The simulation process update lattice sites on a random basis and asynchronously
taking into account the rates provided at each of simulation step. The correspondence
between simulation time and real time is achieved assuming a required period of 40 min
to recipient cell to double in number at 30◦C when nutrients are not a rate limiting
factor.
Reproduction (Rule 1) – The rule modeling the cell division events is defined by as a
function of the local and nearby concentration of nutrients C at site x and takes the form
ψ(x,C). It also uses a different set of rates for each cell type. Daughter cells are placed
randomly at any available site in the neighborhood of parent cell. The total growth rate
at any site x is calculated as function of the number of bacterial cells and expressed as
nR(x)ψR(x,C)+nT (x)ψR(x,C)+nD(C)ψD(C) where n term is the number of individuals
of any given type of cell and as mentioned previously nR(x) + nT (x) + nD(C) ≤ 2. The
daughter cell type is determined by the ratio of corresponding rates.
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Conjugation (Rule 2) – Plasmid transfer is modeled as function of the conjugation
rates γD(C) and γT (C) for donors and transconjugants respectively, accounting for the
nutrient availability. Plasmid free cells are infected in some randomly choose site x at
rate γD(C)(x,C)nD(x) + γT (C)(x,C)nT (x).
Plasmid Segregative loss (Rule 3) – Segregative loss is modeled using a simple rule
based on the segregative loss probability τ . A daughter cell will inherit the plasmid at
cellular division with probability p = 1− τ being the plasmid loss will be an event with
probability p = τ .
Plasmid Repression (Rule 4) – The transitory de-repression is modeled using a
simple trick: cells that received the plasmid via conjugative process becomes transitorily
de-repressed and cells whose harbor a plasmid due to vertical transmission are deemed
to be in repressed state. Thus model uses two different rates ψT (C) < ψT ∗(C) for
derepressed and repressed plasmids respctivelly.
Nutrient difusion (Rule 5) – The nutrient diffusion is implemented using a simple
technique avoiding more complex models and providing a very acceptable alignment to
the real process. The technique basically follows a set o sequential steps: first choose
to consume nutrients at the local lattice site, if there is no nutrient is available locally
sample randomly the neighborhood at increasing distances d = 1 . . . 3. If no nutrients
are found return to any not previously visited site at distance 1 and try again until either
find some site with a nutrient particle or all sites had been visited. According authors
this simple algorithm captures the essence of the flow of nutrients from less populated
lattice cells, leading to the formation of fractal like colony growth also observed in real
plates.
4.7 Individual-based Observations
One of the main drawbacks to construct fully realistic plasmid transfer IbMs is the lack
of fine tuned parameters about the behavior of individual cells, therefore current models
of bacterial conjugation relies on parameters estimated from whole-population studies.
Insofar the two main parameters commonly used in plasmid transfer, the bacterial growth
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rate µ and the conjugation γ are population wide average values, one may argue that such
approach allows relevant conclusions can be drawn. It is reasonable to think that the
approach of derive local rules from global behaviors, seems to be the inverse path to the
study of the emergent processes. Hence it seems to be a stringent requirement to build
better local rules defining the behavior of bacterial cells, the readiness of Individual-
based Observations (IbO) in order make models more credible.
An experimental IbO setup that identifies and estimates the conjugation parameters
at individual cell level has been described in [SYD+11]. This study has determined
the that the transitory periods of derepressed plasmid transfer in transconjugant cells
jointly to the mechanical contact caused by cellular growth and division are the two
main process determining the global dynamics of plasmid pWW0 TOL8 in spatially
structured Pseudomonas putida populations. The study shed light on how conjugation
rates are affected by bacterial cell density, cell metabolic activity, plasmid donor and
recipient relatedness, nutrient availability, spatial structure of bacterial colony using
in vivo HGT visualization, for more detail refers to the original work [SYD+11]. The
reported results are briefly summarized bellow.
Several interesting conclusions were drawn from the direct image visualization of
conjugation activity. First, according to the study[SYD+11] direct cell contact is not
essential to plasmid transfer. Conjugative plasmid transfers can be undertaken between
two distant cells due to the type IV pili which is in line with other studies, mainly in
Escherichia coli, reporting that plasmid transfer between bacterial cells at distances up
to 12µm. A very interesting point in the study is the quantification carried out, which
points out the low frequency of conjugative events at distances greater than those of
direct cell to cell contact, as shown in Table 4.6.
Another interesting conclusion extract from the study, is the effect of the relative
orientation in rod shaped bacteria during the mating pair formation and their outcome
in the frequencies of successful conjugative events. Four cases were handled and results
indicates that direct lateral contact are the most favorable orientation to successful plas-
mid transfer with frequencies as high as 61.6% when both donor and recipient expose
their lateral cell wall, followed by the case in which donors expose their lateral surface to
8The pWW0 TOL plasmid confers on its hosts, the ability to implement the toluene degradative
metabolic pathway. The toluene is a carcinogenic and neurotoxic, aromatic compound found commonly
in agro-chemicals which show the tendency to accumulate in water and soil, normally counteracted by
bacterial degradative metabolism.
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Plasmid Distance Mating pair frequency
0− 1µm (direct cell-to-cell contact) 91.1%
pWW0 TOL 1− 5µm 8.6%
5− 10µm 0.2%
Figure 4.6: Plasmid transfer frequencies at different distance ranges. Adapted from
[SYD+11].
the recipient pole, showing a frequency of 24% of successful transfer events. The study
also describes an unexpected high value of 13% in mating efficiency when both donor
and recipient cells offer their poles as contact surface.
The effect of nutrient concentration is also studied at individual level. Some of
results observed are that plasmid transfer can be accomplished even when no carbon
source is provided, even though transfer frequencies are expressed in very low rates.
Thus, when no nutrients are available just a 10% of donors are able to accomplish
conjugative transfer in a period of 24 hours. The best conjugative efficiency are achieved
when nutrient are available for both donors and recipients. High mating efficiency is
also obtained by a tenfold increasing in the initial nutrient concentration, suggesting
that a high initial nutrient concentration affect positively the transfer rates, albeit in
all cases original plasmid donors stop completely the conjugative transfers after 4-5 h as
result of the spatial separation between donors en recipient cells due to colony expansion
and transconjugant cells becomes the active front of plasmid infection[SYD+11]. Such
results are in line with rules used in the theoretical IbM model presented in [KLF+07] and
described previously, where nutrient availability has a significant effect on the conjugation
process.
It was also investigated whether conjugative transfers are most likely to happen at
a specific point of cellular cycle. The presented results support drawn the conclusion
that recipient cells are more likely to be infected in advanced stages of cell cycle. Ap-
proximately a 97% of transconjugant cells were detect at a 70% of their division length,
assuming a duplication time of 100 minutes. From our point of view, these results are
extremely interesting, because it sheds light on how the conjugative process relates to
the cell cycle.
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The transitory derepression is analyzed at individual cell level using a model of three
different time lags tlagD , tlagT1 and tlagT2 , where tlagD is the time required for donor cells to
carry out the conjugative transfer once in contact to a plasmid free cell, tlagT1 is the time
lapse since the a transconjugant cell receives the plasmid until it is able to retransmit
to new cells and finally tlagT2 is the lapse needed by the transconjugant bacterial cell
generated after tlagT1 retransmit the plasmid again, see figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: The individual level conceptual framework describing the conjugative plas-
mid transfer process at solid surfaces. Adapted from [SYD+11].
The experimental results show that tlagD > tlagT1 > tlagT2 being each successive time
lag, consistently shorter than the previous one. The initial conjugation event from donor
to recipient cell took a tlagD = 160 minutes, the first transfer from transconjugant to a
plasmid free cell tlagT1 = 40 minutes and finally this second new transconjugant lasted
tlagT2 = 20 minutes to retransmit the plasmid. Such figures are in disagreement to the
vast majority of theoretical studies which employ a constant lag time when modeling
plasmid transfer.
The most plausible explanation for the shorter lags lies in the pWW0 regulatory
systems based on negative feedback of the transfer related genes thus when the plasmid
infects a previously free cell, the products of regulatory genes are most likely to be
inexistent, allowing the promoters of Tra and Mpf operons to be expressed with no
restrictions in short period, favoring the plasmid replication and transfer.
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Finally, the cell elongation and division seems to be an essential process to plasmid
transfer. It has been observed that cells which are no longer growing do not show conju-
gational activity. The process does not appear to be related to the nutrient availability,
even though the molecular mechanisms are not characterized.
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In the previous chapters we have described the general aspects of the biological system
under study as well as some widely used mathematical tools, commonly employed to
model the dynamic behavior at population level. We also provided some introductory
and global ideas about individual based modeling. This chapter is devoted to present
the general purpose simulation framework implemented to run our spatially explicit
individual-based models of spread and persistence of conjugative plasmids.
5.1 Introduction
As we have mentioned previously, IBMs or ABMs suffers from the lack of a strong
mechanism and standardized mathematical toolbox to transmit and communicate models
and thus is extremely complicated to reproduce obtained results by other researchers.
Even though the model is described using a standard protocol as ODD there is too much
room for ambiguity. Ideally to be fully reproducible, models should run in some kind of
standard model executor software with the same functions supporting simulations. The
collateral advantage of such approach is the improvement in the model implementation
speed when compared to adhoc implementations.
Other desired property which should be held by a general model runner is to be easily
distributable to cope with large number of individuals. Taking into account that Object-
oriented is natural paradigm to develop the abstraction of individuals and the fact of
providing abstraction and generality also implies in some considerable overhead both in
space and time and thence is easy to deplete resources if the simulator is bounded to a
single machine, even if such machine is a high end server.
Bearing this in mind we have developed a general framework for distributed simu-
lations of spatially explicit individual based-models. The global idea is to decouple the
development of simulation models from the required infrastructure. To do so, we have
used the design metaphor of a generic simulation container. In that sense all com-
monly required services are placed onto container, which in turn provide these services
as a standard API to the simulation experiments.
The rationale behind such design is providing a reusable simulation container with
a set of standard functions able to run spatially explicit and CA based models without
worrying about any underlying detail.
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From the experiment development perspective, the only conceptual items to take into
account to implement and run a spatially explicit IBM are:
 The Agents or Individuals and their States1 .
 The Environment in which individuals evolves.
 The Cells on the simulation lattice, that is to say, the space where individuals exist.
 The Neighborhood of agents.
A typical individual based model will be an implementation of a set of p process which
will update the state variables of these four items to the extent that the simulation time
advances. It can be seen as a set of transition functions which updates the future state
of our model based on the actual state.
Functionally speaking our distributed simulation container is built upon several
building blocks as show in Figure 5.1
The first component, the Peer Management Services is responsible for manag-
ing and discovering of active simulation peers on network and keep the track of their
availability. On top of that layer we have the Distributed Hash Table and the Dis-
tributed Execution Service. The Distributed Execution Service is used for send
remote commands to the simulation engine peers.
The Distributed Hash Table is the component whose supports the distributed exe-
cution of the simulation experiments. Actually all the data generated for each of the
simulation steps, ends up in the DHT in order to make them reachable for all simulation
peers. With regarding to the implementation, it must be pointed, that we have not
implemented the DHT from scratch, we have only implemented the adaption layer in
order to expose the DHT as a Map interface in a pluggable fashion.
Currently we have only implemented adaptors for Apache Cassandra2 and Hazelcast3.
The adaptor Cassandra was a bit more complicated, since it is conceptually very different
from a Map interface, managing the data as keyspaces, column families, columns and
1We use the term indistinctly but perhaps it would be more correct to employ second term to
biological or ecological models
2http://cassandra.apache.org/
3http://www.hazelcast.com/
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Figure 5.1: The Simulation Engine Architecture
super columns. Hazelcast have required a minimum adaption effort, since it already
exposes their DHT as a Map interface.
The cluster services are responsible to manage and control the state of the distributed
instances of simulation engine which are ready to participate in running an experiment.
The distributed sparse matrix services are in duty of the distributed data management
of the simulation lattice infrastructure, providing an abstraction to the underlying data
type, which as mentioned formerly is a Map. That service uses the simulation cluster
services to acquire the correct instance to run the experiment.
The experiment configuration manager is the component which reads the configu-
ration of deployed experiments4 registering the to the distributed simulation container
4experiments are deployed as a jar file with the required input data files defining the experiment
characteristics
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services runtime.
The Random number generator services provides a portable and standard im-
plementation to the application level, facilitating the reproducibility of an experiment.
The Lattice Neighborhood Services provides to the models the most generally used
lattice neighborhoods. Finally, summing up, all of these services are exposed to the
model developer through a standard API allowing improving engine without modifying
the implemented IbM.
In the following sections a brief description of our distributed simulation platform will
be provided at a conceptual level because most of low-level implementation details are not
completely stable. The development is still an ongoing work with constant code changes
to add missed features, to achieve a better performance or to fix problems insofar they
are detected. Nonetheless most of components presented bellow are already relatively
stable with only minor fixes.
5.2 Related works
In this section we will briefly mention other distributed simulation frameworks which
have provided the main guidelines and from which have been borrowed the basic ideas
of this work. Furthermore it also reinforces the view that there is a general pursuit large
scale IbM and their application to the system biology models which implies the need
for generic environments for distributed simulation in order to overcome the single node
scalability limitations.
The work presented in [GSS08a, VGP+04] describes a rule-based simulation engine,
namely the COSMIC-Rules, used to study the dynamics o bacterial population in a
spatially explicit, discrete time and continuous space environment. It is a rule-based
system, designed specifically to model microbial interactions and communications and
simulate their evolutionary behavior. The simulation software was designed as a dis-
tributed simulation tool in order to cope with a large number of modeled individuals
and written almost completely in C++ using PVM library to distributed inter-process
communication. In order to make the model execution parallel, the whole simulation
space is partitioned into a structure called demes5 by the authors. Hence the total space
5 As a curiosity, the term deme has been taken from the biology, roughly meaning a isolated subpop-
ulation.
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Framework Distributed Spatial simulations Publically available
COSMIC-Rules Yes Yes
JAMES-II Yes Yes Yes
MASON No Yes Yes
RepastJ No YS Yes
NetLogo No Yes Yes
GAMA No Yes Yes
DECAF Yes No Yes
JCASim No Yes (CA) Yes
Table 5.1: Comparison of multiple IbM frameworks. Adapted from [ACBD09].
represented by the model is divided into n2 demes, whence n is the total number of hard-
ware nodes used. Each deme corresponds to a UNIX process and the deme to machine
mapping can also be modified to achieve load balance. For a given simulation time step
each deme do no share any data with other demes and at the end of time step deme
inter-communication is performed in order to allow bacterial cells to move to another
space position. The platform relies on a master process to coordinate all running demes.
Simulation state can be saved at required intervals.
Another general framework, although not specifically design for IbM, is the JAMES
II[UHJ+08] standing for Java-based Multipurpose Environment for Simulation6 which
intends to support multiple applications and simulation formalisms allowing the easy
implementation of new models and their subsequent validation and comparison with
other experimental setups within a standard environment. The framework has been
develop using what the authors called plug’n simulate strategy [HU07] which basically
consists in placing most of functionality commonly required for a model implementation
in a set of core classes which in turn must be extended in order to integrate a new
simulation experiment. The central idea is that any kind of functionality not explicitly
included in the framework, as simulation algorithms and formalisms can be added by
plug-in implementation facilitating the extension of core framework functionality without
make any change in the core code owing to the uncoupling of models and simulators,
which is effectively a good software engineering practice. Such approach allows the easy
6http://wwwmosi.informatik.uni-rostock.de/mosi/projects/cosa/james-ii
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model exchange and evaluation in addition to the core components reuse. The framework
core classes are built upon a layered approach where the core packages are located. The
system has the following components: Registry – This component serves as a runtime
storage for the system available plug-in types and plug-ins installed. The Registry is
filled at startup with configured plug-ins which can be later retrieved when required.
The Model is basic conceptual component where the base classes are placed and from
which user defined simulation and formalisms must inherit. The framework itself does not
have any turnkey formalism or modeling paradigm. The defined model is executed with
the helper of Simulator package classes which provides that functionality beside of some
entry points to define new simulation algorithms. The pair Model-Simulation is bring
together by classes placed at Simulation package which gives through partitioning
and load balancing sub-packages the required infrastructure to run simulations in a
distributed fashion, allowing to cope with large simulation experiments in a efficient
way. Another conceptual entity is the Experiment which provides the support for
the experimental design, running a given experiment several times. The Database is in
charge to store generated data during simulation run to be further analyzed or visualized
and can be interfaced to any kind of repository. Finally User interface is responsible
for the model definition and data visualization from experiments.
The Multi-Agent Simulator of Neighborhoods (MASON)7 is toolkit for discrete event
ABM models designed to help the easy implementation of lightweight simulations with
a very attractive set o visualization options for both 2D and 3D models. The toolkit was
implemented in Java with a core library for the model support and an optional suite for
results visualization. The toolkit was implemented in three layers: The utility layer,
model layer and the visualization layer. At utility layer, general purpose classes are
placed, such as random number generation services, data structures tailored for efficiency,
movie and snapshot generators and GUI components. The model layer holds the classes
related to discrete event schedule and schedule utilities, besides of the mapping between
objects and their locations. Command line simulations can be performed with just these
two components. Finally the visualization layer allows the easy model manipulation
and visualization. Models can be check pointed and transferred to a different platform
where execution can be resumed. The main drawback to employ this toolkit for large
simulations is the lack of support for distributed simulations, as it has been specifically
7The framework can be downloaded from http://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/
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designed as a single process framework[LCRP+05].
Despite the fact that it is not an Individual-based Modeling tool, Virtual Cell de-
serves to be mentioned here. The focal point of VCell8 is the modeling and simulation
of cellular processes, providing support to a broad range of molecular mechanisms such
as reaction kinetics, diffusion, membrane transport amongst others and the ability to in-
tegrate these processes with geometries obtained from experimental microscope images.
The most remarkable aspect relies on the design philosophy, chiefly oriented as an easy
tool for computational modeling, targeted to biologists with laboratory experience but
scarce training in quantitative modeling. This is achieved encapsulating the mathemat-
ical operations required to the model build task in addition to an easy to use graphical
interface to generate the model representation. Models can be also defined and stored
using the VCML (Virtual Cell Mathematics Description Language), an XML like declar-
ative language supporting MIRIAN9 compliant annotations in the RDF format. The
models may be interchanged as CellML10, SBML11 loosing the spatial aspects, because
neither supports spatial modeling. VCell is implemented as a distributed client-server ar-
chitecture, actually models are designed locally at the user workstation and are executed
at a remote high end computer cluster facility provided by VCell[MSS+08].
The GAMA (GIS and Agent-based Modeling Architecture)12 is a complete platform
designed for building spatially explicit multi-agent simulations[ACBD09]. According au-
thors the main design goals behind the project are the ability to handle a high number of
heterogeneous agents which evolves in a spatially explicit environment which seamlessly
integrates to GIS data in a simple way to help non-computer scientist design models
easily, besides of providing a robust platform for experimental setup definition. The
framework supports continuous environments as well as, discrete grids and networks.
The DECAF (Distributed, Environment-Centered Agent Framework)13 is a frame-
work providing a distributed environment for multi-agent systems intended to be a plat-
8http://vcell.org/
9MIRIAN stands for Minimal Information Required In the Annotation of Models and the project
objective is to produce guidelines suitable for use with any structured format for computational models.
See http://biomodels.net/miriam/
10http://www.cellml.org/
11http://sbml.org/Main_Page
12http://gama.ifi.refer.org/mediawiki/index.php/GAMA
13 The framework download and extensive documentation can be found at http://www.eecis.udel.
edu/~decaf/
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form providing the required architectural services for the development and execution of
large intelligent agent systems[GD00]. Another Two light weight toolkits for simulation
of multi-agent systems are RepastJ14 and Netlogo15.
The JCASim environment16 is a general purpose framework for implementing cellular
automata based models. Provides several services and amongst them the support for
various types of neighborhoods, including block Margolus block-based neighborhood. It
also provides a language for the specification of models called CDL (Cellular automata
Description Language) allowing several extensions to the strict CA model, such as the
support for floating-point state sets. It also has an extension called CDL++ that allows
the programming models using object orientation. It is platform independent and it is
implemented in Java[FW00].
A brief comparison with respect to distributed execution capacity and the support
for simulations with explicit representations of space are shown in Figure 5.1.
5.3 Simulation engine architecture and components
The Generic Engine for Distributed Spatially Explicit Simulations was developed as tool
for model developers allowing to abstract all aspects of spatial simulations leaving mod-
elers center their efforts on writing the rules describing individual state transitions.
5.3.1 Peer management services
The role peer management services subcomponent is to keep the track of all simulation
engines running and available in the same simulation group. The simulation group is ba-
sically a configuration option loaded at startup in every engine, used to create separate
simulation clusters. The underlying design criterion is to provide a very simple set of
primitives on top of some real implementation which facilitates the required functionality.
Basically our simulation engine requires to known what peer are active inside the same
simulation group in order to partition and dispatch the simulation load across simulation
14The framework RepastJ can be downloaded from http://repast.sourceforge.net/repast_3/
index.html
15Netlogo can be downloaded from http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
16JCASim can be downloaded from http://www.jcasim.de/
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Figure 5.2: The Generic Simulation Engine operative modes. Currently the simulation
engine has three different operative modes: The first deployment scheme presented in (a)
represents the model where simulation cluster and DHT cluster run on a separate set of
servers. In the second operative scheme (b) the simulation cluster shares the server infra-
structure with DHT nodes, that is to say, cassandra DHT is embedded in simulation
cluster. Finally, the figure (b) represents the simulation cluster using Hazelcast. The
operative models (a) and (b) supports durable data and simulation checkpoint.
peers. In our implementation the peer management service consists of a class infrastruc-
ture using the strategy or provider pattern which we employ for building a pluggable
infrastructure mimicking the service provider interface allowing to interchange easily the
underlying real implementation. But in summary the services offered can be described
at a high level through the following primitives:
 getPeers(). This primitive allows us to know the number and current status of
available pairs in the simulation grid. Normally peer information will come from
locally cached data in each of the nodes.
 peerCacheManager().The cache manager maintains information about the simula-
tion nodes and periodically verify that the state currently in cache are consistent
with the real node status.
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 postPeerAdvertisement().This primitive is responsible for periodically announce the
availability status of each nodes in the simulation engine cluster. It works as a
background process that propagates the node status with a frequency determined
by the simulation engine configuration. It allows the cache manager invalidates
staled information about nodes that are not available, thus keeping a consistent
vision about the cluster.
 getMasterPeer(). The master peer selection is a purely local process. This primitive
is used extensively in the simulation clock management algorithm. Each of the peer
within the peer group will elect the master using the list of available nodes and
calculating the hashcode of the node ID value taken from the peer collection. Thus
the master will be the node with the lowest hashcode value of all other.
Currently the only real implementation available is built on JXTA17. The ”stan-
dard” JXTA is a specification based on a set of protocols for building P2P applications.
The specification is independent of any particular language because it is sitting entirely
on XML messages that are used in the coordination of the P2P network. The JXTA
specification is organized into the following components: The peer discovery proto-
col, the peer resolver protocol, the peer information protocol, the peer bind
protocol, the endpoint routing protocol and the rendezvous protocol. Each of
one these protocols are used respectively for peers to discover peer services on the net-
work, for send and process requests, for get some status information from other peers
on the network, for build a virtual communication channel between peer endpoints, for
route messages from some source peer to a destination peer and for propagate and relay
messages between peers.
5.3.2 Distributed hash table
The objective of this component is to provide an abstraction to the distributed data
structure used to as a repository for the sparse matrix which holds the simulation lattice
space. We use the strategy and provider pattern in order to construct a service provider
interface like infrastructure in such wise that real implementations are freely plugged
just programming the required adaptor class on top of the actual implementation. The
17The reference implementation can be found at http://download.java.net/jxta/
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idea behind such approach is always offer the underlying distributed data structure as a
service through the standard java Map interface. Thereby our goal is always to provide
in our implementation, an easy to use interface such as the java Map. With that in mind
and taking into account we want to be able to proceed with the execution of simulations
with a very high number of individuals in the future which enable us to make a reliable
representation of actual natural processes, we realize that the most appropriate way of
storing a very large set of simulation objects efficiently was using some sort of distributed
hash table as storage infrastructure.
As mentioned before our current implementation has two adapters, one for Cassandra
which is an DHT implementation from the apache project and another for Hazelcast. In
the second case the adaptation layer is fairly straightforward because Hazelcast already
provides DHT services for as a java Map interface. In the case of Cassandra making
it works as a Map was a bit trickier. Cassandra handles quite different concepts from
those provided by the Map interface such as name-value association. The Cassandra is
data model settles on keyspaces, column families. In a bird eye view and making some
amenable analogy to RDBS such concepts could be tracked to the database schema in
the case of keyspaces and as tables like structure in the case of column families. The
column families in turn may hold columns or super-columns. Roughly speaking a column
is just a triplet holding a name-value pair and a timestamp and a super-column is also a
name-value association but the difference is that in the case of super-columns the value
is also a map holding an undetermined number of columns. Using a Map analogy a
column can be seem as the association Map : key → value and the super-column as the
association Map : key →Map1 . . .Mapn. Therefore we have developed a simple scheme
to fit the Environment and Agent entities into a Cassandra Keyspace. Thus our adaptor
handles internally the mapping between two words using the Lattice column family which
has super columns holding the environment data and the agent states for each lattice
cell, as can be seem in Figure 5.3.
This scheme allows us to store all simulation objects in a persistent repository which
makes possible to checkpoint running experiments and resume it later, even though this
feature is not implemented yet in the high level API. In the basic tests we have done we
have found that the default Cassandra partitioning system, which is based on distributing
reads and writes randomly across multiple nodes is not the most suitable for the case of
our simulator insofar most experiment data will be generated and consumed locally. In
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1 Lattice = {
2 <cell -key >: {
3 name: "Environment",
4 value: {
5 nutrient: {name: "nutrient", value: "60000", timestamp:
...},
6 colicin: {name: "colicin", value: "100", timestamp: ...},
7 }
8 name: "Agent -Entry -<uuid >",
9 value: {
10 position: { name: "position", value: ...},
11 <state -name >: { <state -name >: "<state -name >", value: ...},
12 ...
13 }
14 },
15 ...
16 }
Figure 5.3: The data model of simulation engine presented in JSON syntax
order to avoid the network overhead We have found that Cassandra offers the possibility
of modifying the partitioning algorithm in an easy an pluggable fashion just providing
our partitioner implementation.
With regard to the access mechanism just mention that casandra provides a native
API called ”Thrift” for all DHT operations but according to the documentation, its
use is more appropriate for writing DB drivers. Thus, for end user applications, the
recommended way to talk DHT is through any of the many high level API, which are
available for multiple languages. We used the hector API18 for the java language, just
by the wealth of examples available and the ease of use.
5.3.3 Distributed execution services
The distributed execution service in our simulation engine is employed primarily for
sending remote commands to the cluster nodes. It is mainly used for the deployment
of experiments and also to control the experiment initialization and execution in a co-
ordinated fashion between all cluster peers. Once started, simulation engine nodes are
18The hector API and examples are available for download at https://github.com/rantav/hector
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1 public class HelloWorld implements Callable <String >,
Serializable {
2 public HelloWorld () {
3 }
4
5 public String call() {
6 return("Hello World");
7 }
8 }
9
10 ...
11
12 FutureTask <String > task;
13 task = new GenericTask <String >(new HelloWorld (), Peer);
14 ExecutorService es = ClusterServices.getExecutorService ();
15 es.execute(task);
16 String r = task.get();
Figure 5.4: A use case of distributed execution services.In this example of use, we can
see the two entities handled in the definition of a distributed task. First we define a class
that implements the interface Callable, which in the example is the class HelloWorld. In
the method ”call” we just return a string with the message Hello World. The second
part is the invocation and for this we create an instance of class ClusterGenericTask
parameter whose constructor is an instance of our implementation, HelloWorld and a
reference to the instance of Peer.
managed by the remote control shell which provides a set of management functions re-
lated to the experiment deployment and control. The shell relies on the distributed
execution services for launch commands on all cluster nodes. In the implementation of
this component we used the strategy pattern in order to make the service pluggable,
decoupling it from concrete implementations. In general this module is based entirely
on standard interfaces and classes from java.util.concurrent package, namely the Execu-
torService, Callable and FutureTask. From the perspective of upper layers of simulation
engine a distribute execution is just an invocation of some class which implements the
Callable interface. We show an example of using the distributed execution service in
Figure 5.4.
To use the service must previously registered the plugin is providing the actual imple-
mentation. This is done in the node configuration. Currently the only available plugin
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uses the services of Hazelcast for distributed execution. The GenericTask constructor
may be with a single Peer or with a collection of peers returned by the getPeers() call
which contains all nodes within the same group.
5.3.4 Cluster services
Under the name of clustering services we place all those services which support the
distributed execution of the simulation engine. All services provided works the same
way regardless of the number of available nodes. It is worth mentioning that cluster
services provide an abstraction that allows the use of the API although we are only
running the simulation engine on a single node.
5.3.5 Distributed sparse matrix
This service provides the high level storage functions for all objects that residing in the
simulation lattice. Internally the service is built on the infrastructure provided by the
DHT mentioned in the previous section. Therefore, once instantiated the service, this
in turn will trigger the required configuration depending on the update type employed
in the model. Thus the entire service, functionally speaking, is the implementation of a
sparse matrix using the Map interface provided by DHT service. The underlying idea is
to reference objects within the Lattice, which we call Cell, using as a key an abstraction
of a relative spatial position inside the lattice. The key used is the Position class which is
an extension of a class called Point which is the representation of a point in a Cartesian
coordinate system. In other words, the sparse matrix, is basically a collection of cells,
referenced by their relative positions, being the relative positions calculated using the cell
size provided in the lattice.xml configuration file. Thus we have Map : Position→ Cell.
The Position interface is the same regardless the dimensions of simulation lattice.
In our implementation, the interface Cell is an abstraction representing each of the
subdivisions of simulation lattice. Each cell may contain two types of objects, namely
the Environment and the Agents. Each of these entities, in turn may be also viewed as
a Map. Thus the environment is a Map with the structure Map : Name → V alue and
the Agent with the structure Map : Point→ Agent.
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5.3.6 Distributed clock services
In a distributed simulation environment, the time management service the basic piece
around where other components are supported and is therefore the most important com-
ponent providing the minimal requirements to the state update in distributed simulation
experiments[BZX08].
In our distributed simulation container all peers synchronize their local simula-
tion clock to the simulation global clock19. That task is carried out by the distributed
clock service which can be any peer engine belonging to the simulation group.
For each experiment time step, every simulation peer checks locally whether to assume
the clock owner role. This is carried out calculating the hash of peer id and selecting
the lowest of all peers, since all peer ids are unique there will be no collisions in master
selection. The master selection process is executed every time the simulation time is
advanced. This avoids the single point of failure, if the previous master has crashed its
role is just assumed seamlessly by another available peer.
The simulation process will advance at discrete time steps t, from tmin to tmax being
increment by a configurable increment s such that 0 < s < tmax. For each simulation
cycle (i.e. the state update for lattice cells) all peers must coordinate themselves with the
clock service owner in order to begin a new cycle synchronously. Our implementation was
adapted from [BZX08] and basically the algorithm consists in two branches of execution
one for the clock service owners and the other for the clients: initially all peers must to
check whether local peer is the master. The master will execute the clock owner logic,
waiting in a distributed queue to all other non-master simulation peers, when all other
simulation peers had notified that they have finished the last simulation cycle, the clock
service owner will execute the simulation time advance logic and then notify all other
peers publishing it using a message topic.
The logic for the non-master peers is just notify the master they had terminated the
last simulation time step and waiting for the new simulation time step. This is carried
out offering to the distributed queue their peer ids and then waiting to receive the master
message with the new time step. The pseudo code version of the algorithm used is shown
in Figure 5.3.6.
19Not to be confused with the system clock, we use the term local clock as a software component
belonging to our simulation framework
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Algorithm 5.1 The algorithm implementing the simulation time advance logic and the
rendezvous between simulation peers, adapted from [BZX08].
1: procedure PeerRendezvous
2: MessageTopic← GetMessageTopic(′RendezV ous′)
3: Timeout← T
4: if isMasterLocal() then
5: counter ← 0
6: while counter < RemotePeersCounter() do
7: peer ← Pool(DistributedQueue, T imeout)
8: if peer 6 null then
9: counter ← counter + 1
10: end if
11: end while
12: newtime← TimeAdvance()
13: Publish(MessageTopic, newtime)
14: else
15: LocalQueue← BlockingQueue(1)
16: AddListener(MessageTopic,MessageListener(LocalQueue)
17: Offer(DistributedQueue, LocalPeer)
18: newtime← Take(LocalQueue)
19: RemoveListener(MessageTopic,MessageListener(LocalQueue)
20: end if
21: end procedure
22: procedure MessageListener(Queue,Message)
23: time←Message
24: Offer(Queue, time)
25: end procedure
5.3.7 Simulation engine
This component provides the integration of all parts and the executable environment of
the simulation engine. Given the volume of code and the fact that we have not yet fully
fixed its internal structure, we will just do a brief description of their functions. The
most significant components of this module are the following:
 The simulation scheduler. The scheduler is the component responsible for visit
to each of the lattice cells for each time step of simulation process. It has two
different operating modes depending on the configuration of the experiment. When
the experiment uses synchronous update, the scheduler visits sequentially each cell
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inside the schedulable partition from the lowest to the highest positions in the
simulation lattice. When asynchronous update is specified in the configuration file,
that is to say allowing the cells change their states immediately, the scheduler visits
randomly cells, so that at each time step the order of visit is different from the
previous ones.
 The partitioner. The partitioner is the component that divides the problem of
traverse the whole simulation lattice into smaller pieces. Its mode of action is to
create zones or sub-spaces in the lattice simulation, each with an approximately
equal number of cells which must be visited. It has two variations, one for intra-
node partitioning and another for the inter-node partition. In the inter-node mode
the partitioner divides the full simulation lattice between available peers. Once the
first division is carried out the partitioner sub-divide again the space zone allocated
for each node as function of the number of configured scheduler threads.
Finally, we wish to mention that the source code as well as an executable distribution
with all its dependencies and startup scripts will be available at http://kenai.com/
projects/simulation-engine.
5.3.8 Experiment configuration manager
Experiments are the basic execution unit of our simulation engine. Such entity consists
in one or more Simulet implementation classes, where the state transition function is
implemented and several xml files where experiment configuration details are defined.
All of these files are packed together inside a jar file and then deployed in the simulation
engine. To make an experiment available to the simulation engine runtime it must be
read and validated and the deployment code loaded to the runtime environment. This
task is carried out by the Experiment configuration manager component. A brief list of
parameters handled by this module is shown in Table 5.5.
5.3.9 Random number generator
Any monte-carlo or derived stochastic modeling and simulation processes, as general rule,
requires the use of pseudo-random number in a form or another in order to generate
the random variables under study. Normally it is a largely neglected aspect in the
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Group Parameter Description
Lattice space size The total simulation space
cell size The size of a single cell
discrete Indicates if the model is dis-
crete
maximum overlap Number of agents allowed to
populate a single cell
Experiment start time The experiment start time
end time The experiment end time
time increment The time step
random seed The random seed
random generator The desired random genera-
tor. Valid values are 0,1,2
Environment Key → V alue Map The environment can be
seen as an agent with holds
in its state vector a bunch
of values related to the cell
characterization. It can be
used to hold the initial nu-
trient concentration, or the
temperature, for instance.
Initial Population Agent position
Agent id
Agent state vector
Simulets Simulet parameters
Simulet name
Simulet class name
Figure 5.5: Group of experiment config parameters
development of simulation software as almost any programming language provides a
handy implementation of some uniform deviates pseudo-random number generator. As
we know, any uniform (U(a, b)) deviate pseudo-random, should output equally probable
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values in the interval between a and b, the minimum and maximum values respectively,
which are in system provided functions in the range of 0 and 1. Furthermore generators
can be bootstrapped with some arbitrary initial seed and it will always produce the same
sequence for the same initialization seed allowing the reproducibility of simulation results.
The vast majority of system supplied pseudo-random number generators are what is
known as linear congruential generators. The java language, utilized in our simulation
engine, according to the documentation also uses the same technique in its own system
provided generators20. Taking into account the desired properties of a uniform pseudo-
random generator, so to say that each possible value must have the same probability to
be picked and successive values should be independent of previously generated values,
the main drawback posed by system provided generators is that such properties do no
hold.
The pseudo-random numbers provided by programming languages generate the se-
quence of numbers N1, N2, . . . between 0 and m − 1, where m is a large number, using
the following recurrence relation (5.1).
Ni+1 = (aNi + c) mod m (5.1)
Being a and c positive integers denominated respectively multiplier and increment
and m the modulus. The main problem is that values will be repeated in a period less
than m21. The advantage of the above method is that it is fast, but it has a serious
drawback, which makes it inadequate to serious simulations, it suffers from sequential
correlation in successive calls. In addition lest significant bits are less random than high
order bits[PFTV92].
To overcome these problems we have ported and implemented the portable random
number generators presented in [PFTV92] which are known to be a very reliable source
of good algorithms for numerical scientific software. As an added facility, generators for
most commonly used probability distributions are also provided. The class diagram for
our implementation is shown in Figure 5.6.
20Please refers to the javadoc at: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/
Random.html
21The random numbers generated with java.util.Random have a period of 248
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Figure 5.6: The partial class diagram of portable random package
5.3.10 Lattice neighborhood
As stated previously, a CA is, conceptually speaking, a regular lattice with n dimensions
where each cell may assume some state form a finite set of possible state values, thus
the states are updated in discrete time steps according to the local transition function
which typically takes into account both the state o local cell and the state of a finite set
of others surrounding cells, that is to say, the neighborhood of a cell. In the case of IBM
or ABMs the idea is the same, although the model is marginally different. In individual-
based models the vector describing the individual variables is actually updated. Despite
of this conceptual difference in essence the mechanic part is basically the same.
Introduced initially by von Neumann to analyze the behavior of self-replicating sys-
tems and how simple and minimalistic rules defined locally leads to complex and emergent
global patterns. The conduct of a CA is governed by three basic parameters: the alpha-
bet representing the states assumed by the system under study, the transition function
which modifies the cell state and way the cell neighborhood is defined. With respect
to the last point several types of neighborhood shapes exist, neighborhood may be re-
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stricted to the local adjacency or include remote sites, furthermore the neighbor selection
may be uniform where surrounding sites are identically selected for all lattice cells or
it can be non uniform where each of the cells could have a different set of neighbors.
Obviously the selection of neighborhood function should reflect the peculiarities of the
process being modeled.
The most commonly used neighborhood functions are the von Neumann’s and the
Moore’s neighborhood. The basic von Neumann’s neighborhood has a rhombus shape
and takes the origin cell and the four directly adjacent cells whilst the Moore’s neighbor-
hood is a square centered at the origin cell and includes the eight immediately adjacent
sites. In the neighborhood functions provided in our simulation framework we added a
size parameter which stands for the number of cell at each side of origin cell, so that the
basic neighborhoods described above have the size 1 and extended versions 1, 2, . . . N
where N is the lattice size, see Figure 5.7 for details.
Figure 5.7: The neighborhoods implemented in the framework
Other kinds of neighborhoods do exist as hexagonal and triangular which are better
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suited to represent similar behavior in all lattice directions22 providing a more natural
representation of some physical systems. Another type is the Margolous neighborhood
where the grid is divided in a set of uniform blocks to which the transition function
is jointly applied. The Margolous neighborhood is normally used in reversible models,
that is to say, models where the simulation time can go forward and backward. Such
neighborhoods and topologies are not currently available in our implementation.
Figure 5.8: The partial class diagram of lattice neighborhood package
The API behaves exactly in the same way for 2D and 3D models. By default the
neighborhoods provided in our simulation API apply a wrapped boundary condition where
cells falling outside of simulation lattice are simply ignored , it is also available an
implementation of a periodic boundary condition where cells are reflected to the other
22Termed isotropy
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lattice extreme. The modeler may also design their own boundary rule implementing
the BoundaryRule interface and offering their implementation to the neighborhood API,
see Figure 5.8.
5.3.11 The Simulet API
The Simulet API is the core of our reusable simulation engine abstracting all the
underlying details to the model developer. In order to create an experiment the only
aspect which should be coded is the set of rules describing the state transition function
and that point is carried out extending the Simulet abstract class. In order to extend the
Simulet class three methods must be implemented by the model developer, namely the
init method which is used to initialize any experiment specific data required during the
simulation process, the transition method where all experiment rules are programmed
and the destroy method. The Simulet applications are deployed to the simulation
Simulet container and its lifecycle is managed as follows:
1. The init method invocation is done just after the simulation model has been
loaded the container takes care of invoking the init method once for each deployed
Simulet. This is the place to make any required initialization.
2. The transition method is called many times during the simulation process. It is
invoked for each simulation time step and for all cells concurrently by the simulation
engine scheduler threads. The simulation rules coded here must be threading safe.
The shared data structures and synchronized objects should be avoided as far as
possible for performance reasons. It is also desirable to minimize the creation of
new objects in method for the same reason. When strictly required a shared object
should be stored using the API call getContext().setAttribute(. . .).
3. The destroy method is called when the model is unloaded from simulation con-
tainer.
A reduced version of the API class diagram is shown in Figure 5.9. Besides of defining
the Simuletstructure the API provides some services that are commonly required in the
development of simulation models based on cellular automata (CA) or interacting particle
systems (IPS), such as neighborhood functions, number generators random, an ordinary
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differential equations solver which are readily available and integrated with the simulation
engine. In addition to those features already existing we plan to include diffusion models
as part of the Simulet API.
The Appendix A provides a description of the aspects related to use of the API in
the construction of experiments.
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Figure 5.9: The partial class diagram of Simulet API package
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The objective of this chapter is to describe the model used in the spatial, tempo-
ral and quantitative simulation of conjugative plasmid spread in bacterial populations.
Even though in the scope of this work only one bacterial strain will be simulated, the
models presented herein are flexible enough to be further used as basis for composite
models in the study of plasmid infection dynamics in heterogeneous bacterial popula-
tions. Amongst other applications models of plasmid conjugative transfer can be a useful
auxiliary design tool focusing on bacterial ecosystems and in the development of BCBT
(bacterial conjugation-based technologies). Another possible uses could be the localized
application of new genetic antibiotics by means of conjugative plasmids or the destruc-
tion of trans-conjugant cells driven by an uncontrolled plasmid replication[FBG+08].
Therefore, in order to implement any of such in vivo programs some accurate knowledge
of how plasmid behaves in structured environments is essential. We employ the term
structured environments to depict the idea of restricted interaction graphs, that is to say,
bacterial cells are only able to communicate and transfer plasmid code to a reduced set
of close neighbors.
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6.1 A systemic view on bacterial conjugation
As stated previously in this work, the ultimate goal of computational systems biology or
just systems biology is to understand how living things works based on the interaction of
molecular or cellular building blocks as an emergent phenomenon, studying the relation-
ship between the whole systems and its comprising parts and how previously not evident
or hidden patterns arises from these interactions. In order to briefly contextualize the
discussion about constructing systemic models of bacterial conjugation, let us provide
some informal hints on the conceptual framework. First the most fundamental definition
on what is a system can be expressed based on the idea of a composite of interacting ele-
ments conforming a whole with some definite boundary. Traditionally, scientific method
tries to break up systems in their components in order to infer and theorize system
wide behaviors using information about constituent parts and this process is known as
reductionist approach. In Figure 6.1 the different complexity levels of living things are
shown.
Figure 6.1: The complexity levels of living structures
It is easy to realize that is a highly complex and computationally demanding task,
to follow a bottom-up approach and try to infer global properties of a particular system
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crossing complexity level boundaries. Thus, translating the molecular knowledge about
some concrete biological process and build a model representing any specific systemic
biological reality at a population scale is certainly a difficult and challenging goal. Indeed
tackling efficiently with processes at different levels of complexity is a cumbersome task,
chiefly due to differences in both temporal and spatial scales. Moreover, the top-down
approach traditionally used in systems biology, based on differential equations, as dis-
cussed in previous sections and using aggregate variables usually obtained usually from
data at the higher levels of complexity pyramid presented in figure 6.1 are also unable
to provide the necessary information to theorize about the processes that occur at lower
levels. Therefore, to achieve a truly integrative approach, which in turn is the ultimate
goal of systems biology, perhaps the most appropriate level of description to model sys-
tems such as bacterial colonies is an intermediate or mesoscopic level which incorporates
molecular information about underlying the phenomenon under study besides of sys-
temic data obtained at the macro level. Towards that goal, as mentioned previously,
individual based observation and modeling can provide a much more granular approach
in the construction of models incorporating multiple scales.
The computational systems biology deals with a conceptual framework which can be
broken down into four complementary activities, namely the System Structure Iden-
tification, System Behavior Analysis, System Control and the System Design.
Thus in order to achieve a systemic view on biological systems the most basic task is
to elucidate system structure, that means identifying underlying molecular mechanisms
such as gene regulatory networks, signal transduction, protein interactions and metabolic
pathways. Furthermore, it is also crucial to capture the subtleties of the physical struc-
ture and layout of such components as well as their parameters and interactions. The
next step, once we have some knowledge about the system structure, is the understand-
ing on system behavior. The most common technique is use some kind of sensitivity
analysis which, roughly speaking, consists in the systematic introduction of external
perturbations or variations on system parameters and observing how the system under
study responds to these variations. This technique can be undertaken in the real system
but is far more common and practical to explore the system response state space using
in silico simulation methods. Once achieved these two steps we can go further and use
the system model to implement some control function and modifying system behavior
deliberately to accomplish some useful outcome, such as a personalized medicine. Finally
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the system design is based on the idea of building an entire new system from scratch. In
fact these last two former activities are in some extent, related to the synthetic biology
role[cit01].
Bearing these ideas in mind and using what has been discussed in previous sections
let’s see some aspects which must be taken into account to model our virtual bacterial
population. We want our model to be as simple as possible, preferably as a set of
rules fitting to a state machine shape. The reason to do so is to pave the ground for
a future work on computational models using bacterial plasmids as mobile code using
a computational model called population protocols on which we will talk later in this
chapter.
In order to describe the life cycle of a bacterial cell under a systemic approach is nec-
essary to understand the underlying cellular processes and their interrelationships. Thus
we will recapitulate these basic low level tenets. As already mentioned, bacteria may
show fundamentally three different morphological shapes, namely coccoid, bacilliform or
spirilliform, standing respectively for a spherical, rod-shaped and spiral-shaped cells.
Another difference, which is commonly used as a classification system, is the structure
of cell wall based on the content and thickness of peptidoglycan1 layer, leading to the
gram-positive and gram-negative divisions[Sri04]. Nonetheless, despite of morphologi-
cal and structural diversity and the enormous number of different discrete components
contained in a bacterial cell, some aggregation is required in order to efficiently handle
and model the molecular interaction mechanisms and achieve a systemic approach ab-
stracting the real, and not completely understood molecular complexity. According to
[Coo06] bacterial cells can be seem as the sum of three kind of differentiated biosynthetic
patterns in duty of also three cellular structures, namely the cytoplasm, the genome and
the cell surface. We take the liberty of adding a fourth biosynthetic pattern referring to
replication and transfer of mobile genetic elements (i.e. plasmids), see Table 6.1.
The key mathematical aspects of vegetative growth of bacterial populations in the
sense of mass increase as a function of consumption of available nutrients in a given
substrate and its incorporation into the cytoplasm have been widely studied at the
population level. Such mathematical models, roughly speaking, express the growth rates
as a function of a specific limiting substrate. There are several mathematical models
describing the substrate limited growth rates, but for the sake of generality can be
1A polymer of sugar and amino acids
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Component Molecular components Component associated processes
Cytoplasm Ribosomes Nutrient uptake
RNA Cytoplasm synthesis
Proteins Segregation at cell division
Ions and water
Cell surface Membrane Cell surface synthesis
Proteins Segregation at cell division
Peptidoglycan
Polysaccharides
Genome Chromosomal DNA Replication
Segregation at cell division
Plasmids Non-chromosomal DNA Replication
Segregation at cell division
Conjugative transfer
Table 6.1: A systemic view on bacterial cellular processes.
reduced to three basic forms, namely the Monod, Blackman and the exponential kinetic
models. These models resembles the idea saturation as in chemical reactions, thus a
cell deemed to be saturated with substrate if addition of some more substrate does not
shows any effect on the growth rate, that is to say, when some organism is growing
at its maximum potential rate it is not possible to achieve any increment adding more
nutrients[Bad78].
The Monod model is based on the Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetic model already
mentioned in this work and takes the form of (6.1).
µ
µm
=
S1
K1
1 + S1
K1
. (6.1)
The Blackman kinetics is described by the equation (6.2){
µ
µm
= S1
2K1
, ifS1 < 2K1
µ
µm
= 1, ifS1 > 2K1
(6.2)
Finally the exponential kinetics is shown in equation (6.3)
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µ
µm
= 1− exp(−0.6931 S1
K1
). (6.3)
where µm is the organism maximum growth rate, µ is the growth rate at some sub-
strate concentration S1. Finally the term K1 represents the substrate concentration at
which the cells grows at half their maximum growth rate. Actually the Blackman ki-
netics model is the only that really saturates at maximum substrate concentration. The
other two models just approximates the maximum growth rate[Bad78].
There exist two examples of IBMs employing Monod and Blackman kinetic models
at an individual level. First is BACSIM[KBW98] which uses the Monod to define the
nutrient uptake and cellular growth. Another example is INDISIM[GLV02] using the
Blackman model. Actually the Blackman model seems to provide a better fit to the
experimental data[GLV02].
Using a top-down view, based on population wide measurements, bacterial grown
cycle, under optimum physical and chemical conditions, follow a characteristic four phase
pattern: The lag phase, exponential phase, stationary phase and death phase. When
placed in a fresh medium, bacterial strains suffer an initial lag in their growth with no cell
division, mainly due to the adaptation process to the new environment. Once adapted,
the exponential or logarithmic growth takes place and last until nutrients are exhausted
or the sub-products of metabolic process became toxic. In the stationary phase the
growth rate is null or, in some situations, equal to death rate. In this phase bacterial
cells begin to show adaptive traits to environmental stress, see Figure 6.2.
The bacterial cells usually have their metabolic machinery adapted to function op-
timally under certain specific conditions related to the available substrate and environ-
mental conditions. Such environmental conditions affect positively or negatively the net
growth rate of individual bacterial cells and is possible to observe tremendous variations
in the growth rate for the same strain. It has been observed in E. coli interdivision
times from 20 minutes up to 300 minutes using serine as the only carbon source[Coo06].
Besides of nutrient source other parameters as temperature and pH also show an impor-
tant impact on the growth rates. In other words, bacterial cells (BC has some optimum
environmental parameters Eopt which depends on the strain under study. In optima
environmental conditions the growth rate (r) is maximal, as BC(Eopt) =⇒ max(r)
and any environment E 6= Eopt will produce r ≤ max(r). Furthermore nny environment
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Figure 6.2: The Typical bacterial growth behaviour
E is an aggregate free and coupled parameters. Thus free parameters do no change as
the system moves forward in time and on the other hand coupled parameters varies as
system evolves, exhibiting a two way interaction with r. A representative example of the
first is the culture temperature T. An example of coupled parameter is the pH which can
be modified as bacterial life cycle advances and at the same time can modify the growth
rate r negatively due to the expression of genes related to the stress response.
Most of the stress response, due to high concentration of hydrogen peroxide formed
from metabolic waste, is coordinated by the expression of katF2 gene [ML89]. The
outbreak of death phase is defined by the quick decay of viable cells.
This standard grown pattern can present some variations as the lack of exponential
growth, which becomes linear, being cell divisions proportional to time under unfavorable
nutritional conditions. Another variation is the double lag and exponential phase, so
called, diauxic growth. A classic example of diauxic growth is a culture of E. Coli in
presence of glucose and lactose where the glucose will be used first as primary carbon
source, due to the more favorable metabolic pathway, until gets depleted, producing a
2The katF gene expression as in the case of katG and katE are controlled by the transcription factors
which are known collectively as sigma factors. These transcription factors are triggered in response to
environmental conditions.
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lag phase before another exponential phase, where bacterial cells begins to metabolize
lactose.
The bacterial exponential growth phase described qualitatively in former paragraphs
can be characterized mathematically in terms of growth rate and generation time
[Sri04]. The growth rate express the change in the number of bacterial cells per time
units and the generation time is the time interval required to duplicate the number
of cells in a bacterial colony. Such values are specific to each bacterial strain. Mathe-
matically the relation between the initial number of cells (N0) and the final number (N)
after n generations can be expressed as N = N0× 2n. Thus n can be expressed as follow
n = logN−logN0
log 2
.
A continuous approximation to the growth rate r is given as function of a population
size y in the form of,
1
y
dy
dt
= r
Nonetheless these are approximated figures capturing only average effects, besides of
obviating the intrinsic stochasticity of the biological phenomena and local effects. For
this reason it is necessary to break down some of the cellular processes that form the
basis of the observed aspects of population-level dynamics.
The chromosomal bacterial DNA replication is instantiated at a specific time during
cellular division cycle when cell mass reaches a critical point per chromosome origin. The
DNA replication proceeds at constant rate after the process has been initiated and the
total amount of time required to complete the process is only function of chromosome
size and the actual number of origin of replication sites oriC[Coo06]. With respect to
plasmid DNA, two different cases must be taking into account, first of them is the case of
low copy number plasmids which replicates at a precise point of cell cycle following
a similar pattern to the chromosomal DNA. Differently from previous case, high copy
number plasmids replicates randomly across the whole cell cycle.
The total elapsed time to complete the bacterial cell cycle, that is to say, the time
required for cell division generating two cells, is deemed to be function of the amount
of DnaA protein which accumulates along with cytoplasm synthesis during cell growth.
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Hence it is normally assumed that there exists a threshold mass triggering cellular di-
vision as mentioned and, in turn the initiation mass threshold is supported by the un-
derlying molecular mechanism of DnaA protein accumulation per chromosome oriC
site[Coo06][SB07]. The DnaA protein forms a complex with oriC chromosome site,
leading to the denaturation process of the double-stranded DNA allowing it to uncoil.
The oriC/DnaA complex formation requires energy which is provided by hydrolysis of
ATP[Mes02]. The nutrient uptake and the corresponding DnaA protein accumulation
owing to the different time scales can be seen as a continuous process for the purpose of
this work. Moreover the DNA replication and cell division can be modeled as a discrete
event and the same is true for plasmid replication. The replication DNA belonging to the
bacterial main chromosome can be divided at five discrete phases, namely the initiation,
the elongation, the termination and finally the regulation. The most studied bacterium
growth and division cycle is the Escherichia coli and although the molecular mechanisms
slightly differ between species, the principle of function preservation holds for this sub-
system. Structurally in E. coli the oriC site has 260bp and five DnaA boxes3 flanked
at left by clusters of AT rich regions which are weaker than GC bounds, facilitating the
strand separation[Mes02].
Bacterial cells under natural conditions and when cultured in solid medium, develop
a spatially conditioned growth, that is to say, any kind of population wide trait, relies
on locally driven interactions. Thus the conjugation process where genetic material
carried by plasmids is interchanged in cell-to-cell basis is strongly shaped by localized
and distance dependent contacts. Most of approaches used to model the conjugative
process are based on mass-equation differential equations which only produce consistent
results under the assumption of random encounters in a well-mixed medium, and yet are
only able to capture the average effects [ZKaTK10].
Furthermore in substrates other than liquid, bacterial cells tends to present a com-
plex mix of bi-dimensional and tridimensional growth pattern induced by the hardness of
medium. It has been shown in [EKM+02] using a strain of gram positive bacteria B. Cir-
culans that there exist a physical conditioning aspect which induces the bacterial grown
across bi-dimensional or tri-dimensional patterns as function of the variation of agar
concentrations in a culture surface. Roughly speaking, bacteria can show the tendency
to form pile of cells in some circumstances and this fact surely leads to stochasticity in
3The term DnaA box refers to some zones at oriC where the DnaA protein binds
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the cellular density across colony.
In addition to vegetative aspects, horizontal gene transfer is also a major issue to
take into account in bacterial ecology. The conjugation process, as defined elsewhere
in this work, consists in the plasmid transfer of some plasmid bearing cell, the donor
(D), to a plasmid free cell (F) which became a trans-conjugant cell (T). Some types
of plasmids (episomes) can follow two different trajectories: they can be replicated
or incorporated in the plasmid free cell chromosome. Plasmids can also be lost in the
cellular replication, in a process called segregative lost. As we have seen infected cells
can became cured of plasmid infection if plasmid is lost during cell division but this
process is meaningful in small, high copy number plasmids that relies on chance in order
to be effectively inherited by daughter cells, even though segregative plasmid loss rate is
normally taken as a low value. On the other hand low copy number plasmids possess a
complex molecular machinery to ensure the new cells reliably receive their copy, making
segregative loss almost negligible.
Conjugation can be expressed numerically by the conjugation rate which stands
for the number of trans-conjugants per donor per minute. Of course this is a rough
approximation. Taking a individual point of view, seems to be more realistic to consider
some timing aspects of the process, that is say, taking some two individuals, D and F
the mating pair formation and plasmid transfer will last some amount of time t. Once
transfer is completed, both donor cells D and trans-conjugant cells T will suffer some
delay before being able to conjugate again, such times are can be referred as recovery
time (RT) and maturation time (MT) respectively.
Some authors [AA99] compare the quantitative spread of conjugative plasmids in a
liquid medium to the catalytic conversion of plasmid free recipients mediated by the
donor cells, being the donor and recipient the enzyme and substrate respectively, and
the mating pair similar to the activated complex. In this way they fit the conjugation
process in the Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics model. Other approach can be found
in [ZKaTK10] employing a variation of mass-action model which incorporates two new
aspects: the attachment and the detachment rate.
The carriage of a plasmid represents a metabolic cost to their host. Normally all
works on bacterial conjugation such cost is deemed to be a static and usually not very
high value which a priori does not seem to match the process molecular reality. As
mentioned before the main chromosome replication in prokaryotes and hence the cell
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division is controlled somehow by the accumulation of DnaA protein when it reaches a
certain critical threshold triggering the process which results in the generation of a new
daughter cell. It has been proposed[SB07] a model that relates the plasmid fitness to the
competition of the plasmid and main chromosome genes required for complete cell cycle.
The idea is that the mRNA molecules of both plasmids and main chromosome interfere
with each other competing for a place in the ribosomes in order to be translated. A
simplified scheme can be seen in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: The plasmid cost model based on the competition for a ribosome locus.
All cells have a more or less delimited number of ribosomes, usually about 15000.
When a cell contains the total number of plasmids increases mRNA and consequently
the hypothesis that the time to reach some critic DnaA level, must also increase. That
obviously implies that the generation time of the cell increases proportionally according
to the total number of genes being expressed. Because of this we can say, as a working
hypothesis, that every time conjugal transfer happens, bacterial cells are incurring a cost
that will slow down cellular division.
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6.2 Fitting conjugation in a simple model
In the previous sections we have discussed molecular aspects related to the plasmids
well as the existence conditions and spread within a bacterial population. Besides of the
ecological and health implications of studying how plasmid persist across evolutionary
time as independent entities, the ultimate goal motivating this work is to design molecular
devices using bacteria. It is clear that the problem has a broad scope to be addressed
efficiently in just one work and in this section we would like to lay the groundwork
for future study on how and what kinds of computations can be carried out using as
substrate bacteria and plasmids.
The sensor networks involves normally a large number of small and limited computa-
tional devices which are able to communicate over a short distances using some wireless
mechanisms. These devices are distributed across some space in order to cooperatively
sense and monitor one or more environmental variable, such as temperature, pH, baro-
metric pressure, etc. They may also act upon the environment and modify some desired
parameter besides of notify and receive commands from a base station. The most strin-
gent question about such kind of distributed system is what can be done. It is know that
even limited finite state agents ordered as cellular automata have computational capa-
bilities similar to a linear space TM. Most of the work addressing the question about the
computational power of sensor networks is eminently empirical and the limits of such
architecture are not conclusively elucidated. The Population Protocol model is a formal-
ization of such kind of computational architectures determining what can be computed
based on the above premises[MCS11].
The computational model called Population Protocols was introduced in [AAD+06]
intending to become a theoretical framework for studying the computing capabilities of
a large and potentially unbounded network of mobile agents resembling, in some extent,
models of interacting molecules. The original idea was focused on sensor networks and
in understanding what computations could be undertaken using a broad set of capacity-
limited, passively mobile and identically programmed agents. Thus, qualitatively speak-
ing, the basic model is framed by simple agents and the interaction between then.
Thus agents which are a large collection of anonymous entities, each of them defined
by a finite-state machine holding a constant and limited number of bits in their local
state. Agents are deemed to be reliable and the basic model does not support failures.
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The computation process is driven by direct interactions between entities as they get
close enough, through some kind of short distance wireless communication, of course the
concrete mechanism can be somehow abstracted way for the theoretical purposes. In the
computation process, when two agents interact, both gets their states updated. Another
aspect of the basic model is the uniformity, that is to say, agents in the same state are
functionally equal and the implemented algorithms are independent of population size.
The computational devices have limited control on interacting patterns which are in some
sense unpredictable but constrained to local neighborhood. Another characteristic is the
eminently distributed aspect of inputs and outputs, meaning the both input and output
are spread to the whole device population. The concept of computation convergence is
used in place of termination, meaning that agent outputs must converge in a finite time
to a common and correct value which depends on what authors termed a global fairness
condition which can be understood as that any reachable state is eventually reached by
the system in a finite amount of time.
Up to now the research efforts on the population protocols were driven towards to the
formal definition of what kind of predicates can be computed by the model. In the basic
model one assumption is the complete interaction graph which leads to the weakest case,
but even so allows to solve some common distributed algorithms such as group formation,
leader election and majority voting[AR09]. In complete interaction graphs computable
predicates are those definable in first order presbuger arithmetic. The current challenge
is to find some useful application for the computational model.
It is not hard to envisage and draw some parallelism with bacterial populations as
a bunch of computational devices dispersed across an environmental space with little
control over global states and only able to interact locally. Of course it is a rough
abstraction because cells are actually complex devices but for computation purposes let
us take them as tiny and limited devices able to sense and act on environment. Thus
the model seems to be a good starting point to make computations with bacteria.
Formally a population protocol P ′[AAD+06][AR09] is defined by the tuple
(ΣX ,ΣY ,Q, ι, ω, γ)4, whence ΣX is the input alphabet, ΣY the output alphabet, Q is
a finite set of agent states, ι is the input function representing the map ι : ΣX → Q, ω
is the output ω : Q → ΣY which map states to outputs and δ the transition function
δ : Q × Q → Q × Q, defined on state pairs as (p, q) 7→ (p′, q′). The agents are initial-
4Conceptually the population protocol model presents a form very similar to a Mealy machine
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ized with an input value from ΣX and the initial state is defined by the input map iota
thus defining the initial configuration. The computations are carried out from initial
configurations by interactions amongst agent pairs.
The population protocol P ′ is defined over some population P which in turn is a
finite set A of n agents jointly with a relation E ⊆ A×A where no element is related to
itself. During the computation the pairs of interacting agents is depicted by the relation
E which may be interpreted as the directed edges of the interaction graph. Thus the
some edge (u, v) ∈ E portrays the pair of interacting agents, being u the initiator and v
the responder agent. The basic model assumes a complete interaction graph, that is to
say, all agents are able to eventually interact during the computation.
The execution of some protocol P ′ over a population protocol P consist in the in the
state update between pair of initiator and responder agents u, v ∈ A, furthermore agent
outputs are obtained by the ω(q) : q ∈ Q. The unordered multiset of all agent states is the
current output of the population protocol computation and is termed Configuration C.
More formally the population configuration is the mapping C : A → Q such that protocol
execution evolves as the transition C e−→ C ′, being e = (u, v) the interaction or encounter
amongst two distinct agents, e ∈ E . The notation C −→ C ′ express protocols evolves from
C to C ′ in one step and C ∗−→ C ′ stands for the protocol transitive closure, indicating a
reachable sequence of configurations from C to C ′ in the form of Ci, Ci+1, . . . , Ci+k = C ′.
Hence an execution is a set of subsequent population configurations C0, C1, . . . , Cn until
all agents converge to the correct output.
For each encounter e = (u, v), the protocol execution updates the configuration which
expressed as C e−→ C ′, thus the encounter e leads to the following transitions on the
population state:
C ′(u) = δ1(C(u), C(v))
C ′(v) = δ2(C(u), C(v))
C ′(w) = C(w),∀w ∈ A− {u, v}
The expressions showed above, basically say that for any encounter e both initiator
and responder agents have their states updated whilst all other agents, which are not
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part of e, have their states unchanged.
An illustrative example is the ”or” protocol, whence agents compute, just with local
information, the logical ”or” operation between two bits. Each agent is initialized with
some bit {0,1} and protocol must converge to a stable state where all agents output
the same correct value. In this very simple example we have ΣX = ΣY = Q = {0, 1}
and both ι and ω are identity functions, such that, ι(q) = q, ω(q) = q for all q ∈ Q.
The protocol implementation requires just one rule describing the interaction between
agents, thus the transition map δ is defined as (0, 1) → (1, 1) ensuring that all agents
will eventually produce the same output [AR09].
The fairness criteria assume a complete or a general graph in order to ensure the
fairness condition and that the protocol converges to the correct output. In this basic
model where unrestricted interactions between agents the predicates which are stably
computed are those expressed in presburger[OHKMZ10, AR09] first order logic5.
Another interesting and clarifying example of a population protocol is described in
[AAD+06, AR09, MCS11] where, in a broad sense, the objective is to determine whether
a certain number of sensors in a population P of N agents, exceeds some threshold
value. Going further, let’s imagine these small sensors attached to a flock of birds, so
to say, sensing the body temperature values. Thus, such agents changes their spatial
position passively, according to the flock movement and undertake interactions as they
get sufficiently close, updating their respective states. It is a fair assumption that birds
follows a uniformly distributed movement pattern and therefore all agents will have a
chance to make contact to each other eventually, that is to say, no agent will be isolated
forever. This fairness condition allows protocol to converge to the correct value according
to the presented in [AAD+06, AR09] which, roughly speaking, states that the sensor
network, even whether it is a general graph takes the shape of a complete graph owing
to the uniform node movement, see Figure 6.2.
The predicate describing such protocol may be expressed as follow[MCS11]
p(x)
{
0, ifN1 < 5
1, ifN1 >= 5
being N1 the number of agents with input equal to 1, which means that agent detect
5The presburger is a first order logic with addition operation, formulas expressed in presburger logic
uses some of the following symbols – {+, 0, 1¬,∨,∧,∃,∀, <}
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Figure 6.4: The figure illustrates the assumption of [AAD+06] where even a general
graph of weakly connected agents which are able to passively move assume the shape of
complete graph during the protocol execution. Hence all agents are able to communicate
to each other. From (a) to (d) sub-figures, isolated groups are shown, but to the extent of
topology changes due to agent mobility, the possibility to interact with all other agents
get higher as the number of protocol interaction steps increase. The dark directed edges
indicates the communication direction, from initiator to responder agent. The graph
topology will affect the protocol convergence time.
an elevated temperature.
In order to implement the protocol, the binary input alphabet ΣX = {0, 1} is used,
standing respectively for normal and high temperature. Hence when two agents meet
the initiator will store the sum of values and the responder will be reseted. Thus the
protocol will evolve so that when any agent gets a value at least equal to 5, it will enter
in the alert state, outputting the value 1, which eventually will be spread across all
population members. If no agent has a value greater or equal to 5, the protocol will
output 0 indefinitely. The protocol may be described formally as constituted by the
input and output alphabets ΣX = ΣY = {0, 1}, by the state set Q = {q0, q1, . . . , q5} , by
the input map function ι(0) = q0 and ι(1) = q1, by the output map function ω(qi) = 0,
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for 0 ≤ I ≤ 4, and ω(q5) = 1. Finally the transition function δ is given by:
δ
{
(qi, qj)→ (q5, q5) ifqi + qj >= 5,
(qi, qj)→ (qi + qj, q0) ifqi + qj < 5.
As mentioned before the interaction graph determines the scope of agent interaction,
with nodes representing agents and edges the interaction between them. The assumption
of a restricted interaction graphs due to physical constraints in the movement of
agents, does not make the model weaker[AAD+06, AR09] to the extent that agents can
propagate their states through adjacent nodes being able to reach the whole population.
That is the case of plasmid spread in bacterial populations over solid surfaces, such as
Petri dish cultures, where colony has a stable spatial configuration and communication
the conjugal events are carried out only at local and direct neighborhood, but even so
plasmid can infect and invade all individuals in some cases. In restricted interaction
graphs, besides of computing predicates over agent population it is also possible to solve
some questions about the interaction graph such as to analyze if the interaction graph
has, for some k, a maximum degree equal or greater than k. In order to accomplish that
task, the first step is assigning all agents the leader token. The algorithm proceeds by
two way interaction between agents selecting a single moving leader token. When two
leader agents holding the leadership interact, both are set to non-leader state. When
some agent holding the leader token meets a non-leader agent, the token is swapped
between them.
Community Protocols – The anonymity, in the basic model is too restrictive,
avoiding more sophisticated aspects to be computed and makes error the control and
recover, a cumbersome goal in the case of agent failures. In the work described in
[DGFGR06] agents are not anonymous anymore and some assumptions of the basic
population protocols are relaxed in order to achieve a more robust model. The underlying
idea is add unique to identifies agents with the sole purpose of identification, furthermore
agents are allowed to remember some small fixed number of interacting agents identifiers.
The model is termed community protocols making an analogy to the community as a
collection of unique individuals.
More formally the community protocol is a model where agents receives input symbols
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from an finite set ΣX and generate some output from a finite set ΣY being defined by the
tuple {ΣX ,ΣY ,B, d, ι, ω, δ}, where ΣX ΣY are the input and output sets respectively, B
is the basic states set, d a positive integer which represents the number of identifiers than
can be stored by agents, ι : ΣX → B the input map, ω : B → ΣY is the protocol output
map, δ ∈ Q, where Q = B×Ud. The term U stands for the infinite set holding all possible
agent identifiers and the special symbol ⊥. Thus the state of an agents is an element of
B plus a set of up to d agent identifiers. The community protocol model requires two
constraints over δ. First for any (q1, q2, q′1, q′2) ∈ δ, if id ∈ q′1 or id ∈ q′2 then id ∈ q1 or
id ∈ q2, which means that transitions are not allowed to add new identifiers. Second, for
q = 〈b, u1, u2, . . . , ud〉 ∈ Q, let pˆi(q) = 〈b, pi(u1), pi(u2), . . . , pi(ud). If (q1, q2, q′1, q′2) ∈ δ
and pi is any permutation of U , the condition (pˆi(q1), pˆi(q2), pˆi(q′1), pˆi(q′2)) ∈ δ must be
satisfied. Being pi a permutation of U with pi(⊥) =⊥. In words the second constraint
means that identifiers only purpose is to be stored or compared for equality and nothing
else. When d = 0, community protocol is equivalent to the basic population protocol
model.
Similarly, as in the case of basic of population protocols, the computation outputs
at any moment are determined by the, so called, configuration C which in is a finite
vector of elements from Q. The initial configuration is given by any vector in C formally
expressed as (〈ι(xj), uj,⊥, . . . ,⊥〉)nj = 1 being u1, . . . , un different elements from U−{⊥}.
The configuration C is said to reach another configuration C ′ in a single step, written as
C → C ′ if ∃i 6= j : (qi, qj, q′i, q′j) ∈ δ and q′k = qk for all k different from i and j. In the
community protocols an execution is an unbounded sequence of configurations C1, C2, . . .,
being C1 the initial configuration and Ci → Ci+1 subsequent configurations for all i ≥ 1.
Gossip protocols – It also has been shown in the work presented in [BBK08] the
equivalence between population protocols and the gossip-based protocols. The strength of
such parallelism is twofold, first, gossip-based protocols have a simple and robust struc-
ture and have been used extensively in large distributed systems, nonetheless most of
validations carried out were empirical and there is a lack of a strength theoretical foun-
dation. Moreover, the population protocols contains a well founded formal model about
the computational capabilities of a large collection of limited computational entities.
Accordingly, both words may benefit from these aspects. The gossip-based protocols
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uses the rumor spreading metaphor as substrate for peer-to-peer applications, whence
every system node periodically exchange data with other peers sampled from network in
a random basis which is precisely the support of gossip protocols robustness.
There exist significant similarities amongst plasmid spread in bacterial populations
and the so called epidemic or gossip-based protocols. In the distributed systems domain
it is quite promising technology for scalable data distribution across a high number
of loosely connected nodes which join and leave the systems without a central control
point. The information is actually exchanged with a subset of randomly selected nodes
which have a direct impact on the information diffusion effectiveness. Conceptually
gossip-based protocols may be decomposed in three functions, namely peer selection, data
exchange and data processing. The peer selection finds a gossip mate from mates provided
by the peer sampling service. The data exchanged defines the data exchanged amongst
mating peers in the intercourse of gossip interaction. Finally, the data processing function
represents those activities carried out on transferred data after interaction between peers
and it can be seen as the transition function defined for population protocols.
6.3 Overview of simulation experiments
In the previous chapters we discussed the various aspects of bacterial biology, focusing on
its basic metabolism and mainly in horizontal gene transfer, especially in bacterial con-
jugation. This has been discussed under a point of view eminently qualitative. We have
also presented succinctly our generic simulation environment for spatially explicit simula-
tions based on individuals. Thus, using our simulation framework, we have implemented
some models of bacterial conjugation process intending to elucidate quantitatively the
conditions under which the plasmids persist and invade a particular bacterial population.
Following the principle of parsimony described in [HMJL10, GBD+10] the models will
contain the minimal level of complexity required to represent the system under study.
Thereby the purpose of this section is to give an overview about the simulation pro-
cess and the models presented in this work. In order to achieve that goal and using
the information provided so far. We will try to put all the pieces together to shape the
models representing the bacterial conjugation process. Functionally all models presented
hereafter can be subdivided into two main components or functions, one related to the
vegetative functions, such as nutrient uptake and the increase in cell mass, and another
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component related to the plasmid conjugative transfer. The first component due to the
difference in time scale with the second group will be modeled as a continuous process
based on papers [GLV02] [KBW98], which reproduce quite precisely that part of the dy-
namics of bacterial cell growth. The modules describing the conjugative transfer will be
implemented fitting the process into a simple discrete scheme based finite state machines,
where bacterial cells update the state of their close neighbors, borrowing the ideas from
the population protocols computational model . As we have seen in previous section, the
population protocol portrays a massively distributed computing model, composed by a
myriad of passively mobile and capacity limited agents. Such Agents have no knowledge
about its own position but can sense environment variables and can undertake some
pair-wise interaction with their neighbors. The model is mainly targeted to large sensor
networks, where agent’s finite state machine is updated during agent interactions do-
ing some computation distributed across agent population [AR09]. Interactions can be
two-way updating both state machines or directed from an initiator to a target updating
only the target FSM. To achieve a truly realistic temporal representation of conjuga-
tive transfer, the process will be linked to the subsystem that represents the vegetative
growth. In other words, the discrete events depicting the plasmid transfer and the cell
division will be triggered stochastically through cell cycle.
As discussed previously, although there are many studies on the molecular structure
and metabolic pathways of the bacterial cells, many of the underlying processes are not
fully elucidated. Similarly, the relationship between structure and dynamic behavior of
the molecular components and their interactions are not entirely clear. Thus most of
the work to make an approximation of system to the process of bacterial conjugation
does not directly use the information on the structure, but studying the relationships
between aggregate variables in the form of rates obtained from the population as a
whole[GSS08b][KLF+07]. The commonly used parameters in the systemic modeling of
conjugation process are presented in the Table 6.3.
The simulation process will be discrete in both space and time. The simulation space
is a discrete lattice similar to what is shown in [KLF+07] with a 3 × 3 neighborhood
for the agent restricted interaction graph and 7× 7 to nutrient access, when diffusion is
implemented. Nutrient distribution constitutes part of environment and the scheduler
will keep track of available amounts in each discrete cell. Some effects of cellular overlap
will be taken into account allowing more than one individual per lattice cell in a similar
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Component Parameters Observations
Environment Nutrient In general studies of the propagation of plas-
mids use some kinetic model to account for
the consumption of nutrients and their in-
corporation into the cytoplasm to model cell
growth and vegetative functions.
Temperature Temperature is a parameter that signifi-
cantly affects both cell growth and propa-
gation of plasmids. It is not normally take
into account in models of plasmid spread,
because it easily engineered in culture con-
ditions. We do not incorporate in our mod-
els.
pH The pH is another factor that is not nor-
mally taken into account, but its effect can
be significant in the colony pattern, ad-
versely affecting cell growth. In areas where
colony growth highly active there exist some
tendency to increase metabolite deposition
because of cellular waste which may change
the surrounding pH and can have a nega-
tive effect on cell growth, working in some
extent as a mechanism of negative growth
control .
Antibiotic substances
. . .
Cellular Growth Growth rate
Cell mass
Plasmid Conjugation rates Most of the parameters related to the
cellular growth and conjugative transfer,
such as the growth rate and conjugation
rates, are taken from measurements carried
out on experiments considering the popu-
lation as a whole. According com [GR05]
truly individual-based models should not
use rates, but rules. We in our models do
not use rates, being the rates an emergent
system property.
Conjugation delay
Recovery time
Maturation time
Fitness cost
Segregative loss
Table 6.3: Some not exhaustive list of parameters used commonly to model conjugative
plasmid transfer.
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way as presented in [KLF+07] but avoiding to use a fixed number of bacterial cells
per position. Although the simulator developed in this work allows the initialization of
an arbitrary number of individuals at fixed or random lattice positions, in the models
presented later on, we opted to use a fixed initialization of two individuals in central grid
positions in order to avoid to increase the model complexity and have comparable results
in terms of knowledge of the initial system state of simulated models. The status of each
agent with respect to their plasmid infection state will be coded by a set of discrete values,
which will be updated according to the model rules and the corresponding transition
function. Thus, for instance, a simple model can be formulated based on three different
possible states for individuals, namely D for plasmid bearing cells or donor cells, F for
plasmid free cells and T for trans-conjugant cells, that is to say, representing bacterial
cells which are initially infected by some arbitrary plasmid, cells which are not harboring
the plasmid and finally cell whose get infected during the simulation process. Using this
simple set of states the transition map representing the plasmid transfer process from
plasmid donor cells to a plasmid free cells is depicted in (6.4).
(D,F )→ (D,T )
(D,T )→ (D,T )
(T, F )→ (T, T )
. . .
(6.4)
In order to simulate the expected behavior of interacting agents the simulation sched-
uler will visit all lattice cells triggering the update rules. The agent encounters are sched-
uled trough a restricted interaction graph selecting randomly individuals in the 3 × 3
neighborhood. The bacterial cells have a reduced mobility in a solid medium, being
allowed to interact only with closely positioned mates. The scheduler will advance in
discrete time steps t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., each step representing some amount of real time. Sim-
ulation process will finish if either convergence value (i.e. number of trans-conjugants) or
the experiment max time is reached. The output state in an abstract data structure called
configuration which holds a vector of all agent states but with no direct representation
of spatial distribution of individuals in the original population protocol model[AAD+06].
In our framework a container object will hold spatial and temporal information for every
agent. Thus configuration object will hold not a multi-set of identical agents but a set
of container objects, as shown in (6.5).
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Configuration

Container
{
Position
Agent
{
State
. . .
(6.5)
In the next sections three models will be presented. The first model implements a
basic scheme with no diffusion and with a homogeneous amount of nutrients distributed
across simulation lattice, large enough to support unrestricted colony growth during the
simulated time of 1440 minutes. Conjugation will take place approximately one time per
cell cycle and the global conjugation rate will be an emergent property of our model.
The second model is an extension of the first model incorporating the diffusion process
allowing cells to consume nutrients available at bacterial cell neighborhood. The third
model is more ambitious and, using the basic infrastructure of the first two models,
incorporates a cost model. The cost is based on the idea that every time the conjugative
machinery is expressed the host suffers some penalization because of interference between
the main chromosome replication times and the plasmid gene expression competing for
a ribosome locus in the translation process. Thus the fitness decrease in plasmid bearing
cells will be modeled as an increment in the cell cycle. The first two models are used as
a test bed for basic aspects of cell growth and nutrient diffusion in order to verify that
they work as expected. In the third we make a systematic study, though preliminary, on
how conjugation behaves according to simple rules based on the cell cycle. In all studies
the growth module is tuned to produce generation times of 100 minutes approximately.
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6.4 Bacterial Conjugation — Model 1
This first model is an initial approach with a very simplified version of the real process
in order to capture only the essence the bacterial growth and the conjugative transfer.
6.4.1 Purpose
The purpose of the model is to study the dynamics of plasmid invasion in bacterial
populations without selective pressure, that is to say, plasmid bearing bacterial cells
have no competitive advantage over plasmid free cells. Furthermore the total amount
of available nutrient particles are not rate limiting, favoring a compact and sustained
growth, only limited by spatial restrictions. Initially plasmid donor cells are deemed to
be repressed, which means that such kind of cells conjugate at very low rates. Once
an initially plasmid free cell acquire the plasmid via conjugative transfer, the plasmid is
derepressed increasing the conjugation rates.
6.4.2 State variables and scales
The model comprises the bacterial individuals and environment. The model area is a
1000×1000µm squared lattice divided in 106 cells of 1×1µm representing a real surface
of 1mm2. In this model the agents representing bacterial cells are defined individually
by two state variables, namely the size and the plasmid infection state. The size is a
dimensionless representation which abstracts the real cell parameters, such as volume,
surface and mass. Concretely size can be seen as the specific point at cell cycle, thus a
newborn cell has a size equal to zero and grows until the size is equal to one. Thus the size
aggregates actual cell mass, volume and surface in only one variable which may assume
any value between the minimal and maximum predefined sizes, it is just a simplification
for the growth model described in [GLV02]6. The plasmid infection state has three
possible values in this model: F, D, T standing respectively for plasmid free cells, plasmid
bearing cells or donors and trans-conjugants, that is to say originally plasmid free cells
infected by a plasmid. Finally the environment will hold the initial nutrient particle
6The bacterial cells uptake nutrients in rates which are directly proportional to the surface of cell
wall in contact with the substrate. As the cell mass increases, the cell volume also grows in order to
keep the cytoplasm density almost constant
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concentration for every lattice cell. In Table 6.4 we provide the descriptive enumeration
about model is state variables and their respective meanings.
Entity State variable State variable description
Bacterial cell Size Contains the size of a bacterial cell in the time t
Plasmid state Holds the plasmid infection state of a bacterial cell.
Values may be F, for plasmid free cells; D for plas-
mid bearing cells or donors and T for originally
uninfected cells that received a plasmid from a D
cell. it T or Transconjugant cells become donors
infecting another cells.
Environment Nutrients The total number of available nutrient particles
per lattice cell.
Table 6.4: The state variables used to describe the model — 1 entities
6.4.3 Process overview and scheduling
The dynamics of bacterial conjugation is modeled as the sequential execution of follow-
ing set of cellular processes: the nutrient uptake and metabolism, the cell growth and
reproduction and, finally the plasmid transfer, see Figure 6.5. The vegetative processes
of cellular housekeeping and reproduction, is based on a simplified version described in
[GLV02, FPL08]. Plasmid bearing cells are assumed to have a metabolic burden im-
posed by the cost of carry one or more plasmids, this will be reflected in the model as
a penalization on the metabolic efficiency, that is to say, plasmid bearing cells will grow
up slowly than plasmid free cells. The process will incorporate randomness at individual
level using a random variable with normal distribution. The nutrient uptake is assumed
to take place only at local cell with no diffusion.
The conjugative plasmid spread will be modeled as a low probability stochastic event
reflecting the fact that naturally occurring conjugative transfer of non-derepressed plas-
mid are a infrequent event. Plasmid segregative lost will disregarded in this model
because it is a usually low value, especially in large low copy number plasmids that have
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active partitioning mechanisms preventing plasmid loss at cell division. In order to find
mates for the plasmid transfer, the Moore’s neighborhood will be used to randomly se-
lect a plasmid free bacterial cell. The model proceeds in time steps of one minute, from
t = 0, 1, . . . 1440 minutes updating all state variables synchronously for each time step t.
Figure 6.5: Model 1 — Process Overview
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6.4.4 Design concepts
Emergence — We want to find out what will be the global outcome which will arise
as function of local rules defining the evolution of the bacterial cells and the interaction
with other adjacent cells under unlimited nutrient availability to support the bacterial
cell cycle.
Fitness — It is considered implicitly to the extent that plasmid free individuals will
present a better adaptation in terms of growth rate than plasmid bearing cells.
Interaction — Bacterial cells interact with their nearby individuals to the mate pair
formation and plasmid transfer.
Stochasticity — Stochasticity is introduced at individual level for all cellular process.
Observation — All state variables will be saved at intervals of ten minutes.
6.4.5 Initialization
At the simulation start time t = 0 two bacterial cells are placed approximately at the
central grid position each of them five space cells away from each other. One bacterial cell
will be a plasmid bearing cell (D) and another, a plasmid free cell (F). The environment
will have an initial amount of 60.000 nutrient particles per space cell, which is the same
value used in [GLV02].
6.4.6 Input
The parameters used in the construction of model — 1 are presented in Table 6.5.
6.4.7 Sub-models
Nutrient Uptake — The rule describing the individual behavior of cellular nutrient
uptake process for each time step is a normally distributed random variable Z with mean
U and standard deviation σu. As motioned in previous chapters the nutrient uptake is
proportion to the cell contact surface. For the sake of simplicity we assume a linear
relation between the cell size and the resulting number of particles taken up from the
environment. The actual nutrient uptake update rule U is shown in (6.6)
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Parameter Value and unit Description
Average nutrient up-
take, (U)
500 part. ×min−1 The maximum rate at which a cell can
assimilate nutrients from the surround-
ing environment.
Nutrient uptake stan-
dard deviation, (σu)
150 The standard deviation of the uptake
rate.
Metabolic efficiency,
(Meff )
0.6 Indicate the metabolic conversion fac-
tor.
Plasmid metabolic pe-
nalization, (Mp)
0.01 This value indicates how much the cel-
lular metabolism is affected by harbor-
ing a plasmid.
Average cell size at di-
vision, (Sd)
3000 This value express when cell division is
triggered.
Standard deviation of
Sd, (σd)
900 The standard deviation of size at divi-
sion value.
Plasmid transfer fre-
quencies for initially
repressed donors, (Rf )
1× 10−3T ×D−1 The frequency of successful conjugative
events[GSS08a]. Only applicable to ini-
tially repressed plasmid donors. The
transconjugant cells are deemed to be
de-repressed and conjugate stochasti-
cally as function bacterial growth cycle.
Table 6.5: The model — 1 input parameters.
U = σuZ + UCS, (6.6)
being CS the size correction constant described by the expression (6.7)
CS = 1 +
2S − (Smax − Smin)
2(Smax − Smin) (6.7)
where S, Smax and Smin are the current bacterial size, the maximum and the minimum
cell sizes respectively. The number of nutrient particles EN in the environment and the
effective values of Ueff will be updated accordingly to the rules show in 6.1.
Metabolism and growth — The rule governing the nutrient uptake effect on the
cell size on t+ 1 has two different paths. The first, for plasmid free cells is shown (6.9)
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Algorithm 6.1 Effective nutrient uptake and environment update
1: if EN ≥ U then
2: EN ← EN − U
3: Ueff ← U
4: else
5: Ueff ← EN
6: EN ← 0
7: end if
St+1 = St + Ueff ∗ Fc ∗Meff (6.8)
For the plasmid bearing cells the metabolic cost will be incorporated as can be seen
in
St+1 = St + Ueff ∗ Fc ∗Meff ∗Mp (6.9)
Cell division — For each time step a normally distributed random number Zd with
mean Sd and standard deviation σd will be generated as follow
Zd = σdZ + Sd, (6.10)
and compared to the actual cell size S, if S ≥ Zd the reproduction cycle takes place.
The cell neighborhood will be checked for free sites and if there exist some place available,
the original cell will be divided into two cells with a size equals to the half of parent
cell. The parent cell will remain in its original placement and the offspring will be placed
randomly at any of available neighbor cells. The original state of parent cell will also be
inherited by the offspring.
Conjugative transfer — According to the results presented in [SYD+11] for the
IbO of pWW0 plasmid invasion in a Pseudomonas putida KT2440 strain conjugative
events are most prone to be carried out at advanced phases of bacterial growth cycle.
The observations indicate that no plasmid transfer occurs before transconjugant cells
reached an elongation of 60-70% of maximum cell length and 75% of conjugative events
were detected when cells exceeded 80% of maximum cell size before division. Hence
suggesting, a positive correlation between cell size, contact surface and successful mating
pairs.
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Therefore we will model conjugative transfer as function of cell size using simple rules
based on the average cell size at division. Thus for each time step a normally distributed
random number Zc with mean Sd and standard deviation σd will be generated as follow
Zc = 0.7× (σdZ + Sd), (6.11)
and then compared to the actual cell size S, if S ≥ Zc for donor and recipient cell, the
conjugative event will take place if there exist some plasmid free cell on the immediate
cell neighborhood.
Two cases are taken into account, initially donor cells are deemed to be repressed
and their transfer rates are low as depicted in the parameter Table 6.5. The decision
rule is based on sampling a poisson distribution with λ equal to the repressed plasmid
transfer frequency (Rf ).
6.4.8 Experiment results
The execution of the simulation experiment depicted in the model 1 produce the results
shown in Figure 6.4.8 where the temporal evolution of infected cells is observed. Initially
two colony forming units positioned at central lattice positions with D and F states
evolves during a 24 hours period and as the colony grows we can observe the positive
trend of infected cells (represented as yellow dots) to invade the colony but such tendency
becomes limited only to those zones of active growth where nutrients are available. The
conjugation rate is approximately one transconjugant per donor cell cycle. As can be
seen such rate is not enough to promote the full plasmid invasion. The Figure 6.7 shows
graphically the resulting data set presented in Table 6.6.
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Time (minutes) Plasmid free cells Donor cells Transconjugant cells
0 1 1 0
50 5 6 0
100 13 12 0
150 35 25 0
200 86 59 0
250 198 119 0
300 398 191 0
350 721 281 11
400 1144 390 43
450 1655 513 122
500 2193 623 289
550 2830 733 501
600 3592 836 790
650 4374 934 1157
700 5190 1021 1621
750 6092 1091 2132
800 7065 1153 2715
850 8104 1209 3422
900 9113 1263 4261
950 10087 1313 5236
1000 11107 1375 6269
1050 12173 1442 7410
1100 13249 1513 8643
1150 14351 1602 9969
1200 15461 1722 11402
1250 16585 1829 12931
1300 17748 1964 14542
1350 18915 2089 16235
1400 20137 2226 17969
Figure 6.6: Model – 1 simulation results.
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
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Figure 6.7: Model 1 — Population temporal evolution
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6.5 Bacterial Conjugation — Model 2
This second model is an extension of Model 1 incorporating the nutrient diffusion process
as new sub-model.
6.5.1 Purpose
The purpose of the model is to study the dynamics of plasmid invasion in bacterial
populations without selective pressure account for the nutrient diffusion process and
their effect on plasmid invasion and in colony growth pattern.
6.5.2 State variables and scales
The model comprises the bacterial individuals and environment. The model area is
a 1000 × 1000µm squared lattice divided in 106 cells of 1 × 1µm representing a real
surface of 1mm2. Bacterial cells state variables are two: the size, which is an abstract
representation, aggregating actual cell mass, volume and surface in only one variable
which may assume any value between the minimal and maximum predefined sizes; The
plasmid infection state which has three possible values: F, D, T standing respectively
for plasmid free cells, plasmid bearing cells or donors and trans-conjugants (free cells
infected by a plasmid). Environment will hold the initial concentration of nutrients per
space cell. In the Table 6.4 we list all state variables.
6.5.3 Process overview and scheduling
The dynamics of bacterial conjugation is modeled as the sequential execution of following
set of cellular processes: the diffusion process, the nutrient uptake and metabolism,
the cell growth and reproduction and, finally the plasmid transfer, see Figure 6.8. The
vegetative processes of cellular housekeeping and reproduction, is based on a simplified
version described in [GLV02, FPL08]. Plasmid bearing cells are assumed to have a
metabolic burden imposed by the cost of carry one or more plasmids, this will be reflected
in the model as a penalization on the metabolic efficiency, that is to say, plasmid bearing
cells will grow up slowly than plasmid free cells. The process will incorporate randomness
at individual level using a random variable with normal distribution. The nutrient uptake
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is assumed to take place only at local cell with no diffusion.
The conjugative plasmid spread will be modeled as a low probability stochastic event
reflecting the fact that naturally occurring conjugative transfer of non-derepressed plas-
mid are a infrequent event. Plasmid segregative lost will disregarded in the model. To the
plasmid transfer, the Moore’s neighborhood will be used to randomly select a receptor
bacterial cell.
The model proceeds in time steps of one minute, from t = 0, 1, . . . 1440 minutes
updating all state variables synchronously for each time step t.
6.5.4 Design concepts
Emergence — We want to find out what will be the global outcome which will arise
as function of local rules defining the evolution of the bacterial cells and the interaction
with other adjacent cells under severe nutrient availability restrictions. We are interested
on the spatial growth patterns in the bacterial colony and how this aspect affects the
plasmid spread.
Fitness — It is considered implicitly to the extent that plasmid free individuals will
present a better adaptation in terms of growth rate than plasmid bearing cells.
Interaction — Bacterial cells interact with their nearby individuals to the mate pair
formation and plasmid transfer.
Stochasticity — Stochasticity is introduced at individual level for all cellular process.
Observation — All state variables will be saved at intervals of fifty minutes.
6.5.5 Initialization
At the simulation start time t = 0 two bacterial cells are placed approximately at the
central grid position each of them five space cells away from each other. One bacterial cell
will be a plasmid bearing cell (D) and another, a plasmid free cell (F). The environment
will have an initial amount of 10.000 nutrient particles per space cell, which is a sixth
of values used in [GLV02].
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Figure 6.8: Model 2 — Process Overview
6.5.6 Input
The parameters used in the construction of model — 2 are presented in Table 6.6.
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Parameter Value and unit Description
Average nutrient up-
take, (U)
500 part. ×min−1 The maximum rate at which a cell can
assimilate nutrients from the surround-
ing environment.
Nutrient uptake stan-
dard deviation, (σu)
150 The standard deviation of the uptake
rate.
Metabolic efficiency,
(Meff )
0.6 Indicate the metabolic conversion fac-
tor.
Plasmid metabolic pe-
nalization, (Mp)
0.01 This value indicates how much the cel-
lular metabolism is affected by harbor-
ing a plasmid.
Average cell size at di-
vision, (Sd)
3000 This value express when cell division is
triggered.
Standard deviation of
Sd, (σd)
900 The standard deviation of size at divi-
sion value.
Plasmid transfer fre-
quencies for initially
repressed donors, (Rf )
1× 10−3T ×D−1 The frequency of successful conjugative
events[GSS08a]. Only applicable to ini-
tially repressed plasmid donors. The
transconjugant cells are deemed to be
de-repressed and conjugate stochasti-
cally as function bacterial growth cycle.
Plasmid segregative
loss probability, (Pl)
0.001 Plasmid segregative loss probability
represents the relative frequency at
which some plasmid is not inherited
correctly by the newborn daughter cell.
Table 6.6: The model — 2 input parameters.
6.5.7 Sub-models
Nutrient Diffusion — Bacterial colonies usually present during their development in
solid surfaces, a growth configuration that resembles a fractal pattern. This phenomenon
is largely due to the concentration of nutrients available in conjunction with the diffu-
sion process, besides of the local effect waste generated by the cellular metabolism. The
rationale of such process is that insofar colony grows, some zones shows greater cellular
accumulation than others owing the offspring is generated close to parent cell after divi-
sion which leads to a proportional nutrient consumption at such focal points as well as
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the nutrient depletion at nearby regions due to diffusive transport.
In order to implement diffusion process we use the same approach described in
[KLF+07] which is quite simple but effective capturing the essence and effects of dif-
fusion process. Roughly speaking, the technique allows nutrients to be consumed not
just from local lattice cell but also from its neighborhood. Thus a size 3 Moore’s neigh-
borhood is used (a block of 7 × 7 lattice cells) for nutrient uptake but always giving
priority to closer locations. Once the corresponding nutrient uptake is calculated, then
try to retrieve such quantity from the local lattice site if possible. If there are no nutri-
ents available at cell site select a random place at a neighborhood distance equal to 1, if
nutrient concentration is greater than zero perform uptake from site if not remove from
list and try again the same process at lattice distances of 2 and 3, if no nutrients are
found return to some randomly selected lattice site at distance equal to one and repeat
the process until find a site with a nutrient concentration greater than zero or when all
sites were visited. Such search is symmetric and makes nutrients closer to the bacterial
cell position, much more prone to be consumed which in some extent emulates the real
flow of nutrient particles towards clusters of bacterial cells due to resource depletion in
such areas[KLF+07]. A pseudo code version of the algorithm afore mentioned is given in
6.2.
6.5.8 Experiment results
Similarly as mentioned for the previous model the execution of the simulation experiment
depicted in the model 2 produce the results shown in Figure 6.5.8 where the temporal
evolution of infected cells is observed. Initially two colony forming units positioned at
central lattice positions with D and F states evolves during a 24 hours period. But
differently from the model 1 the colony growth is not solid presenting some gaps due to
nutrient depletion and the diffusion process. The total amount of nutrient is the half
employed in the first model conditioning the spatial distribution of bacterial cells. As can
be observed, the plasmid infection only take place in the outer limits of colony because
it is the sole zone of active growth. This growth pattern limits the plasmid dispersal
throughout the colony. The conjugation rate is approximately one transconjugant per
donor cell cycle. As can be seen such rate is not enough to promote the full plasmid
invasion. The Figure 6.10 shows graphically the resulting data set presented in Table
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Algorithm 6.2 The algorithm used to implement the nutrient diffusion process, adapted
from [KLF+07].
1: procedure Diffusion
2: neighbors1← getNeighbors(size1)
3: neighbors2← getNeighbors(size2)
4: neighbors3← getNeighbors(size3)
5: temp← neighbors1
6: i← 0
7: while sizeof(temp) > 0 do
8: position← RandomPosition()
9: nutrient← temp[position]
10: if nutrient > 0 then
11: Done
12: else
13: temp← temp− temp[position]
14: if i = 0 then
15: neighbors1← temp
16: temp = neighbors2
17: i← i+ 1
18: else
19: if i = 1 then
20: neighbors2← temp
21: temp = neighbors3
22: i← i+ 1
23: else
24: if i = 2 then
25: neighbors3← temp
26: temp = neighbors1
27: i← 0
28: end if
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: end while
33: end procedure
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6.9.
Time (minutes) Plasmid free cells Donor cells Transconjugant cells
0 1 1 0
50 6 4 0
100 30 17 0
150 90 52 0
200 139 83 0
250 196 114 0
300 269 161 0
350 358 204 0
400 446 243 1
450 549 284 1
500 676 331 1
550 795 384 1
600 943 439 1
650 1127 490 1
700 1303 556 13
750 1462 627 29
800 1620 702 69
850 1785 771 112
900 1972 860 142
950 2153 954 182
1000 2342 1050 229
1050 2524 1142 310
1100 2718 1229 379
1150 2932 1299 452
1200 3125 1390 535
1250 3304 1498 621
1300 3499 1612 729
1350 3710 1738 831
1400 3954 1849 924
Figure 6.9: Model – 2 simulation results.
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
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Figure 6.10: Model 2 — Population temporal evolution
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6.6 Bacterial Conjugation — Model 3
In the third model presented in this work we uses the core processes models — 1 and
model — 2 which incorporates the diffusion process to assess what conditions may leads
to a complete plasmid invasion or whether the spatial and mobility restrictions prevents
the plasmid spread across the bacterial population.
6.6.1 Purpose
The purpose of this model is to explore systematically what conditions favor the full in-
vasion of a bacterial colony on solid medium. It also incorporates a simplified adaptation
of the cost model presented in [SB07], assuming that each a conjugative event, in which
a plasmid is transferred to a from donors to recipient cells is necessary the expression of
a set of genes that compete through their mRNA with another essential genes which are
essential for complete cell cycle and generating a new daughter cell. The two previous
models and reviewed scientific papers use a fixed penalty scheme applying to the plasmid
bearing cells some usually low value as fitness decrement. We will apply a novel idea of
using fitness cost values which varies depending on the number plasmid transfer events
requiring the expression of conjugative machinery. In addition we explore how different
conjugative rates affect the plasmid spread in a spatially structured environment.
6.6.2 State variables and scales
Just as in the previous models the model area is a 1000 × 1000µm squared lat-
tice divided in 106 cells of 1 × 1µm representing a real surface of 1mm2 and the
bacterial cells state variables are the size and the plasmid infection states, namely
Q = {D,F, T, T1, T2, T3, T4} and the transition function δ is presented in (6.12).
δ =

(D,F )→ (D,T )
(T, F )→ (T1, T )
(T1, F )→ (T2, T )
(T2, F )→ (T3, T )
(T3, F )→ (T4, T )
. . .
(6.12)
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In the table 6.7 we give a description of the state variables used in this model which
are similar to the previous models.
Entity State variable State variable description
Bacterial cell Size Contains the size of a bacterial cell in the time t
Plasmid state This state variable stores the current values of
plasmid infection state. Thus the states can be
F , for plasmid free cells; D for initial plasmid
donors, T for originally uninfected cells which ac-
quire plasmid from a D or T cells, T1 for origi-
nally transconjugant T cells which transfer a plas-
mid to a F cell, T2 for originally transconjugant T1
cells which transfer a plasmid to a F cell, T3 for
originally transconjugant T2 cells which transfer a
plasmid to a F cell and finally T4 for originally
transconjugant T3 cells which transfer a plasmid
to a F cell. This transition scheme allows us to
keep the track about the number of conjugative
events performed during the cell cycle. Therefore
T1, T2, T3 and T4 cells performed respectively 1, 2,
3 and 4 conjugative transfer per the cell cycle.
Environment Nutrients The total number of available nutrient particles
per lattice cell.
Table 6.7: The state variables used to describe the model — 3 entities
6.6.3 Process overview and scheduling
The conjugation process is defined in the same way as in previous models, as sequential
execution of processes that occur during the cell cycle. Roughly speaking we have the
nutrient uptake and metabolism, the cell growth and reproduction and, finally the plas-
mid transfer, see Figure 6.11. But differently from former models we incorporate the
in situ observations presented in [SYD+11], which amongst other things, describes the
conjugative process related to the cell elongation, see Algorithm 6.3 for a general process
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overview. Thus, cells which are no longer elongating have reduced ability to conjugate.
We had represented it in our model checking the neighborhood and the cell size. When
cell size is greater than the size required for division and no lattice sites are available
in the neighborhood the conjugative event is triggered with the same scheme as in the
case of repressed donor cells. The nutrient depletion, due to the cellular starvation, also
leads for the reduction of the cells ability to conjugate.
Algorithm 6.3 Overview of the processes represented in Model — 3
1: if NutrientUptake() = true then
2: performGrowth()
3: if isElongating = true then
4: tryConjugation()
5: end if
6: performCellDivision()
7: end if
The growth and division process is essentially the same already described in the
model — 1. Plasmid bearing cells are assumed to have a fixed metabolic burden imposed
by the cost of carry the plasmid but differently from previous models we incorporate a
variable penalization in the cellular growth every time the conjugative genetic machinery
is expressed, using a simplification of the plasmid cost model[SB07]. In order to compare
the effects of plasmid cost we define the variable penalization as model parameter and
perform two different sets of executions. We also incorporate the plasmid loss probability
in this model. The model proceeds in discrete time steps of one minute, from t =
0, 1, . . . 1440 minutes updating all state variables synchronously for each time step t.
6.6.4 Design concepts
Emergence — We want to find out what will be the global outcome which will arise
as function of local rules defining the evolution of the bacterial cells and the interaction
with other adjacent cells. With this objective, the model incorporates the most
significant aspects of the structure and possible behavior of the structure as cellular
processes that are interrelated.
Fitness — It is considered implicitly to the extent that plasmid free individuals
will present a better adaptation in terms of growth rate than plasmid bearing cells.
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Figure 6.11: Model 3 — Process Overview
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Furthermore in one of the model executions we explicitly impose a fitness penalty every
time that conjugation occurs in order to compare the resulting bacterial colony state.
Interaction — Bacterial cells interact with their nearby individuals to the mate pair
formation and plasmid transfer.
Stochasticity — Stochasticity is introduced at individual level for all cellular process.
Observation — All state variables will be saved at intervals of fifty minutes.
6.6.5 Initialization
At the simulation start time t = 0 two bacterial cells are placed approximately at the
central grid position each of them five space cells away from each other. One bacterial cell
will be a plasmid bearing cell (D) and another, a plasmid free cell (F). The environment
will have an initial amount of 30.000 nutrient particles per space cell, which is a third
of values used in [GLV02].
6.6.6 Input
The parameters used in the construction of model — 3 are the same presented in Table
6.8.
6.6.7 Sub-models
cellular death — The process termed die controls the cell death behavior. It is a very
simple decision rule set mimicking the real process. When simulated bacterial cells can
no longer elongate, either due to the nutrient exhaustion or because the absence of space
in the neighborhood, the agent state update is stopped. If nutrients are depleted the cell
begin to lose approximately 1% of mass for each simulation time step. The decision rule
for considering some cell dead is based on the sampling a random variable with normal
distribution, as can be seen in Equation (6.13). If the actual cell mass is less than or
equal to this value cell is removed from simulation lattice.
Zdeath = (σdZ + Sd)− 3Sd, (6.13)
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Parameter Value and unit Description
Average nutrient up-
take, (U)
500 part. ×min−1 The maximum rate at which a cell can
assimilate nutrients from the surround-
ing environment.
Nutrient uptake stan-
dard deviation, (σu)
150 The standard deviation of the uptake
rate.
Metabolic efficiency,
(Meff )
0.6 Indicate the metabolic conversion fac-
tor.
Plasmid metabolic pe-
nalization, (Mp)
0.01 This value indicates how much the cel-
lular metabolism is affected by harbor-
ing a plasmid.
Conjugation
metabolic penal-
ization, (Cp)
0.01 This value indicates how much the cel-
lular metabolism is affected by ransfer-
ring a plasmid.
Average cell size at di-
vision, (Sd)
3000 This value express when cell division is
triggered.
Standard deviation of
Sd, (σd)
900 The standard deviation of size at divi-
sion value.
Plasmid transfer fre-
quencies for initially
repressed donors,(Rf )
1× 10−3T ×D−1 The frequency of successful conjugative
events[GSS08a]. Only applicable to ini-
tially repressed plasmid donors. The
transconjugant cells are deemed to be
de-repressed and conjugate stochasti-
cally as function bacterial growth cycle.
Plasmid segregative
loss probability, (Pl)
0.001 Plasmid segregative loss probability
represents the relative frequency at
which some plasmid is not inherited
correctly by the newborn daughter cell.
Table 6.8: The model — 3 input parameters.
6.6.8 Experiment results
As we mentioned formerly the objective of this third model is to analyze the dynam-
ics of the spread of plasmids using some considerations that have been described in
works [SYD+11] and [SB07]. One of these factors is the fact observed and reported in
[SYD+11] indicating that plasmid transfer activity are most prone to happen in later
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phases of growth cycle, when bacterial cells reach approximately 70% of total
size required for triggering cellular division. Another aspect reported in the same
paper [SYD+11] is the relationship between the conjugative events and the cellular elon-
gation. Thus according to [SYD+11] the conjugative plasmid transfer is disrupted if cells
are no longer elongating. In order to verify that conjugation is impaired by the lack of
cellular elongation, an amount of an antibiotic (β–lactan mecillinam, 200mg L−1), which
does not destroy the cells but prevents further elongation, has been added to bacterial
culture and it has been proven through direct observation that the conjugation almost
completely ceases. This seems to point out that in overcrowded colony sites where bac-
terial cells are under pressure from neighboring cells, even when nutrients are readily
available for cellular growth, conjugative plasmid transfer is disrupted. The second work
[SB07] proposes a cost model based on the competition for ribosomes and sets that plas-
mid fitness cost is fundamentally consequence of the increase in the cell cycle times,
although authors do not make any distinction between fixed and variable fitness cost,
we consider this distinction a plausible hypothesis. The rationale is that the overhead
imposed by the plasmid housekeeping, particularly the replication should be treated as
differentiated cost from those required by the expression of conjugative machinery.
Bearing the above ideas in mind and if such propositions hold we established our work
hypothesis dictates that the conjugative machinery, owing to the bacterial evolutionary
conditions in spatially structured environments, is shaped and tuned for a specific number
of conjugative transfers per cell cycle and the population wide measurements such as the
conjugation rates are determined by the host growth rates. Thus the research question
could be expressed as follow: does a high number of plasmid transfers per cell
cycle an effect over the final infection state of some bacterial population in
structured environments? This positively affects the conjugation rate as a
global measure? Or, on the other hand, such values are more strongly conditioned by
the spatial restrictions and plasmid and bacterial genetic machinery are fine tuned for
this kind of environment.
In order to try to shed some light about these questions we designed a simple ex-
perimental setup in this model 3. Thus we have two distinct experiments, one with no
plasmid conjugative machinery variable cost and another incorporating a few penaliza-
tion as little as 1% in cellular growth7 each time a conjugative event take place. We call
7This is the same value widely accepted as the plasmid fitness cost
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this experiments factor 1 and factor 2 hereafter. Both factors have four levels rep-
resenting 1, 2, 3 and 4 plasmid transfers per cell cycle. Our experimental design
consisted of six replications for each factor and levels8 making a total of 48 executions of
the simulation model9 The results of all runs are shown in tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12,
6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16.
In these tables we expose for each experiment replication the values of the total
number of cells with states D, T, T1, T2, T3, T4 and F as well as the sums Σtotal, ΣTs, and
ΣD+Ts , standing respectively for the final number of plasmid donor cells, transconjugant
cells, transconjugant cells originated from donors or transconjugants which donated 1,
2, 3 and for times per cell cycle, F, as usual represents the number of plasmid free cells.
The sums represent respectively the total number of individuals, the total number of
transconjugants and the total number of individuals infected. Each table also contains
the average for these values.
Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 6284 4163 212 0 0 0 8720 19379 4375 10659
2 6376 4098 216 0 0 0 8602 19292 4314 10690
3 6114 4201 204 0 0 0 8794 19313 4405 10519
4 6297 4142 219 0 0 0 8705 19363 4361 10658
5 6293 4230 209 0 0 0 8722 19454 4439 10732
6 6320 4155 217 0 0 0 8832 19524 4372 10692
Average 6281 4165 213 0 0 0 8729 19388 4378 10658
Table 6.9: Model — 3, factor 1, level 1
In addition to these tables, merely for the purpose of give a visual feedback about the
growth and the plasmid invasion pattern, we provide the images of the first replication
for all factors and levels, see 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19. These
figures provide a visual insight on how the bacterial colonies evolve as function of how
factors and levels vary.
8This is an exploratory approach, would surely have been more appropriate use a 42 factorial design
9The number 6 is a compromise value for the time required to run experiments. Each 24 our real
time at a minute resolution requires approximately 15 minutes to run which makes a total of 12 hours
to run the complete experiment set.
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.12: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 1, level 1
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Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 8302 6802 209 116 0 0 3201 18630 7127 15429
2 8360 6305 193 97 0 0 3282 18237 6595 14955
3 8377 7793 221 119 0 0 3199 19709 8133 16510
4 8186 5593 214 118 0 0 3143 17254 5925 14111
5 8279 6797 201 125 0 0 3196 18598 7123 15402
6 8311 8121 217 123 0 0 3188 19960 8461 16772
Average 8303 6902 209 116 0 0 3202 18731 7227 15530
Table 6.10: Model — 3, factor 1, level 2
Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 7259 8430 141 63 17 0 1994 17904 8651 15910
2 7266 8397 163 54 22 0 1878 17780 8636 15902
3 7229 7901 178 71 11 0 2072 17462 8161 15390
4 7197 8995 111 65 13 0 2001 18382 9184 16381
5 7301 6939 129 65 24 0 1983 16441 7157 14458
6 7296 8417 123 57 19 0 2032 17944 8616 15912
Average 7258 8180 141 63 18 0 1993 17652 8401 15659
Table 6.11: Model — 3, factor 1, level 3
Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 7987 7808 162 45 25 4 2152 18183 8044 16031
2 7993 6927 192 50 11 4 2153 17330 7184 15177
3 7909 7735 139 49 39 7 2181 18059 7969 15878
4 7993 7802 143 57 28 4 2208 18235 8034 16027
5 7989 8621 157 42 32 3 2024 18868 8855 16844
6 8041 7923 178 35 19 4 2165 18365 8159 16200
Average 7985 7803 162 46 26 4 2147 18173 8041 16026
Table 6.12: Model — 3, factor 1, level 4
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Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 7160 2276 295 0 0 0 10410 20141 2571 9731
2 7220 2301 303 0 0 0 10419 20243 2604 9824
3 7307 2291 303 0 0 0 10406 20307 2594 9901
4 6998 2211 281 0 0 0 10401 19891 2492 9490
5 7163 2303 293 0 0 0 10393 20152 2596 9759
6 7119 2278 301 0 0 0 10387 20085 2579 9698
Average 7161 2277 296 0 0 0 10403 20137 2573 9734
Table 6.13: Model — 3, factor 2, level 1
Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 6859 6078 160 70 0 0 5990 19157 6308 13167
2 6851 6029 181 73 0 0 6021 19155 6283 13134
3 6898 6053 179 71 0 0 5999 19200 6303 13201
4 6893 6042 145 68 0 0 5950 19098 6255 13148
5 6837 6127 153 73 0 0 6003 19193 6353 13190
6 6811 6144 151 72 0 0 5999 19177 6367 13178
Average 6858 6079 162 71 0 0 5994 19163 6312 13170
Table 6.14: Model — 3, factor 2, level 2
Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 7397 3960 138 63 15 0 7506 19079 4176 11573
2 7381 3959 143 67 22 0 7540 19112 4191 11572
3 7383 3957 121 73 13 0 7482 19029 4164 11547
4 7411 4011 135 71 11 0 7455 19094 4228 11639
5 7396 3988 151 59 17 0 7521 19132 4215 11611
6 7403 3901 141 63 16 0 7501 19025 4121 11524
Average 7395 3963 138 66 16 0 7501 19079 4183 11578
Table 6.15: Model — 3, factor 2, level 3
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Cell count
Replication D T T1 T2 T3 T4 F Σtotal ΣTs ΣD+Ts
1 6215 4976 134 47 13 7 7996 19388 5177 11392
2 6203 3993 130 49 17 5 7835 18232 4194 10397
3 6207 4983 132 46 13 3 8013 19397 5177 11384
4 6201 3995 139 43 19 9 8001 18407 4205 10406
5 6246 4007 137 45 11 11 8035 18492 4211 10457
6 6219 4959 133 48 14 6 8028 19407 5160 11379
Average 6215 4486 134 46 15 7 7985 18887 4687 10903
Table 6.16: Model — 3, factor 2, level 4
With the average data presented in tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and
6.16 we plot the effect of all treatments on the final number of plasmid free, plasmid
donors and transconjugant cells, which can be visually compared in figure 6.20. At first
glance the most noteworthy is that apparently for the factor 1 there are no significant
differences from level 2, that is to say, visually all levels seems to produce very similar
outcomes with a clear point where the prevalence of uninfected individuals fades out.
A close look at results plotted for factor 2 shows a similar trend, where the level 2
marks the tendency change in the final outcome of uninfected individuals. But differently
from factor 1 it seems to fail to stabilize and apparently oscillates up and down with
a decreasing tendency. In any case the level 2, which means that bacterial cells are
allowed to accomplish two plasmid transfers per cell cycle, seems to be the inflection
point. It also can be observed is that from both factors the level 1 presents a very similar
shape with average values of 10658 and 9734 for total amount of infected individuals.
In order to analyze these ideas we plot the number of infected individuals10 for all
levels for both factors in figure 6.21 where we can observe clearly that apparently there
is no net advantage in conjugating more than two times per cell cycle. Observing the
figure the inflection point seems to be situated at 2.5 transfer per cycle and no further
increment in conjugations per cell cycle produce changes in the outcome for factor 1
and are detrimental in the case of factor 2 where a per conjugation penalization is im-
posed. Insofar these observations seems to be consistent we undertaken some exploratory
statistical analysis on results obtained from simulation experiments performed.
10Actually the sum of all D and T cells
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.13: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 1, level 2
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.14: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 1, level 3
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.15: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 1, level 4
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.16: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 2, level 1
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.17: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 2, level 2
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.18: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 2, level 3
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(a) t = 0 minutes (b) t = 50 minutes (c) t = 200 minutes
(d) t = 400 minutes (e) t = 600 minutes (f) t = 800 minutes
(g) t = 1000 minutes (h) t = 1100 minutes (i) t = 1200 minutes
(j) t = 1300 minutes (k) t = 1350 minutes (l) t = 1440 minutes
Figure 6.19: Colony evolution for model — 3, factor 2, level 4
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Initially we analyzed data to verify if the pre-condition of variance homogeneity re-
quired for hypothesis test using the F test holds. Insofar the standard ANOVA procedure
relies on the assumption that data is normally distributed with homogeneous variances,
it is normally the first hypothesis to be checked to analyze some data set. For this pur-
pose we used the Levene’s test11, which states in the null hypothesis H0 : σ
2
1 = σ
2
2 . . .
that all variances evaluated do not show statistically significant differences. Rejecting
H0 means that variances differs significantly in the analyzed data. In the Table 6.17
we show the results for the test. The test output is the probability value (p–value) of
obtaining the given result just by chance if the null hypothesis of equal variances is holds.
The p–value is compared to some α desired significance level, generally used values are
α = 0.05 or α = 0.01, so if the p− value ≥ α we accept the H0 otherwise variances are
no homogenous. In this case the probability p = 0.00649 < α leading us to reject the
null hypothesis and assume that data have no homogeneous variances12.
Insofar we reject the data is homoscedastic in order to perform the hypothesis test
the option of choice is the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA statistic test. In the
Kruskal-Wallis test the variance is ranked and the ranks are used instead of the variance.
The test does not assume any underlying probability distribution. Despite of the fact
that variances are not homogeneous, we decide also to perform the standard ANOVA
test to contrast results.
Thereby we want to establish the hypothesis under study and accept or reject then
according the statistical results. For the sake of clarity let us to express the objective of
comparing the results obtained from the simulation experiment:
1. (Test – 1) The average values of factors 1 and 2 cause statistically significant
effects on the number of infected individuals.
2. (Test – 2) There exist a statistically significant difference between average values
of levels 1 and 2 of both factors.
3. (Test – 3) The levels 2 to 4 of both factors have statistically equivalent means.
This means that there is no significant contribution from the second level.
11The Levene’s test is used when there exist some doubts whether data is normally distributed, being
more adecuate than Bartlett’s test in these cases.
12Possibly our experimental setup requires more replications.
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Group summary Table
Group Count X σ σ2
1 6 10658.3 73.454 5395.4667
2 6 15529.8 987.293 974746.9667
3 6 15658.8 666.649 444420.9667
4 6 16026.2 537.053 288426.1667
5 6 9733.8 139.61 19490.9667
6 6 13169.7 25.351 642.6667
7 6 11577.7 41.827 1749.4667
8 6 10902.5 528.965 279803.5000
Levene’s statistic 3.36294
Degrees of freedom 7, 40
p-value 0.00649
Table 6.17: Model — 3, Homoscedasticity test table
Put another way, the above hypothesis could be written more formally as follows:
(Test− 1)
{
H0, F 1(l1...l4) = F 2(l1...l4)
H1, F 1(l1...l4) 6= F 2(l1...l4)
Taking the value of p = 2.42544×10−7 from Kruskal-Wallis Anova test from Table 6.19
and using a significance level α = 0.01, thus p < α, leading us to reject the null hypothesis
H0. Using the standard ANOVA, see Table 6.20, with p = 1.03993×10−008 < α. we also
get the same result, rejecting the null hypothesis, therefore we must conclude that the
two factors produce statistically different outcomes.
(Test− 2a)
{
H0, F 1(l1) = F 1(l2)
H1, F 1(l1) 6= F 1(l2)
Using the value of p = 0.0039 from Kruskal-Wallis Anova test from Table 6.19 and
using a significance level α = 0.01, thus p < α, leading us to reject the null hypothesis
H0. Using the standard ANOVA, see Table 6.20, with p = 2.80286× 10−7 < α. we also
get the same result, rejecting the null hypothesis, therefore we must conclude that levels
1 and 2 of factor 1 have statistically different means.
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(Test− 2b)
{
H0, F 2(l1) = F 2(l2)
H1, F 2(l1) 6= F 2(l2)
In the same way as in previous test we compare the value of p = 0.0039 from Kruskal-
Wallis Anova test from Table 6.19 to the significance level α = 0.01, as we found p < α,
we must reject the null hypothesis H0. Using the standard ANOVA, see Table 6.20, with
p = 4.50751× 10−14 < α we obtain the same result indicating that H0 must be rejected.
Thus the levels 1 and 2 of factor 2 have statistically different means
(Test− 3a)
{
H0, F 1(l2...l4) = F 1(l2...l4)
H1, F 1(l2...l4) 6= F 1(l2...l4)
Comparing the value of p = 0.5287 from Kruskal-Wallis Anova test from Table 6.19
to the significance level α = 0.01, we realize that p > α, leading us to accept the null
hypothesis H0. Using the standard ANOVA, see Table 6.20, with p = 0.5125 > α. we
also get the same result, accepting the null hypothesis, therefore we must conclude that
from level 2 to level 4 of factor 1 there are no statistically different means.
(Test− 3b)
{
H0, F 2(l2...l4) = F 2(l2...l4)
H1, F 2(l2...l4) 6= F 2(l2...l4)
Comparing the value of p = 0.0005 from Kruskal-Wallis Anova test from Table 6.19
to the significance level α = 0.01, we realize that p < α, leading us to reject the null
hypothesis H0. Using the standard ANOVA, see Table 6.20, with p = 5.84542×10−9 < α.
we also get the same result, rejecting the null hypothesis, therefore we must conclude
that there are significant statistical differences from level 2 to level 4 of factor 2
According to the statistical analysis shown we may admit that the empirical obser-
vations, based on the graph 6.21, are accurate and apparently confirming our hypothesis
that there is no significant contribution to the number of infected individuals
with more than two plasmid transfer events per cell cycle. As we have seen in the
case of factor 1, which models the transfer of the plasmid as an event without metabolic
cost, a number greater than two transfers per cell cycle, provides no significant advantage
with respect to the number of infected individuals, it also can be seen graphically in the
comparison of means and ranks presented in Figures 6.22(a) and 6.23(a). Moreover, the
same is essentially the true in the case of factor 2 where we apply a penalty for each
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transfer. In this case we see that the best results are with 2 transfers each cell cycle and
from there we may observe the onset of an oscillatory decrease in the number of infected
individuals. The most interesting of these results is the tremendous difference in global
behavior produced by a fitness penalization with a rather low value. A comparison of
means and ranks is shown in Figures 6.22(b) and 6.23(b). In any case the results and
conclusions obtained so far should be taken with caution because we have not carried
out a thorough review of implementations and the models have not been validated or
verified.
Another aspect we have informally explored (data not shown) is what would happen
if donor cells are initially constitutively derepressed and how it would affect the presented
results. Surprisingly, the effect is apparently the same and there are no visually appre-
ciable differences. Of course we cannot draw conclusions because we only have made
one simulation execution and just analyzed results visually. Finally we present in Table
6.18, just as an informational data the overall rates obtained in each experiment. As
mentioned earlier in this study we not directly used rates in models, but those presented
here are result of the emerging behavior of rules defining the interaction between agents.
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Global rates from three models
Experiment Conjugation
rate
γ (T ×D × h−1)
Doublings
(n)
Growth
rate
µ (n× h−1)
model 1 0.33634696 14.29963733 0.595818222
model 2 0.020822066 11.71574754 0.488156148
model 3 – factor 1, level 1 0.029048618 13.2428269 0.551784454
model 3 – factor 1, level 2 0.036252991 13.19146917 0.549644549
model 3 – factor 1, level 3 0.048239733 13.10668728 0.54611197
model 3 – factor 1, level 4 0.041956338 13.14907746 0.547878228
model 3 – factor 2, level 1 0.014968992 13.29749452 0.554062272
model 3 – factor 2, level 2 0.038346983 13.22605868 0.551085779
model 3 – factor 2, level 3 0.023565507 13.21965698 0.550819041
model 3 – factor 2, level 4 0.031424936 13.20457959 0.550190816
Table 6.18: Comparison of experiment rates obtained from the three models. For model
– 3 the results presented are the average values of 6 replicates of each experiment. On
the other hand, for models 1 and 2 we present the results of a single repetition, simply
to provide an empirical comparison between models.
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(a) factor 1, level 1 (b) factor 1, level 2
(c) factor 1, level 3 (d) factor 1, level 4
(e) factor 2, level 1 (f) factor 2, level 2
(g) factor 2, level 3 (h) factor 2, level 4
Figure 6.20: Model — 3, Average behavior of all factors and levels
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(a) factor 1
(b) factor 2
Figure 6.21: Model — 3, Effects of the number of plasmid transfer per cell cycle on the
total amount of infected individuals
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(a) factor 1
(b) factor 2
Figure 6.22: Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA rank comparison.
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Kruskal-Wallis Anova table
Source SS df MS χ2 Prob > χ2
Columns 8568.33 7 1224.05 43.72 2.42544×10−7
(a) Error 643.67 40 16.09
Total 9212 47
Columns 684.333 3 228.111 13.69 0.0034
(b) Error 465.667 20 23.283
Total 1150 23
Columns 1080 3 360 21.6 7.90046×10−5
(c) Error 70 20 3.5
Total 1150 23
Columns 108 1 108 8.31 0.0039
(d) Error 35 10 3.5
Total 143 11
Columns 36.333 2 18.1667 1.27 0.5287
(e) Error 448.167 15 29.8778
Total 484.5 17
Columns 12 1 12 0.92 0.3367
(f) Error 131 10 13.1
Total 143 11
Columns 108 1 108 8.31 0.0039
(g) Error 35 10 3.5
Total 143 11
Columns 432 2 216 15.16 0.0005
(h) Error 52.5 15 3.5
Total 484.5 17
Columns 108 1 108 8.31 0.0039
(i) Error 35 10 3.5
Total 143 11
Table 6.19: Model — 3, (a) Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for all levels of factors 1 and 2, (b)
for all levels of factor 1, (c) for all levels of factor 2, (d) for levels 1–2 of factor 1, (e) for
levels 2–4 of factor 1, (f) for levels 3–4 of factor 1, (g) for levels 1–2 of factor 2, (h) for
levels 2–4 of factor 2,(i) for levels 3–4 of factor 2.
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Anova table
Source SS df MS F Prob > F
Columns 1.55944e+008 1 1.55944e+008 46.21 1.03993×10−8
(a) Error 1.75485e+008 52 3.37472e+006
Total 3.3143e+008 53
Columns 1.16922e+008 3 38974034.4 91.01 7.8626×10−12
(b) Error 8.56495e+006 20 428247.4
Total 1.25487e+008 23
Columns 3.70512e+007 3 12350406.3 163.75 3.05311×10−14
(c) Error 1.50843e+006 20 75421.6
Total 3.85597e+007 23
Columns 7.11945e+007 1 71194536.8 145.27 2.80286×10−7
(d) Error 4.90071e+006 10 490071.2
Total 7.60952e+007 11
Columns 795843.1 2 397921.6 0.7 0.5125
(e) Error 8537970.5 15 569198
Total 9333813.6 17
Columns 404801.3 1 404801.3 1.1 0.318
(f) Error 3664235.7 10 366423.6
Total 4069037 11
Columns 35414852.1 1 35414852.1 3517.98 4.50751×10−14
(g) Error 100668.2 10 10066.8
Total 35515520.3 11
Columns 1.62607e+007 2 8130358.7 86.43 5.84542×10−9
(h) Error 1.41098e+006 15 94065.2
Total 1.76717e+007 17
Columns 1.36755e+006 1 1367550.1 9.71 0.0109
(i) Error 1.40776e+006 10 140776.5
Total 2.77531e+006 11
Table 6.20: Model — 3, (a) ANOVA for all levels of factors 1 and 2, (b) ANOVA for
all levels of factor 1, (c) ANOVA for all levels of factor 2, (d) ANOVA for levels 1–2 of
factor 1, (e) ANOVA for levels 2–4 of factor 1, (f) ANOVA for levels 3–4 of factor 1, (g)
ANOVA for levels 1–2 of factor 2, (h) ANOVA for levels 2–4 of factor 2,(i) ANOVA for
levels 3–4 of factor 2.
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(a) factor 1
(b) factor 2
Figure 6.23: Standard ANOVA mean comparison.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
In this work we have drawn a line in which we gradually climbing the steps of complexity.
We started initially to describe aspects related to basic and fundamental structure of
the phenomenon under study describing the molecular and structural tenets. In this
way we can realize that the knowledge about the low-level structure, being it atomic,
molecular or biochemical, taken statically and in isolation from its context can rarely
supply the information about the emergent behaviors that appear in the higher levels
of complexity. This dichotomy in the structure and behavior, in which is not possible
to elucidate completely the global state space just analyzing of the constituents parts of
a phenomenon, is the result of what is often called nonlinear behavior. For simplicity
we can say that when studying linear behaviors it is possible to decompose the factors
underlying the global states but the same is not true when dealing with non-linear
behavior. At this point, it seems to be clear the need to use a systemic approach as
a tool for understanding the physical phenomena, natural and social, in which in our
opinion the fundamental principles are preserved. In short, a system is interconnected
set of elements that interact in some way and produce a global outcome and in the case
of complex and nonlinear, can rarely be inferred simply by analyzing its structure. The
fundamental idea of the nonlinearity of the systems can be expressed as ”more than the
sum of its parts” and his early philosophical sketches dating from the early twentieth
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century[Smu26], but until after the middle of last century, with the spread of computers,
was when the system dynamics could become established as a scientific discipline based
on simulation.
In addition the biological systems are a paradigmatic case of highly nonlinear and
complex systems, being in recent years the goal of the emerging discipline of systems
biology to link biological knowledgewith computational modeling. Much of the modeling
tasks have been carried out through differential equations, both deterministic as stochas-
tic way, but by virtue of the inherent complexity of the models if we need them to be
rich in detail they need to be settled on the computational simulation. Undoubtedly the
individual-based computational models, although they are more flexible, do not have the
clarity and the support form of mathematical models, thus its ”portability” is lower. In
one of the sections of our work we describe systematic methodological approach employed
to describe individual-based models, called by its authors ODD, meaning Overview, De-
sign concepts, Detail and aims to facilitate and standardize the way of defining such
models.
Although the ODD protocol has methodological advantages in the sense that works
on describing agent-based modeling have the same presentation structure, it is far from a
being a truly formal solution and leaves many details to the user’s discretion, but is still a
good help in the ”formalization” of such models. Moreover only a description of the model
do not ensures that models can be replicated elsewhere by other researchers because there
are so many underlying details which are very hard to transmit in the scope of scientific
paper. It is therefore also necessary to have a generic framework for implementing
the models. With that in mind we embrace the challenge of developing a framework
for spatially explicit agent-based simulations which allows distributed model execution
transparently, providing a high level flexible abstraction to the model developer. Surely
this was a too ambitious goal and we have not managed to fully achieve it, but even so
this has been the engine used for the simulations presented in this work.
Moreover, in this work we tried to systematically study the plasmid invasion dy-
namic in bacterial populations. For this goal we have initially built two models used
to validate empirically the growth and nutrient diffusion functions have been exten-
sively employed in model 3 as the basis of the growth process. The Model 3 is the
core of this study and includes three main ideas about conjugative process taken from
two papers[SYD+11][SB07]. The first two aspects are based on the individual based
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observations (IBO), that is to say, bacterial cells were observed directly at individual
level and such observations suggest that: (i) most of conjugative events are most
likely to happen in advanced stages of cell cycle, when cells have reached ap-
proximately 70% of their maximal elongation before division; (ii) cells which
are not elongating are not able to perform conjugation. The third idea is that
plasmids compete with the bacterial main genome for a ribosome bind loca-
tion in order to express some trait. Thus based on these very simple rules we have
come to the conclusion that there is not a clear competitive advantage in performing
more than two conjugative transfers per the cell cycle. Apparently such behavior may
be due to the spatial constraints imposed by the bacterial colony structure. Obviously
this should not be taken as a definitive conclusion because we have not validated nor
verified our models exhaustively. But nevertheless this result seems to be consistent in
all experiment executions. At the risk of making conjectures we would like to express
an idea that we have drawn during the analysis of experiment data. We think that the
dynamics controlling the plasmid dispersion is evolutionarily designed for a low number
of transfers because our results discard the existence of some clear advantage in perform-
ing more than two transfers per cycle. This leads us to conjecture whether or not the
measurements of conjugation rates obtained at the macro level are related to the plasmid
genetic program or related growth dynamic of their host. Another aspect we would like
to make clear is that we have not directly employed growth rates or conjugation rates.
In our experiments these are emergent properties of the above mentioned rules for cell
growth and plasmid transfer. The next step from here is the verification and validation
of this model to fully ensure that results are correct.
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Appendix A
Experiment construction with Simulet API
The purpose of this appendix is to provide a brief overview on the use of Simulet API
that we used to construct models which were subsequently executed in the experiment
container engine. As mentioned in chapter 5 the experiments are programmed extending
of the Simulet class where model rules governing the agent behavior are implemented.
Besides of developing the Simulet it is also necessary to provide the experiment deploy-
ment descriptors. And all this artifacts must be properly packaged into a jar file in
order to be deployed and executed in the simulation engine.
The deployment information required are XML files providing the definitions about
the experiment, such as the lattice structure, the experiment data, initial agent popula-
tion, the initial environment and the Simulets. These files must be placed at the root of
jar file and have the nomenclature shown in Table A.1. For now we do not provide any
GUI for the generation of these files, therefore requiring manual editing for each exper-
iment. In addition to the configuration files each experiment requires the programming
of at least one Simulet where we define the rules for both agents and the environment
state update.
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File name Description
lattice.xml This file is used for setting the overall lattice size and
the size of the cells. The cell size indicates how the total
available space must be partitioned.
initial-population.xml In this file is used to configure an initial agent population
for the simulation process. Is possible to define for each
agent individually, both position as initial state. This
initialization method is suitable for small initial popu-
lations. If we want more complex initializations with
larger populations or to distribute randomly individu-
als through the lattice is more appropriate to use the
method based on the definition of ExperimentInitializa-
tionListener which allows the programmatic initializa-
tion of the initial population.
environment.xml The purpose of environment.xml file is the configura-
tion of the initial values of the environment assigned to
each lattice cell. The common usage is to assign some
kind of initial value, such as nutrients, pH, antibiotic
substances or any other variable specific for the model
to be simulated. This method is appropriate when you
want a fixed initialization, but the option of choice if
random initialization, or gradient based distributions, is
to use the programmatic method based on extending the
ExperimentInitializationListener abstract class.
experiment.xml This file is required to configure the characteristics of
the experiment we want to simulate. The parameters
that need to be defined here are the desired simulation
time, the time step, number of repetitions, desired fre-
quency to dump the experiment state variables, the ran-
dom seed and whether the state update is synchronous
or asynchronous.
simulets.xml This file is the deployment descriptor of the simulation
model. Each model requires defining at least one Simulet
where state update rules for model entities must be im-
plemented. It is also defined here the deployment con-
figuration of ExperimentInitializationListener as well as
global and specific parameters.
Table A.1: Deployment files required for define and execute experiments in the simula-
tion engine.
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <simulation -lattice >
3 <lattice >
4 <space >1000 x1000</space>
5 </lattice >
6 <cell>
7 <space >1x1</space>
8 </cell>
9 <discrete >true</discrete >
10 <overlap >2</overlap >
11 </simulation -lattice >
Figure A.1: An example of lattice.xml deployment file.
Defining simulation space
The first step for defining an experiment is set up the grid on which agents will be
placed. This is done through the file lattice.xml where we can specify the global lattice
dimensions and the size of each lattice cell. In addition we can control the maximum
number of agents allowed for each cell and whether the cells must be treated as discrete
or continuous. If cells are declared continuous the number of agents per lattice cell
must be controlled programmatically. When the discrete parameter is set to true the
simulation engine is in charge of the control of actual number of agents per cell which
is controlled by the parameter overlap. In Figure A.1 we give an example of a discrete
1000× 1000 2D lattice with cell sizes of 1× 1 and a maximum overlap of two agents per
lattice cell. Units are not specified, but implicitly assumed for each model, in the case
of our bacterial models the units are µm.
Valid parameters for lattice space arem×m andm×m×m for 2D and 3D experiments
respectively. Cell sizes must be defined according the lattice definition as n × n and
n × n × n, being n < m. Invalid lattice configurations will prevent experiments to be
deployed.
Defining initial population
After setting the dimensions and characteristics of the simulation space we must define
the individuals who initially inhabit that space when simulation time t = 0. That task
can be accomplished in two different ways depending on the initial number of agents and
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the complexity of the way we want distribute agents across the simulation space. If we
want to populate just a small set of initial individuals the easiest way is define them in
the file initial-population.xml, for a small example see Figure A.2. As seen in this
file defines a collection of individuals, each of them characterized by two attributes: The
position and the agent which must be placed in such position. Similarly agents are
also defined by two attributes: The first attribute is the agent id which is used internally
and must have a value of −1 which tells the simulation engine experiment initialization
module to fill this parameter with an adequate UUID. Actually we will always set it to
−1. The second and most important agent parameter is the state which must contain
all state variables related to the agent state1. In order to define the agent state variables
we must assign a key which will be used later in the Simulet development to access the
agent state. In the Figure A.2 we give an example defining two agents with initial states
D and F of type string.
In the case that our initialization needs are more complex , it is initialize program-
matically developing an ExperimentInitializationListener which presents the structure
depicted in Figure A.3. In this example we add an agent to every lattice cell with
an initial state equal to F string. Although we use this initialization method, the file
initial-population.xml is still necessary but must be empty, otherwise the experiment
will not be properly deployed. The transition method is executed by multiple threads
ths, the use of member variables must be done carefully always properly synchronizing
the object access. But this should be preferably avoided whenever possible because it
would slow down the initialization process.
Defining environment
The environment corresponds to all those state values that are not associated with the
agents but are required for the simulation process. The values defined in this section
are specific to each model. During the initialization, all values present in that file are
assigned to each lattice cell and then can be further referenced and manipulated by the
their names which has been provided through the key parameter. A simple example
is shown in Figure A.4 where the Nutrient value is defined. This example file will
assign a Double variable with an initial value of 60000 nutrient particles to every lat-
1Valid data types are those described in http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <population >
3 <individual >
4 <position >C(X=0000000499;Y=0000000509;) </position >
5 <agent>
6 <id>-1</id>
7 <state>
8 <entry >
9 <key>size</key>
10 <value xsi:type="xs:double" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance">0.5</value>
11 </entry >
12 <entry >
13 <key>infection </key>
14 <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance">F</value>
15 </entry >
16 </state>
17 </agent>
18 </individual >
19 <individual >
20 <position >C(X=0000000499;Y=0000000499;) </position >
21 <agent>
22 <id>-1</id>
23 <state>
24 <entry >
25 <key>size</key>
26 <value xsi:type="xs:double" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance">0.5</value>
27 </entry >
28 <entry >
29 <key>infection </key>
30 <value xsi:type="xs:string" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance">D</value>
31 </entry >
32 </state>
33 </agent>
34 </individual >
35 </population >
Figure A.2: An example of initial-population.xml deployment file.
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1 public class BactocomModel10Initialize extends
ExperimentInitializationListener {
2
3 public void init() throws SimuletException {
4
5 }
6
7 public void transition(SimuletInputState in ,
SimuletOutputState out) throws SimuletException {
8 SimuletAgent new a= new MyAgent ();
9 a.setState("infection -state","F");
10 out.addNewAgent (( CellPosition) in.getPosition (), a);
11 }
Figure A.3: An example of of ExperimentInitializationListener class
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <simulation -environment >
3 <environment >
4 <entry>
5 <key>Nutrient </key>
6 <value xsi:type="xs:double" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org
/2001/ XMLSchema" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org /2001/
XMLSchema -instance">60000</value>
7 </entry>
8 </environment >
9 </simulation -environment >
Figure A.4: An example of environment.xml deployment file.
tice cell. More advanced initialization can be carried out programmatically using the
ExperimentInitializationListener, see Figure A.3.
Configuring the experiment
The file experiment.xml govern the behavior of the simulation engine. In this file we
must configure all of the following parameters: synchronous, replications, snapshot-
interval, random-seed, fromtime, totime and step. The synchronous parameter
governs how state is updated for each cell. If this parameter is set to true, all cells
are updated at the same simulation time t1 = ti + ti+step synchronously making the
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <experiment -config >
3 <synchronous >true</synchronous >
4 <replications >6</replications >
5 <snapshot -interval >50</snapshot -interval >
6 <random -seed>auto</random -seed>
7 <fromTime >0</fromTime >
8 <toTime >1440</toTime >
9 <step>1</step>
10 </experiment -config >
Figure A.5: An example of experiment.xml deployment file.
model equivalent to the classical CA. Setting this parameter to false allows lattice cells
to update their states at different time, making the model equivalent to an interact-
ing particle system. The replications parameter defines the number of times the ex-
periment must be executed by the simulation engine. The snapshot-interval allows
configuring the interval at which the experiment state data is saved. The experiment
data is saved with the API call getContext().getExperimentState().doSnapshot(. . .) or
getContext().getExperimentState().doSnapshotNow(. . .) . With the second call we can
circumvent the configured value and force a snapshot at any interaval. The random-
seed parameter is used to define the initial random seed used in the random number
generators, possible values are auto or a long value. Finally the last three parameters
fromtime, totime and step are used to configure the simulation initial time, final time
and the time increment at each simulation step. An example of this file is shown in
Figure A.5.
Configuring the Simulet deployment descriptor
Finally in the deployment descriptor simulets.xml three aspects of the implementation
are defined, namely the context parameters, the ExperimentInitializationListener and
the Simulet. The context parameters are global name – value pairs which may be
used to define global parameters for the experiment. The programs specifying the model
rules are declared, telling the simulation engine which are the classes implementing both
ExperimentInitializationListener and the Simulet for our experiment, this is done using
simulationInitializer and simulationSimulets sections. Mandatory values for both arti-
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF -8" standalone="yes"?>
2 <simulation -application >
3 <contextParameters >
4 <entry>
5 <key>example </key>
6 <value >example value</value>
7 </entry>
8 </contextParameters >
9 <simulationInitializer >
10 <simuletClass >org.holistic.bactocom.
BactocomModel15InitializationListener </simuletClass >
11 <simuletName >BactocomModel15InitializationListener </
simuletName >
12 <simuletParamenters >
13 </simuletParamenters >
14 </simulationInitializer >
15 <simulationSimulets >
16 <simuletClass >org.holistic.bactocom.BactocomModel15Simulet </
simuletClass >
17 <simuletName >BactocomModel15Simulet </simuletName >
18 <simuletParamenters >
19 <entry >
20 <key>NutrientUptakeAvg </key>
21 <value >500</value >
22 </entry >
23 </simuletParamenters >
24 </simulationSimulets >
25 </simulation -application >
Figure A.6: An example of simulets.xml deployment file.
facts are the simuletClass and simuletName. The simuletClass must contain the class
implementing the Listener or the Simulet with the full package name. In the simuletName
parameter we must set a short name for the Simulet or Listener. In both sections we
may also define local parameters for each ıSimulet or ExperimentInitializationListener.
An example of this deployment file is show in Figure A.6
Multiple instances of both artifacts can be configured. In such case the simulation
engine will execute then sequentially in the same order as they appear in the deployment
file.
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1 public class BactocomModel25Simulet extends Simulet {
2 public void init() throws SimuletException {
3 double Uavg = Integer.valueOf(getParameter("NutrientUptakeAvg
"));
4 }
5
6 public void transition(SimuletInputState in ,
SimuletOutputState out) throws SimuletException {
7 if (in.hasAgents ()) {
8 getContext ().getExperimentState ().doSnapshot ();
9 if(rules.doUptake(in , out)) {
10 if(rules.isElongating ()) {
11 rules.doGrowth ();
12 rules.doConjugation(in, out);
13 }
14 rules.doDivision(in, out);
15 rules.doCheckpoint(in, out);
16 }
17 }
18 }
19 }
Figure A.7: An example of a Simulet class file.
Implementing a Simulet
The Simulet class is basically the place where simulation rules must be implemented.
Its structure is very straightforward having only two methods: the init method and
the transition method. The init method is executed once during the Simulet life cycle,
just after simulation engine has resolved and loaded the class implementing the Simulet
declared in the corresponding deployment file. On the other hand the transition is
executed for all simulation time steps. This method is executed by multiple threads of
simulation engine and therefore we must make a careful use of member variables. An
skeleton of such class is shown in Figure A.7.
The parameters of transition method are (SimuletInputState in, SimuletOutputState
out. The first parameter provides methods and access to the values of simulation state
variables at current simulation time and the second allows to modify these values for the
simulation time equal to t = tcurrent+timestep.
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In order to give a more illustrative example we have implemented the widely known
Conway game of life, which is a classic example of cellular automata, using the Simulet
API. The example is show in Figure A.8.
1 public void transition(SimuletInputState in ,
SimuletOutputState out) throws SimuletException {
2 Map <Position , Map <Position , Agent >> neighbors = null;
3
4 neighbors = in.getMoreNeighborhood (1).getNeighborAgents(p);
5
6
7 // CONWAY RULE 1
8 if( !in.hasAgents () && neighbors.size() == 3) {
9 out.addNewAgent(new GameOfLifeAgent ());
10 }
11
12 // CONWAY RULE 2
13 if( in.hasAgents () && (neighbors.size() == 2 || neighbors.
size() == 3) ) {
14 ;
15 }
16
17 // CONWAY RULE 3
18 if( in.hasAgents () && (neighbors.size() >= 4 || neighbors.
size() <= 1) ) {
19 out.dieAgent ();
20 }
21
22 }
Figure A.8: The Conway game of life implemented as a Simulet
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